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When I have something really vital to talk to the
people about I like to drop into "the first person,
singular," and Jalk face to face with our readers. So
certain am I that Albuquerque stands at the "fork of
the road" this mdYning that I cannot resist making a
direct appeal. I am doing it for the welfare of the
whole city.
There is a road of disorganization, inefficiency, incompetency and failure. There Is another road of teamwork, efficiency, ability and success. You are standing
this morning where you can look down both roads.
Which one is Albuquerque going to take? One leads to
the Slough of Despond; the other to the Mount of InShall we struggle, with bent shoulders, in
spiration.
the morass, during 1922 or shall we stalwartly march,
with heads erect, up yonder where vitalizing breezes
blow the hair back from prespiring, but
brows? You must decide.
I am talking about completing the drive for funds
to build the hotel. I am talking about doing it with a
snap and & bang, which will be inspiring. The remaining $7,473 will be raised somehow, sometime. The hotel
is going to be built. Fear of failure in the. end, is not
the thing that disturbs me. But I am disturbed by the
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SHOT BY A
SENTRY, IS ASSERTED

PRISONER

Evidence Introduced Regarding Illegal Hangings
As Witnesses Fail to Appear at Hearing.
(By The Associated Frrsa.)

"Washington, Jan. 18. Testimony
relating to alleged brutality toward
enlisted, men in home ana foreign
"'Ciison camps was presented today
to the senate committee Investigating charges that American soldiers
had been hanged without trial In
1'ranee.
There was no evidence bearing
on the charge of illegal hanging.
Five of the ten witnesses expected
to testify were summoned, but they
il il not aDDear. and four of them
, con Id not be located.
Called as a witness after telegraphing Senator Watson, democrat, Georgia, that he knew of ther,
killing of three soldiers. Bruce
of Elk Garden, Wf Va., said
he had no personal knowledge as
to such crimes. Pressed as to his
reason for making conflicting statements, Bennear explained he had
written the telegrams and that an
operator, rewriting them with the
unnecessary
view of eliminating
words, had made him say what he
did not mean.
Was Put In prison.
Ham- - K. Valmer of New York
toid
the committee that while
City
in the air service in France he was
transferred to another station, the
name of which he (113 not remember, and in passing through Paris
wan picked up and put in prison ns
"a lost and found person," although
he was in possession of official
tranter papers.
" was put in a room with so
not
mnny others that we eould witsleep even on the floor," the two
ness said, "and was kept there
days. There was not even a chair
in the room."
"Were you ever told yon were
'Continued on Page Two.
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present first assistant postmaster
the
head
of
as
postoffiee
general
department to succeed Will II.
Hayes, who Is expected to tender
his resignation soon to become directing head rf the National Association of Motion Picture Producers
and Distributors was urged on
President Harding today by Senator Nicholson of Colorado.
Coincident with the visit of Senator Nicholson to the White House,
it was learned that Dr. Work,
whilo.not Eeeking the postmaster
has strong support
generalship,
from prominent republicans both
in anci ent of- government services.
Representative Focht of Pennsylvania which was Dr. Work's native
state, it was feaid, is one of the leaders among these In the house which
are urging that the Coloradoian
be promoted, to the head of the deuj.

-

partment.

Statements-wermade by some
seleading republicans today that exwas to be
Dr.
Work
lection of
pected, although White House visitors said the president had told
them ha would make no decision,
even of a tentative nature, until he
had received final word from Mr.
Hays as to his intention.
e

SPECIAL COMMITTEE NAMED TO
INVESTIGATE

COHCiTIOHS

AT

ASYLUM FOR INSANE, REPORTS
In&tituticn is Conducted As Well As the Appropriations Will Permit; Recommend Hos-

pital for Tuberculous Patients and Others
Afflicted With Contagious Diseases. .

(SPECIAIi CORRESPONDENCE TO MORNING .7ii.OWAX)
Santa Fe. Jan. 18. Tha report counsel, John D. W. Veeder, of Las
of the special committee appointed Vegas, to present his side of the
by Governor Mechem to make an controversy.
investigation of all conditions In-at O. The' report is signed by William
Haydon, of Las Vegas, chairthe New Mexico asylum for the
sane, at East Las Vegas, goes com- man; C. N, Blackwell, M.of Raton;
K. Wyl-de- r,
prehensively into the whole situa Drs. P. G. Cornish and
and Benjamin
tion, after having allowed time forJ M. of Albuquerque,
Read
Fe.
Santa
agrees
Read, of
deliberation. Dr. uoyai a. Tracy,
relieved by the hoard as medical with the report in the main, but
ex
files
writin
report
submitted
superintendent,
more fully his opinions on
ing his chargos against the board pressing
two
points.
and was allowed to appear before
Duties of Committee.
the committee, accompanied by his
Governor Mechem appointed this
special committee for the following
purposes:
1. To investigate the care and
treatment of patients.
2. To inquire into the' business
and professional management.
3. To look Into the status of the
FORECAST
Jan. 18. New finances.
Colo.,
Denver,
4. To ascertain where economy
Mexico: Generally fair Thuriday;
much colder, with a cold way". could be used, and where a more
liberal
expenditure of money would
Friday, fair and continued cold.
Arizona: Generally
fair Thurs- be Judicious.
6. To make such suggestions and
day; colder north and east por- recommendations
in the . way of
tions, cold wave northeast portion. new
legislation as would tend to'
Friday, fair.
ward the betterment of the institution.
IiOCAL REPORT.
Following tha meeting of the
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
hours ended at fl p. m. yesterday, committee, Chairman Haydon se.
cured statements from Dr. P.. M.
recorded by the university;
SI De Marals, Mrs. Emma Elwood,
Highest temperature
33 Dolores Ulibarrl and Miss Mary
Lowest
Theso statements were
i
, 21 B. Davis.
Range
44 used by the committee members in
Mean
38 studying tho general situation. Tho
Humidity at 6 a. ni.
'
22 report says:
Humidity at 6 p. m,
"The committee finds that It was
..None
(Precipitation
38 appointed by the governor to mako
Maximum wind velocity
West such Investigation as it might see
Direction of wind
Clear
(Continued on i'age Two.;
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ATTEMPT TO STEAL
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TO CONVERT DUBLIN
CASTLE INTO MUSEUM

Wil

Department Has
Every
Come Under the Provisional Ministry; Various
Offices Are Allocated,

ft

(By Tne Atnorliitcd Press.)
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STUTZ MOTOR COMPANY
HEAD

HAS

IM

Cambridge.
England when she becomes th
bride of Lord Lascelles. Lady
Mary Is a first cousin of the princess tho marquess being a brother
of pueen,-Mai'y.
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(SPECIAL DISPATCH TO MORNING JOURNAL)
Santa Fe. Jan. 18. The way of lators be reported to his office,
the transgressor in New Mexico When their guilt has been estabwill be strewn with more rocks and lished in court they will be subjectthorns by reason of the plans tint ed, to a heavy payment of license
were made at the conference, of and penalty, in addition to any fine
federal and state .proiecutin'j of- or Imprisonment by the court.
ficers held here with the at
George R. Craig, United States
torney general. Seven cf.the nine district attorney, submitted an exwere
haustive
district
present,
report compiled by agents
attorneys
while 15 counties were represented of the department of Justice, covby pe'Jce officers.
ering prices cf necessities in El
The Chief offenders under fire Paso, Santa Fe, Albuquerque, Dcm-inwere the profiteers and the vio.at- Gallup and Tucumcarl, lie inors of the prohibition laws. Govern formed the conference there are
or Mechem was absent from tne now no federal laws to prohibit
city, but a message from him was profiteering, except such cases as
read in which recommended d a may be prosecuted for conspiracy
state law to permit search and or for combinations in restraint of
seizure, in liquor cases, with confis trade. Convictions under these two
cation and sale of anv vehicle li heads are exceedingly hard to sequor laden, the proceeds of such cure, he printed out.
A legislative committee to make
sales to go into the prohibition en
forcement fund. Ho advocated also recommendations to the next legisheavy fines for prohibition violat- lature was appointed, composed of
ors, the fines to go into the enforce A. M. Edwards, Santa Fe, assistant
ment fund.
attorney general; Hugh B. Wood- ward, Clayton, district attorney; T,
Judge Reed Holloman of Santa)
sher-iN- '.
Wllkerson, Albuquerque, assist-if- f
Fe, recommended that every
be appointed a depuly United ant United States district attorney.
committee will recommend a
States marshal so as to secure
ter enforcement of the Volstead Jaw to prohibit profiteering In
ccsslties. and amendment of the
Benlgno C. Hernandez of Abu- -- prohibition .act co as to IncludJ
revesearch and seizure, vs well as con- Internal
collector
of
querque,
nue, asked that all prohioiticn vio- - nscatlon and sale of vehicle.
g,

j
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Lndy Mary
Lady Mary Cambridge, daughter
of the Marquess of Cambridge,
formerly the Duke of Tevk, has
been selected as one of the bridesmaids to attend Princess Mary of

i

New York, Jan. 18. Resignation
of Allan A. Ryan as a director and
chairman of the board of the Stutz
Motor Car company was announced
today.
It was learned he had become a
director and chairman of the board
of tho Frontcnao Motor Car company of America, recently incorporated with a capital of 11,000,-0-

Ryan's withdrawal from tho
became known a
Stutz company
few hours after his sudden departure for Europe. His trip, associ
ates stated would he for both busi
Mr.

ness and pleasure.
Mr. Ryan is tho son of Thomas
E. Ryan, well known as a financier
and former traction magnate. He
was a member of the New York
and the largest
Stock Exchange
shareholder In tho Stutx company
at the time of the "corner" in that
stock, which resulted In Its removal from the exchange and Mr.
Ryan's expulsion after a bitter

THE SADDLE

Money Difficulty Has Been
Surmounted Ety the Bank
of Ireland Offering a Loan
of $1,000,000.

Press.)

l

Washington, Jan. 18 (by tho Associated Press.) The American
accepted in
open door program
part today by the Far Eastern
committee of the arms conference,
but approval was given only after
elimination of the provision which
would have authorized an inquiry
into existing concessions in China.
Tha French, renewing their objection to reopening tho whole field
of concessions granted In the past,
were seconded by the Japanese,
and the proposal was finally
thrown out at the suggestion of the
British. The Chinese reserved the
the
right to cull It up again, but delgeneral impression among the
egation was that it hnd been permanently sidetracked so far as this
conference is concerned.
Viewed by many delegates as the
most sweeping suggi-stioof the
American plan, the existing concessions article was tho center of
debate, various delegates opposing
ground that It might lead
jitto onan the
almost endless inquiry Into
the validity of the maze of econo-- !
mic arrangements in force in
China. For tho American delega-- j
tion, however, it was said that the
eliminated article was not considered of vital importance since re-- I
mainlng provisions of the plan
would permit examination of exist
ing concessions where both parties
agree to It.
As adopted, tho open door resolution contains a mutual pledge
not to seek spheres of influence
or monopolies In China, and authorizes creation of an international board of reference with power
to investigate and report any casa
which Boems to Involve violation of
the principle of equal economic
and commercial opportunity.
Returning to the problem of railway control in China, the committee laid the groundwork for tomorrow's discussions by hearing two
resolutions proposed for promoting
equitable development of Chinese
rail facilities. The first, Introduced
by Sir Auckland Geddes of the
British delegation, would pledge
the powers against discriminatory
prarticesn roads under their control. Tho other, presented by Secretary Hughes, would express a
hope that the transportation lines
in China might he welded eventually into a unified system, under
Chinese control.
8crmrato Status Realized.
In neither proposal was there exception made on the Shantung or
Manchurlan lines, now under Japanese supervision, but the commit"
tee recognized the separate Btatus
of the Chinese Eastern railway by
referring that whole subject to a
of Far Eastspecial
ern experts.
The latter road,
traversing the border between
Manchuria and Siberia, now is under the control of an interallied
- commmlsslon.
between the
The negotiations
' the
over
Japanese, and Chinese
general Shantung problem were
advanced one more step today by
an agreement for return to China
of tho coal and "'ore mines In Kiao
Chow, leased terrltoftv On the
pivotal question of the returnof
the Shantung railwsy, however,
there were no further . develop'
ments.
In the negotiations on the naval
treaty there also was a lapse of
activity, the second dealing with
Pacific fortifications remaining in
an uncertain status.

ns take an example. A man earns $1,500 n year. After
and educating Ills family, lie finds lio ran save
lie ran live for twenty years, lie can save $2,500
If lie dies next year. Ills estate for
interest.
Is $123. The wife then, must live in want and
the children, perhaps, go uneducated.
This $125 per year will buy tbls man $3,000 of life insurance.
If ho dies next year, flic family lias $3,000 instead of $125. If
ho lives twenty years he lias a policy worth somewhat less than
$2,500. Ho- paid a moderate amount for the protection.
The only asset of the average young man nt the time of marriage Is Ills life. If ho can keep it lone enough to convert Ks
IiCt

fefdintr, liousliv;
$125 u year. If
and ncciiniiilnted
wife, nnd rhllcrrn

energies Into cash, lie enn educate his family nnd lay by some,
that life prematurely, the
thing for f'tho rainy day." If lo loses
nnA penury and lack of opsolo asset of the family
portunity is the fate of his dependents.
No man enn afford to carry this rink. Good sense says that
he Miould contribute annually, a reasonable amount from his
earnings, to a fund, out of which the dependents of the unfortunate, enough to die, will receive benefits.
Such Is tho course of the prudent man. Let some one, who
will bo protected by the law of averages, take the chances. Don't
ask your babies to take it.
'
CARL C. MACEK.'
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REFUNDING BILL

CARLOAD OF CHEESE

Ell I PROMPT

Approval Given Only After
to
Clause
Eliminating
Authorize a Probe of Existing Concessions.
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Yorker Thrown Into
Prison in France; Room
So Crowded the Occupants Could not Lie Down
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print
The
which will be manifested by a
is...long
card without publishing the amount. If the list
- response to this appeal, will mean ereat thins this
.
.
it it is snort, it will bejyear. Do not say that it is unimportant whether or not
enough it Will be inspiring.
depressing.
come, ifte truth is that it is vital to the future that
Most of these cards must bear the figures "$50.00," you do this simple
act.
you
or more, if this project is to be completely successful,
I appeal to
- a"d in making
eat) reader fpersonally
but you can fix the figure without any criticism. What
Ml . f
.1
7
will be criticized will be your failure to come. That will it''
L
I Dledrre voumTl
of
of
.
in
future
:
acitv
n.
i
your
i. muse who
l are planning 10 give a great aeai
j..t oii,i
j:i
uisncaricn
support to every mov- give unlimited
.
time this veer tr tnnlci Alhiimiff oue mon nfnnprnin mentJournal will
to your prosperity this year. If the peonla
to
add
riease co not consraer yourseir so prominent a
bother to do so small an act, why should the
citizen as to be exempt from the duty to come. Every will not show
Journal
any great solicitude in the future?
banker should help Albuquerque by walking to the ' '
Make this today's motto: "I will leave mv calling
Chamber of Commerce before he goes to his desk.
jcard in some amount, at the Chamber of Commerce, at
Leaders ought to lead, not hang back.
Every merchant, lawyer, doctor, clerk, owes it to earliest possible moment today.
Were Mr. Hening, of the Evening Herald, in tha city,
the city to aid this project by coming. No one needs to
stay a minute. Leave your card and go on about your I am sure he would join me in this appeal.

weight of the Journal into a program of accomplishment this year. But I am sure that the immediate and
emphatic success of the hotel drive is essential to the
entire program.
I am taking a bold step this morning.
Perhaps it is
adconsulted
I
of
those
whom
have
Some
foolhardy.
vise me against it. I confess that its failure will be
humiliating. But my confidence in the good sense and
patriotism of the people is great. I believe that they
will respond to a call to arms to protect the future of
the city.
I propose that we close up this whole matter with a
ring of victory by marching on Sidney Weil early today
at the Chamber of Commerce with the little coupon cn
this page in our hands. I mean everybody, subscriber
rich and poor.
and
To make this thing a success everybody must add
to the spirit of the occasion by going. If you have sub

ALBUQUEEQUB MORNING JOURNAL.

CITY

vol. crxxu.

!

If the men folks must'go to work, the women shouli
fear that the matter will drag until success will amount scribed until you can do nothing more of a substantial;
to a defeat to the city building spirit.
nature, f ill in the coupon for five dollars and leave it take the trouble to change their clothes and come down,
I as your calling card to show that you had suf f icient How much you do is not so important as that you
I entertain high hopes for Albuquerque in 1922.
interest in the success of the enterprise and the future Pepistcr your interest in the future of Albuquerque by
in
believe firmly that we can make this year the greatest
of the city to answer this call for support. I want to! calling.
full
the
I
throw
of
to
the
stand
the history
city.
ready
a list tomorrow of those who called and left a
team-wor-

Dublin, Jan. 18 (by the Associated Press.) James McMahon, under secretary for Ireland and A.
W. Cope, assistant ttndor secretary,
spent most of the afternoon at the
Mansion House, present headquarters of the new government, presumably in consultation concerning
details of the transfer of powers,
as outlined in an official statement
tonight.
Tho new provisional government
has been prompt in fixing itfvlf In
the saddle. The money difficulty
has been surmounted, the Bank of
Ireland agreeing to a loan of
$1,000,000 to the provisional government.
Dublin Castle, it Is reported, will
bo converted Into a museum.
The statement of the publicity
department on the transfer shows
every government department has
come under the provisional ministry, and all persons are directed
to carry on until further orders.
The various offices have been al
located as follows:
Michael Collins, as minister of
finance, gets eleven. Including the
hoard of works, customs and excise and the ministry of pensions.
Eamon J. Duggan, minister of
home affairs, takes nine, beginning
with the chief of police of Dublin
Castlo and the constabulary, and
winding up with tho office of Ulster king of arms.
minister of
Kevin O'Higgins,
economics, has four departments.
board
of
the
trade and
Including
the ministry of transport.
Joseph MeGrath. minister of
is placed at the head of the
British department of tho ministry
of labor.
Patrick Hogan Is given charge of
tho congested district board and
all the agricultural departments.
William T. Cosgrove, minister of
local government, will have control of the department of public
health, the asylums for tho insane,
Industrial schools and census office.
Finlan Lynch, minister of education, will have control of all the
odueational departments.
Diarmld O'Hegarty, secretary of
tho agricultural department will
have charge of the stationery offices
and civil service commissions.
J. J. Walsh is placed over the general postoffiee !n Dublin.
r.

AMATEUR AVIATOR IS
REPORTED
LOST ON
DESERT, IN ARIZONA
(B.7 The Associated Press.)

TO BE PRESSED;

Milwaukee, Wis., Jan. 18.
Charged with stealing a locoof
Robert
motive,
Spornitz
West Allis, Wis., proprietor of
the Milwaukee Produce company, is being sought tonight
in connection with what was
described as a daring theft.
Details were related to the
police'
by John Heaslay, n
who said Spornitz,
butcher,
single handed, had stolen th
engine from the New llutler
yards of thV Chicago & Northwestern railroad, and taken it
fifteen miles in an attempt t(
steal a carload of cheese.
Iteasley, who is under arrest
said he and Spornitz planner'
to couple the engine to a carload of cheese which was loaded at Keesus, Wis., yesterday
haul the car to Butlor, Wis
and unload it.
Spornitz, a. former switchman, was given charge of th
engine in tho yards, Reasley
told police, by the train crew
who believed him to be a sec
tion foreman. Spornitz got
"go ahead'' signal from the
towerman, unlocked the switch
and ran the engine 15 mile
west on the main line, where
he was halted by a stallec"
freight, Beasley said. IJeasley
hud gone to th
meantime,
siding where they had planned
to unload the cheese, he said
Police believe Spornitz abandoned the engine when he
feared pursuit.
,

BONUS MEASURE

COMESJP NEXT
Republican Senators Vote in
Party Caucus to Tackle
These Important Subjects
in Order Named.
MEANS OF PROVIDING
FUNDS ISDISCUSSED

Consensus of Opinion

KAYS TO LEAIE

CABINET SOON,
HE

MISUSES

Expects to Take Up His New
Duties as Head of the
Movie

Industry

diately

After

Imme-

March

(n? The Assoclntrd Trrss.)
Omaha, Neb., Jan. 18. A request has been made for bids for
3,300
refrigerator cars for the
Pacific Fruit Express company,
which has Its headquarters in San
Francisco, it was announced today
at tho. office of the president of
;the Union Pacific system, which,
with tho Southern Pacific, Jointly
owns tho express concern.
The cars ore to cost approximately 10,000,000 and are to be
constructed at a rate of about te!
to fifteen a day, it was stated.
Forty-fiv- e
thousand bo anil auto- mobile cars to rout about $10,000,- -'
OC i) are also to bo
built, i

(By The Assorliited rress.)
Washington, Jan. IS. Senate republicans voted today In party conference to press the allied debt refunding bill and a eoMlers bonus
bill, in that order. Thera wa3 a
on details of the
disagreement
measures and the conference aduntil tomorrow.
journed
'The-- wto "to press the refunding
bill was unanimous but unofficial
reports gave the result on the
for
bonus measure as thirty-on- e
and two against, with some opponents cither absent or withholding
leaders
their votes. Republican
said, however, that the size of tho
insured
passage of a
majority
bonus bill at this session.
Meets Some Objection.
While there was no division on
the allied debt bill, it developed
that tho measure, as reported by
tho finance committee, met with
some objection, inquiry being made
ns to the reason for tho elimination
of the provision requiring semi-anual payment of interest on the refunding bonds of the debtor nations. It was understood Senator
Borah of Idaho, and some other
republicans were ready to join with
democratic senators in demanding
that this provision be retained.
Spokesmen took pains to mako
it clear that tho majority senators
had declared for "a" bonus bill and
not tho particular bill referred
back to the senate finance committee last July on the recommendaSome
tion of President Hardin-leaders said, however, that tho
measure
undoubtedly would bo
similar to that one insofar es the
five ways for payment of adjusted
compensation were concerned.
Most of the bonus discussion
centered around means of providing necessary funds. Porno favored
a measure carrying merely an obligation against the government
with payments to be made out of
current receipts as money was
available, but it was said that the
preponderance of sentiment was
for a specific provision that tho
financing be done with funds derived from tho sale of refunding
British bonds In the United States.
This brought up tb,p question of a
sales tax or some other special taxation, proponents of a pales tax
arguing that some such plan would
be necessary to bridge the gap between the time of the passage of
the bonus legislation and the tlmo
that funds from the sale of the refunded British , bonds would become available.
Speeding I'll of Work.
A general
speeding up of the
work of the senate also was said to
have, been brought Up with suggestions for tho day and night
sessions of the finance committee.
Asldo from the allied debt refunding bill end the bonus measure
the senate will have before It tho
r
treaty, the tariff bill
and all annual supply measures as
well as other important matters.
With a congressional election next
November and a warm campaign
in prospect, many members o' congress wish to get away fr?m Washington around Juno 1.
n

4.

(By The Associated Press.)

New York, Jan. 18. Will H.
Hays will become directing head of
tho New National Association of
Motion Picture Producers and Distributors "Immediately after March
4," It was announced tonight at a
dinner at which tha postmaster
general was gue.tt of a group of
motion picture officials. Mr. Hays'
resignation from tho cabinet will
be presented soon, it was suid,
Mr. Hays announced
he
had
signed a contract which makes him
executive head of the organization.
His salary, reported a tentatively
fixed at J 150,000 a year, was not
announced..
"Tho purposes of this association
will bo to attain and "maintain the
highest possible standard of motion
picture production and to develop
to the highest degree the moral nnd
educational value of the industry,"
Mr. Hays said.
"I believe in the earnestness and
integrity of their determination to
carry out these purposes and nm
convinced of the productions of
lnrgeplays and successful consummation. My service will begin immediately after March 4."
A statement issued by the producers expressed confidence in Mr.
Hays' ability "to direct the industry to its predestined place of importance In the civilization of today nnd tomorrow."
"The public will find we will
follow the leadership of Mr. Hays
with that faithfulness and enthusiasm which ho hos never failed to
inspire," it continued.
"We are both proud and happy
in our association with Mr. Hays
and we look forward to tho future
with perfect confidence."
The producers whose names appeared on the formal announcement ns the committee in charge
nssoclation were
of forming the
Adoloh Zukor, Wl'llam Fox, Mar-ru- s
J.
Selznick, R. C.
Eoew, Twis
Cole, Samuel Goldwyn and Carl

El Taso, Tex.. Jan. 18. Brig.
Gen, R. h. Howze, commander of
tho First cavalry division nt Fort
Bliss, tonight said ho was prepared
to send a fleet of airplanes to succor Charles W. Gilpin, El Paso
nmateur aviator, reported lost on
tho desert near Wlllcox, Ariz. General. Howze said he woi Id send out
tho patrol Immediately upon being
officially notified
Oilpln Is iost.
"Whether the flyer is in the military service or not makea no difference to us so long as human llfo
is in danger," tho general added.
Ijtemmlc.
No word
concerning
Gilpin's
whereabouts had been received In
El Paso up to a late hour tonight.

BIDS CALLED FOR ON
3,300 REFRIGERATORS

to

is

Pay Soldiers With Funds
Derived From the Sale of
British Bonds,

.

four-powe-

HERE IS YOUR SUBSCRIPTION
BLANK TO THE HOTEL FOND
Albuquerque Hotel Company.
Care Chamber of Commerce.

1022.

T hereby subscribe for
Shares of Common Stock of the
Albuquerque Hotel Company, and promise to pay for same at the
rate of $1.00 per share when subscriptions to a total of $350,001)
have been secured, and upon completion of the Hotel;
It is understood that there la to be no interest charged upon
the deferred payments.

(Signed)
Address.

.

ALBUQUERQUE
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SPECIAL COMMITTEE
APPOINTED TO PROBE

in
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GAG7AGE ROBBED

SETTLEMENT OF

BY

ASYLUM MAKES REPORT

Pill

Properties in Leasehold Will
Be Operated By a Com-

that the
to remove fiuem- -

Charter Granted By China

HOW ANNOUNCED

U.

O.

Stockholder; International
Trade Dollar Advocated.'

j"1,,
ar, hns

iw

Under

pany

a Special

"'Section G174
(Br The Associated rress.)
provides that no
of the board
employe, or
Washington, Jan. 18, (By the As
,'. ork. Jan. 18. A tla,,v
,cw
b(1 interested,
or
isna
sociated
directly
Press.) An agreement
with the United Stales a" directly, in any contract for build- - was reached lato todny by the Chinn interna- ing or improving the institution, or nese and Japanese delegates wheremajority stockholder,
and lrcn mines in tho
tinnnt frnde "dollar" as a buukU for furnishing supplies.
by coallease-hol"O
Thnt Tt TmoB ftln1 wfltfen
in Shantung shall
tute for gold, and conduct f world
Instead of charges
before this committee be operated by a company to be
business on a credit
Sena
by
cash basis, were advocated byIn an against the board, which charges1 formed under special charter
are reported in full in tho proceed-- the Chinese government. The Jap- ator Hitchcock of Nebraska,
Invest
to
be
American
of
anese
will
none
the
before
and
attached
hereto;
lngs
todnv
permitted
address
not exManufacturers Export association said charges is substantiated, ex- capital in tne enterprise
cept as hereinafter referred to.
ceeding the amount of Chinese
here.
"a. Charges 1 to 7. Inclusive, 9,
He discussed n. bill he has Introfor 10, 12 nnd IS are trivial and frivduced in the senate- providing naof
olous; as to the most of the matters
establishing such a bank capital.
the board hns under tho law full patients must be admitted, should
tions with $2,400,000,000
would
he
and control over and the be repealed, or the isolation hospisaid,
The United States,
authority
of tho stock Jurisdiction to say what their ac- tal provided.
f 1.300,000.000
hold
There Is no money available to
and bankem Importers and export- tions with regard to the modical
manager, but
ers of this country another
superintendent should be. Whether employ a business steward
having
this authority in the board Is Judi- there should be a
leaving remaining
cious or not, we do not consider has business management sufficient to
to be purchased by the
'
of
make purchases
supplies and
any place In these charges.
lending nations.,,
"b. Charge 7 The committee necessities for the institution.
The United .States would choose
r
Read holds that no censure, eithfinds that Cecillo Rosenwald is a
thirteen of tho bank's twenty-fou- would
member of the firm of E. Rosen er expressed or by Implication,
The directors
directors.
be
to
wald & Ron, and also part owner in should attach to Rosenwald or any
have power to issue currency
known as the international dollar, the ranch known as the Canon del other member of the board, by
which would oliminrfte continual Agna company; and that the firm reason of having purchased supfirm.
between coun- of K. Rosenwald
Son has sold plies from the Rosenwald
shipment of gold
plan.
supplies to the a.ylum. No charge His position Is that the law forbids
tries, according to theeald
the
or
contract
that
suffered
the
board
Is
tinder
made
that
only, and
buying
Senator Hitchcock
of national com- was in any way defrauded on ac that the hoard did not buy under
practical collapse
nacount thereof, with the exception contract, but In the open market,
merce is due to the fact that
tions are "trying to do business for of the sale of a certain tractor to with benefit and saving to the
the asylum by tho company irf
cash."
lie is interested and which
Nations, within their own bound- which
-of their- '
nt been satisfactorily ex
aries, conduct
addlnbusiner on credit, he said,
plained.
any
Honor
that if tho United Stateswarsor com"The committee
nation
suddenly
further finds
other
cash (under charge 7) that there should
pelled to do business for
en
irmou.?
bo more harmonious
there would- be nn
U.
between the board and the medical
shrinkage of business.
enormous
tho
of
In order that the
superintendent,
.Speaking
amount of gold now !n the United best results can be obtained.
(By The Associated Tress.)
"c. Charge) 8. which is to the
States banks the senatorassaid- basis
Washington, 'Jan. 18. Eua
effect that E. J. McWenie,
"We ought to use i:
rope this year will require
and a member of
for currency and seize Ibis oppor- treasurer
huge Imports of American
int?rn.itloi.al the board, had refused to permit
tunity to make the
foodstuffs, the department of
the
one Charles H. Bell to be disdollar the money of the world,
between charged from the asylum because
agriculture announced today
exchange
medium of
in making public a nummary
McWenie was the committee of his
countries."
of the report of O. F. Warren
person and estate, and Bell hnd on
nnd
W. F. Callnm'er, who have
deposit in the First National bank
GUATEMALA ASSEMBLY
made a study of European agof Las Vegas, of which Mr. Mcricultural and market condiDECIDES TO SECEDE Wenie is cashier, certain funds
tions. Germany alone, It was
the committee finds that this
said, will need 2,000,000 tons
charge is ridiculous and not sub(By The A.Korlntrd Prwi.)
of Imported foods and the
San Salvador, Jan. 18 (by the stantiated.
United Kingdom, France, tho
"d. Charge H The committee
Associated Press.) Tho GuatemaScandinavian countries,
lan national assembly has decided finds that Dr. Tracy, on November
Austria, I'a'y and
to secede from tho federation of 17, 1921, was dlsehared from furFwltsTlend are looking to
Central American republics, says ther service in the lnsUMitlnn nnd
Amniiea for great ninntl'I' s.
a dispatch from Guatemala City. on account of which the various
Excellent yields of wheat
The assembly, says tho dispatch, matters which may have led up to
and rye were oMp'r.e.l before
has declared the Guatemalan con- the action of the beard In di"harg.
the
svere dro'irlt of last
stitution of 1S79 to be in force, and lng him. and on account of t'ie law
spring developed, the Investihas rocognlied the validity of acts giving the board that authority, tho
gator reported, but
committee did not consider It necpassed up to 1320. The Guatemasncar
oats, corn, potatoes,
lan flag has been raised' and sa- essary for It to go into these mat- -'
bets nnd fodder crops were
tcrs; however, jir. Tracy wns perluted as the nation's emblem.
extensively damaged.
mitted to state his side of the disRumania, Huntrery and PoIs
pute all of which
reported
land, normally surplu"
herewith, and frcm the same and
2 MEN ARE CONVICTED
nr erprctd to
comthe record of the board, this
bo of 1! tie assisarc In feedOF R0BBING A CIRCUS mittee finds thet said board In dising the remainder of Europe
charging snld Dr. Tracy a"te!l for
this year.
the best interests of the institution.
Hj The Aftffnrlutrd IVmib.)
,
Car:
Paicr.'.
Vancouver, Wash., Jan. IS. Roy
to
treatment
As
care
o'
end
"I.
Moore and Bert Orcutt were convictThe committee finds
patient.
I
ed todny of robbing the
th'-are. furnished
with
goo',
circut here September IS, obtaining wholesome
food, better livln?
about ?30,000, most or which was
apartments, better treatment and
recovered.
"B"
Gloria Swan.on
Thin was their second trial, the care nnd that the majority of with an
cast, Is at thl
them are better off than they
jury in the first trial having
theater
for
the last time In
in
homes.
today
would be
their respective
That the buildings are kept clean, "Under the Lash"; also repeating
are well heated nnd with few ex- the pictures of "Current Events."
Themter Pola Negri wll'
ceptions are well ventilated. Tho be Lyrle
patient are given good care and .the seen for the last time today as
principal star In "Onn Arabian
attention.
"h. Business and professional Nlsrht"; also repenting "Paving the
Patients," a Vanity comedy of two
The different
management.
nvailahlo who have ut dif- reels.
lnsflmc Ttiontor "The Rough
ferent times been in charge of this
Diamond," with Tom Mix and an
institution
appeared before, the
cast. Is belnj; repeated tocommittee and their statements are
included In this report. These phy- day; also showing Larry Pmon as
sicians are Doctors Tipton, Smith the star In the comedy, "The Bell
and Dcs Marais, and Dr. C. C. Hop."
Her- - Gordon, who has often acted as
supply or substitute. Kvery one of BODY OF A FICTION
these physicians stated that with
WRITER FOUND IN BAY
the appropriations made by the
to run the Institution, It Is
Taunton, Mass. "I used to have state
will
mean
as
as
conducted
well
(Br The Assnrlnttil Press.)
pains in my back and legs bo badly. permit."
Pan Francisco. Calif., Jan. 18.
other
Hoard Had to Borrow.
Miss
Estel'e
McNulty, a fiction
women
S. As to finances, the committee
writer of Fargo, N. T., whose
Iwitnthat have, found
maintenance
the
appropriabody was found recently In 8an
lis- my doctor or- - tion was far from adequate, and Francisco
was drowned In
Idered me to stay that the board was compelled to an unknownBay,manner, a coroner's
tin tea a ween in borrow from the building fund the Jury decided today.
l every month.
It sum of $31,600, which will have to
John Duff, a marine engineer,
didn't do me much be restored to the building; fund. testified that he escorted her to
fiscal
of
end
the
the
By
present
so
one
dock where his ship waa
good,
day
November 30, there will be the
after talkingwith year,
berthed but left her when she
some
deficit
a
of
$1,600.
further
a friend who took
the craft.
The legislature of 1919 appropri- Insisted on Inspecting
her, he explained, that
Lydia E. Pink-ham'- s ated $122,000 for building purpos- He tgldwere
many vessels more
Veerota-- es.
After a conference with the there
mump fi.w. Ible Comnound for finance
committee of the legisla- worth seeing' on the waterfront.
he boarded his
after
Shortly
about tho same troubles I bad, I ture it was agreed that since the
boat he heard a splash, and lowthought I would try it also. I find necessary buildings could be con- ered
a boat, he said, but could
that I can work in the laundry all structed with the funds available.
find no one.
through the time and do my house- It would be better not to begin the
work, too. Last month I was so sur- building program. There was used,
fund, TRIPLETS ARE BORN TO
prised at myself to be up and around however, from the building
y
sun
for a
and feeling sogood while before I used $10,615.01
A SILVER TIPPED BEAR
a
for
$4,040.65
greenhouse;
to feel completely lifeless. I have 'porch; for
architect s fees. There
$1,100
told some of the girls who work with was
left In the building fund, - Denver, Colo., Jan. 18. Triplets
me and have such troubles to try $108,451.55.
After the transfer were born to Mattie, a silver tipped
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com- made to tho maintence fund; the grizzly bear, at the city park zoopound, and I tell them how it has balance Is carried on deposit as logical gardens today.
The cubs
follows: First National bank, La weigh a total of cne and
helped me. You eon use my testimonial for the good of others." Mrs. Vegas. $18,000; Plaza Trust and pounds. "The father of the triplets.
Blanche Silvia, 9 Grant St, Taun- Savings bank, Las Vegas, $26,951.- - Brlen, formerly was the pet of a
65. These deposits are drawing In Colorado Springs society woman
ton, Mass.
was placed In the gardens
It's the samestory one friend tell- teresttheat the rate isof four oer cent,- Brlen
and
used for main- i last yeHr by his owner because he
ing another of the value of Lydia E. tenance. interest
was developing a surly disposition.
I'inkham's Vegetable Compound.
4. Found that with the present
appropriations there can be no
economy execlsed and that there
are no funds available for a more
liberal expenditure.
It was found that the Institution
has thirty patients who are not In
sane, but who are indigent, ldioti
or Imbeciles. The opinion Is expressed that if these patients were
released, they would at once beGet Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets come objects of charity and charges upon the public. It Is therefore
rocommended that until some othThat is the joyful cry of thousands er
adequate provision can be made,
tince Dr. Edwards produced Olive they
ought to be retained at the
Tablets, the substitute for calomel.
asylum. Head dissents from this
Dr. Edwards, a practicing physician view, holding that the asylum for
or 17 years and calomel's
e
5oofhinq And Helinq
the insane Is for the sole use of
inemy, discovered the formula for Olive the Insane, and that all other paNo matter howsevere
Tablets while treating patients for tients ought to be released.
An isolation hospital for tuber
uromc constipation and torpid livers.
culosis
patients and others afflictDr. Edwards' Olive Tablets do not
with contagious diseases, is recontain calomel, but a healing, soothing ed
skin trouble
ommended.
'egetable laxative.
Thero is sufficient law for the
No griping is the "keynote" of these control
and management of thi
tab-etd
tuie
asylum, but It Is recommended
They cause the bowels and liver tc that section 5092 ought to be
K:t normally. They never force them amended to give the board authord unnatural action.
ity to employ tho entire force with
laming
1f
authority delegated to the medical
you ha ve a " dark brown mouth "
ad breath-- ra dull, tired feeling sick superintendent, answerable to the
Resinol
eadache torpid liver constipation board, to employ such persons as
th
come
hin
under
direction, There
ou'll find quick, sure and pleasant
and bath helps
from one or two of Dr. Edwards should be an Internist, or assistant
since It bus heen
superintendent,
Hive Tablets at bedtime.
tokecpon&
that the
Thousands take them every night just proved
cannot do Justice tosuperintendent
so large a
15c
them.
and
30c
right.
number
of
Try
patients.
kip
.The recent law that tuberculous
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POLICE, SAYS
FORMER SOLDIER

under arrest or what for?" Chairman Brandegee asked.
"No, sir."
"Did they give you water at the
prison?"
"No,. but we got some on the
,q T
Walmer related many alleged
grievances
snylng after he left
Paris he was stopped at a village
to
and put
sleep in a horse stall.
Eager to get away, he said, he ate
two bars of soap which made him
ill nnd he was tagged as an Influenza pntlent and Rent to a hospital.
Meanwhile, he declared,
he was
robbed of 800
francs and his
mother's picture,
found with his
money, was torn up and thrown In
his face.
Witness Weeps,
Walmer wept as he told how the
military police had robbed his baggage stealing the little things his
mother had knitted for him, and a
bible given him by his grandmother.
Chamn E. Martin, of Seneca, S.
C, standing 6 feet 1 inches In his
sucks, told of the shooting of Frank
Ahenok, a prisoner, by a sentry in
France. The prisoner, he said, was
lying down and was shot as he
started to turn over. An order to
shoot tho prisoner If he moved was
plven, the witness said, by Sergeant
William I Born, who was never
tried.
'I saw and heard Born lell the
sentry If the prisoner moved to
shoot him," said Martin. "I do not
know If he meant moving a muscle
or attempting to escane. A moment
later I saw the man dead."
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KXCIXO BANK IS CT.OSKD.
Santa Fe, Jan. 18. The Kncino
PLAYERS BY ANGELS State Bank at Eneino, N. M. has
been closed and placed in charge
AND CUBS ANNOUNCED of the state bank examiner. Too
heavy loans are given as the cause.
The bank hid capital nnd surplus
(By The Associated Tress.)
A
18.
deal
of
$27,500, deposits of $37,830 and
Jan.
by
Chicago,
which Arnold Statz, outfielder loans of $80,000. This is the eighth
bank to clcse in Now Mexico In the
and Victor Aldridge, pitcher, of past
year.
the Los Angeles club of the
Pacific Coast league, will Join
In
ex
the Chicago Nationals
change for eight Cubs players
and an unnamed sum, was completed today, President Veeclc,
A little Musterole, rubbed on fore- of the Cubs announced.
iiead and temples, will usually drive
was
formerly with the away headache, A clean, white ointAldridge
Chicago club, but released to Los ment, made with oil of mustard,
Angeles. After he had made a fusterolc is a natural remedy with
record of 20 games won and 10 none cf the evil
so often
lost last season, President Veeck
withtook steps to bring him back, aused by "interne! medicine,"
Get Mustercle at your drug store.
Statz is looked on as one of
the
greatest outfielders ever 35 t 65c, jars 6 tubes ;horpital size, $3.
turned out by the Pacific league BETTER THAN A MUSTARD PLASTER
and the Los Angeles club Is said
to have received offers of as high
as $150,000 for him.
Cubs
Three
Elmer
players,
Ponder, pitcher, John L. Sullivan, outfielder, and C. E. Twom-bloutfielder, have been traded
to Los Angeles on the deal and
two youngsters will be dropped
off in California on the Cubs
These two and
training trip.
the three othera have not been
selected.

"SWAP" OF BASEBALL

(Continued from Page One)

(Continued from Page One.)
;fit; however Dr. Tracy scorned to
thnt ,his com'llee was ap-fIt!a !fMl
pointf rt solely at hU initiation, find
tl!at
" waa a 6,raw for nis benufit.
Nit
I Kit!
Power of President.
"1. Under Section f,092 of the
iui1915 corie of tno Ncw Mexico stat- WOIJlU H3Ve inG utcstho president, by and with
consent of the board, has the power
i
.
iU
AS inC LedUUI9to name and imnoint ail employe,

ITiGiS
,.

HE

S!!!TIG

OF

MORNING

(liy Th" Assorlntrd Presi.)

El Pase. Tex., Jan. 18. Bandits
who boarded a train on the Mexican National lines ns passengers at
Santa Rosalia, near Chihuahua
City, Chihuahua, yesterday, Bllpped
into the express car, killed Juan
R. Flgueroa,
seized
expressman,
1,500 pesos and escaped without
of
the special train
tho knowledge
guard, according to passengers on
the train who arrived in Juarez
last night.
The bandits failed In, an attempt
to force open n strong box on the
express car which contained 50,000
pesos in gold, according to reports.
The murder and robbery was not
discovered until the trait, pulled
into l a Cru!!, where tho guard took
chnrge of the train.
The expressman's body was left
at Chihuahua City.
I"
Oen. J. Andrew Almsn.
"hai-gof tronns renr Chl'T" h
flty, ordered Bo'd'vs out on s :t
Itiir duty.
Civilian officers
ml
fitsn wer senrchlnir for the
bnr.fl't
to
today, but, according
tV!
,r
were working
t
(U'ficuUy in locM-;h' m, ns the bnndi's left the -i
nt some place unknown to the pur- -

Relieves Headache

.1

To Cure a Cold in One Onv
Take Laxative BROMO QUININE
tablets. The genuine bears the sig
nature of B. W. Grove. (Be eun
you et 7 ROMO.) TOc.

A

SOLDIER DUE LARGELY
TO U. S. CANNED FOODS

ENCE COURSE.

Albuquerque Business College.

KORBEK BUILDING.

The formula for successful saving is
simple simply spend less than you earn.
The man who ha3 a savings account is
not afraid of tomorrow, his abilities are not
shackled by fear.

don't need a fortune to start a sav-inaccount, but your savings account may
start a fortune for you.
You
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Thickens, Beautifies.
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Interest
SAVINGS

Give You First Real Estate
s
as Security for Your Money
Mort-gage-

pni-p--

pnn7

tin-,i-
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g
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511

NEW MEXICO

CfS.

Pnssengers on the train were not
molested.

VW

STOT

''nam

LOAN & MORTGAGE

M TCTI.

e
Chicago, Jan. 18 Tho city
commission
todny notified
J hn Panlowskl, promoter of a
wrestling match between Stanin-'i:i- s
Zvyszko, world's heavyweight
John
and
Roberts
champion,
."hednled for Friday nlRht, that
unless It was Announced the match
was nn exhibition and not a contest, tho affair would be stopped.
nth-'-li-

"Mon.'y
buys a bottle of
derine" nt nny drug store.
application you can not
particle of rtandrult or a
Hesldea every hair
hair.
new life, vigor, brightness,
color and abundance.

offspring

"Da

ts

Aft.-on-

find
fnlllir
show
more

c:

can beget money, and Its
beget more."
BEN FRANKLIN.
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:

THIRD and GOLD

"ImiIIIi

nil-st-

DOES LAUNDRY

iies! Pyramid

Brings Relief

phy-icia-

WORK AI10

n'l-st-

HOUSEWORK!

Surprised to Find
self Feeling So Well

ye,

the Relief Afforded by Pyramid
Pile Suppositories Is Truly a
Blessing
Mavbe you are suffering with Itching, bleeding" or protruding piles or
hemorrhoids, and if you have never

Exclusive

'

li

.

tv'?

--

two-stor-

one-ha-

lf

y!.ri

tried Pyramid Pile Suppositories, by
all means do so at once. Get a 60
cent box at any drug store. Avoid
the pain and distress, get quick relief and a new lease of comfort.
Take no substitute. If you would
like to try them first please send
name and address to Pyramid Drug
Co.. 417
Pyramid lildg., Marshall,

respond to

UrOTrDM

FOR PRIVATE
SECKtTAKItS

SCHOOL
th most successful
business training school in ths South?
west.
Prepares for nd obtains excellent Secretarial positions.

Wind Shield

Glass-Lumb-

er

HAI.PKIIM.K LUMBER CO
422 South First Street.
Phone 4flt
.

sj,

New Mexico Steel Co. Inc.
uouermaKrra

and Welders.
Tel. 1B47--

tlOO Month Second St.

RESIfJOL

old-tim-

or deep seated the
maybe

sugar-coate-

olive-colore-

:

re-ul-

Resinol rarely fails
to ve prompt and
reiier
Soap
for
toilet
kin fit

V

Mich,

Itching inflamed

skins quickly

'

OPPOSITE CITX.HALL.

,

department,

Coming

ry

WINTER TERM NOW IN SESSION

told the national cannerg' association convention today.
The soldier's ration, despite its
excellence, costs but 32 cents a day.
he said.

Hair

423 North First Street

If you can't attend our DAY SCHOOL, enroll for our EVENING CLASSES. If you live out of the city and can't attend
either, write for information regarding our CORRESPOND-

Tho
American army's reputation of being the best fed in the world is
largely duo to the excellence of
American canned foods, Mijor J.
H. Adams, chief of subsistence of

Stops

PLASTER

Lusulsr Co.

C7D-.- .

(By The Associated Press.)
Louisville, Ky., Jan. 18.
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EXCELLENT RATION OF
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GLASS

FOR SALE
WATER MOTOR
o r R N Inqntre
If F I t E
I

after-effec- ts

y,

0 H 8

C. H. CARNES
SPECIALIST IN CM I 'LAB
REFRACTION
10J 6. Fnnrth.
Phone 1057. W

IF

A HOTPOINT ELECTRIC PERCOLATOR is
forgotten and "boils dry" while the current is
on, no harm il done because each of the many
beautifully designed types is equipped with the
This meets the emergency by
stantaneously shutting off the curthe switch yourself in a few
rent, and you can re-sseconds.' This EXCLUSIVE FEATURE is only one
of many which give long life and perfect operation
to Hotpoint Electric Perec-- VU
L A.
lators and to all

J5fc52

itch

et

Jvl

ELECTRIC APPLIANCES

SlOtyOr OOOO COAL
Effective Monday, Jan.
16th Substantial Reduc-

tion

In

Gallup

Coals.

Try our Fancy Egg

ALBUQUERQUE GAS & ELECTRIC CO.
"At Your Service"

Phone 98

Aztec Fuel Co.
Phone 251
L. JOE MILLER, Pres.

Zg3BE!&!BBR
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UDS
jWas Resident of Western
New Mexico for Over Half
Century; Lately Stricken
With Paralysis.
,
-

-

Simon Bibo, closely Identified
With the development of western
New Mexico for over half a
is dead nt his home in San
Francisco, Calif. He was stricken
fwlth paralysis on December 6 and
died at 1:45 o'clock on the morning
;of January 17. He was 76 years
old.
Mr. Bibo came to New Mexico In
1866. Ho conducted the work of
opening the road to St. John's and
Camp Apache, Ariz., in 1872 when
his brother. Nathan Bibo. pro- cured the first contract to furnish
the latter post with provisions and
grain. The first business communication with that section was
established In that year by the
"Bibo Brothers."
as postmaster at
He served
Grants, N. M., for over twenty-fiv- e
He
been living in the
has
years.
western part of the state until a
few years bko when he moved with
his family to San Francisco. He
was born in Germany and came to
this country when a youth. He
was first engaged In business at
Seboyeta. N. M.
He is survived by his widow, five
sons and three daughters, Leopold
Bibo, now In Silver City; Oscar,
Ben and Herbert Bibo at Grants;
Mrs. Guss Weiss, Mrs. Charles
and Mrs. B. Dannenbaum, the
latter two living at Grants. Ho has
brothers, Nathan Bibo at Grants,
Emil Bibo nt Cubero and Joe Bibo
In California.

!

con-tur- y,

Neu-ata-

SPAIN IS WITHOUT
WIRE COMMUNICATION
Madrid, Jan. 18, (By the
sociated Press). Spain was without
telegraphic communication
today on account of a violent
storm during last night, accompanied by very heavy rain and
Railroad
sleet.
tracks were
damaged In many parts of the
country and mail trains were deBarcelona
layed several hours.
was swept by a terrific
As-

Members of the Kiwanis club of
which Dr. M. K. Wylder Is past
president, attended tho funeral of
Mrs. Elizabeth Wylder at the family residence yesterday afternoon.
Tho Rev. F. E. McGuIre officiated
at the services. Burial took place
in Falrvlew cemetery.
The club adjourned yesterday
Immediately after passing the following resolution of sympathy to
Pr. Wylder:
Whereas, Our fellow Kiwanian
and past president, Dr. M. K. Wylder, is suffering Brent sorrow in
the loss to him, in this world, of
his most worthy and estimable wife;
and
Both he and Mrs.
Whereas,
Wylder have ever been most grad
and
cious, kind,
helpful in the work and aims of
Kiwanis and in all that is for the
upbuilding and welfare of the city
of Albuq.uern.ue; now therefore
be It
Resolved: That we, the members, of this Kiwanis club, feel a
deep sense of loss in Mrs. Wylder's
death, and extend, to Dr. Wylder
expression of our heartfelt sympublic-spirite-

pathy:
That

In honor of her memory,
we collectively attend the funeral
services at the Wylder home at

this afternoon;
That a copy of this resolution be
preserved In our permanent records, and a copy presented by our
secretary to Brother Wylder;
That other than the passage of
this resolution, no business) be
transacted or program rendered at
this meeting.
2:S0

FOUR MEN ATTEMPT
TO BREAK INTO JAIL
Four men attempted to break
into Jail last night, but were
scared away before an entrance
had been made. The Jailer was
awakened shortly after 10 o'clock
by a slight not:-- . He went to tho
window and found four men
climbing over the fence. Ho fired
several shots and the men scattered.
was made through
A search
that part of Old Town, but no
trace could be found of tho men.

For Want of Iron?

Modern Methods of Cooking and
Living Have Made an Alarming
Increase in Iron Deficiency in
the Blood of American Men and
Women.
Run-Do-

durance.
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"Y" ANNUAL BUSINESS
MEETING TO BE HELD
EVENING OF FEB. 7

"

Why Nuxated Iron so Quickly
Helps Build Up Weak, NervFolks. Over
ous,
4,000,000 People Annually Are Taking It To
Increase Their Strength,
.Power, Energy and En-

I

with-Youn-

The annual business meeting of..
the Young Men's Christian asso-ilielrl on Tuesday
...iii ho
which time
evening. February 7, atboard
of
five members, of the
of the association will be
activielected and reports of the
ties of the organization for the past
vear will be given.
In accordance with the provision
ot the constitution, the nominating
committee has submitted the fola seleclowing names from which members
tion will be made by the
D.
Reuben
on the date of election:
I. Mar-D.
Perry W, J.. Hawkins, A.Raabe,
tin C. A. Eller. Walter
Hick-e- v
E. Barton, O. D. Wait. M. E.
E. T. Sisk, George E. alllant,
W. M. Franklin. C. M. Botta, U C.
and B.
Mersfclder, E. Van Cleave
Additional names may
A. Kistler.
fifbe proposed by any group of
teen members of the association,
who may submit such names to tne
secretary of the association.

Is Your Blood Starving

Is your blood tartng
for want of iron? If you
wpra tA n wtttintif eatinff
until you became weak, Wktch
thin and emaciated, you lund of
could not do a more serious
harm to yourself than when nan
you let your blood literally uro you?
starve for want of iron
iron that gives it strength and power
to change food into living tissue.
Modern methods of cooking and
the rapid pace at which people of
this country live has .made such an
alarming increase in iron deficiency
In the blood of American men and
women that there is a surprisingly
large number of people who lack
iron in the blood, and who never
suspect the cause of their weak,
Lack
state.
nervous,
of sufficient iron in the blood has
ruined many a man's nerves and utterly
robbed him ot that virile lorce and stamina
which are so necessary to success and power
in every walk of life.
The best thing for those who feel the
r
is to
need of a strength and
get a physician's prescription for organic
want
don't
if
Iron
or
Nuxated
iron
you
to go to this trouble, then purchase only
Nuxated Iron in its original package and
see that this particular name (Nuxated
Iron) appears on the package.
NUXATED IRON often increases the
bodily and mental vigor of weak, tired,
wornout, nervous people in two weeks' time.
It's like the iron in your blood and like
the iron in spinach, lentils and apples. You
ran eat it if you wish. It will not blacken
or injure the teeth nor disturb the stomach
It is entirely different from ordinary
metallic iron which people usually take and

o

mill.
Joo Kalo has not boxed in this
ot
the
southwest since he left
part
Fort Biles during the war. He
probably will not Invade the territory again. In all of his long boxing career It is believed that he
never saw as many mils as he did
during those thirty seconds.
T.itrhf mmnhoa wprfl ovchanired.
There was a moment's fussing and
then Lee landed one on i.aie a jaw.
Tio timn fnrrerl him to a corner and
lauded a rain of probably thirty
blows. Coming nam to tne wmtr
of the ring, he floored Kale with a
heavy right to the jaw.
Kid Anaya put tip a good fight
Sol. He entered the
ring on less than one day' notice,
taking the place of Bennyto Chavez,
whoso physician refused
permit
him to enter the bout due to ill
health.
hniit seemed to
ti,o
lack the pep of their last meeting.
showed consiuerauie
but Fiynn
in foot
improvement, especially
workf
was
there
as
a
whole,
Taken
plenty ot action and the large
house Indicated that Albuquerque
can support bouts between the
higher class of boj'S.
Benny Chavez, who Is sick, appeared in the ring and was greeted
with a shower of silver. Benny has
been ordered by his physiciun to
take a much needed rest and a
series of treatmenta before entering the ring again.

ARIZONA TO REQUEST
THE EXTRADITION OF
DUKE CITY BANKERS

Is made
pieces
strong acids on
In addition to organic iron, Nuxated Iron
also contains a product which represents the
CITY DEPARTMENTS
principal chemical constituent of' ACTIVE
LIVING FORCE for feeding the nerves.
RAI ANCE FOR
It mav, therefore, be said to be both s
BLOOD and a NERVE FOOD.
Over
YEAR REPORT SHOWSj
people are using NUXATED IRON
annually.
Look for the word
Beware of substitutes.
Receipts for 1921 In the city
"NUXATED" on every package and the let.
amounted to
ters N. I. on every tablet. Your money water department disbursements!
and the
will be refunded by the manufacturers if $107,847.17
9nn rm on
rrnrding tO the
you do not obtain perfectly satisfactory results. At all druggists.
annual report of the department
which

hauf

MaaWia

which

was

lliea wun uw ..n.,

....... tinrrit. This leaves
i,.in.. iar
L'Uiniuinn.wi.
a balance of $17,134.27 in the de-- j

accounts.
partment's
.
.
.
mo .HMO n.
.Disbursements iur ,1..
amounted to
departments
ing city
to.

$275,245.25

.

and the receipts

a

baltalled $277,358.55 leaving
ance in the general treasury of
$2,113.30

'DEATHS AND FUNERALS

'

.BATTERY

ignition
MW

II

.....

courts.
Mr.
"There is no question,
Snvder's report stated, "that tliei
prohibition law can be enforced
con-- !
effectively. We are making
siderablo progress in New Mexico,
and 1 believe conditions are improving every day.
"With the exception of about
seven or eight counties, we are
receiving excellent support from
the local authorities. I regret
able to get out and mix niote with
very much that I have not been
the local officers. I have quite
a. large territory to cover and my
field force is so smallv that it
has been impossible for me to
give the individual work to each
county that I would like to give.a
Right here I wish to make
strong appeal to all local peace
officers to get into this work and
they
give us all the assistance time
possibly can, and if at any
I
office
from
my
thev need help
shall be glad to tiend someone.

BRYAN ASSIGNED

HUGH

LIEUTENANT
RESERVE OFFICERS

RANK OF A
IN

A special order from the
quarters of the Eighth army corps
area signed by Thomas H. Slavens,
and issued by command ot Major
General Hines, contains an apBrypointment of Hugh McClellansecond
an, F. A., of this city, as a
lieutenant in the corps of reserve
officers.
The whole section relative to
New Mexico reads as follows:
Special orders,
No. S.
4. The following assignments of
reserve corps officers are an
nounced:
N
To i!o2nd field artillery, 103rd
division, (organized reserves): SecEdwin
ond lieutenants: Frank
Gaines, F. A'., Gallup, X. M.; Henry
Kiliott Blattrnan, F. A., East Las
Waldcmar Merle
Vegns, K. M.;
F.rvin, V. A., Socorro, N. M; Hugh
Unii
M1 h street. F. A., 302 N.North
M.,
Allniqurrtiuc,
Fight
Burton Taylor Williams,' F. A.,
HitchGrady, N. M.; Lawrence Sill
cock. F. A., Otowi, Sandoval county, N. M.: William Lester Trimble,
F. A., 600 South Third street, Raton, N. M.
The above are not assignments
to active duty.
General
By command of Major
Hines:
THOMAS H. SLAVENS,
Chief of Staff.
(Sean
Official:
A. E. SAXTONT, Adjutant.

head-

MEXICO RFCOC.NI7.KD.
City, Jan. 18. Norway
has recognized the Obregon government of Mexico, it is stated in
here from the
advices received
Mexican charge d'affaires at
Mexico

JOUHNALI

lpCIA. DICH ID IONIN
Holbrook, Ariz., Jan. 18. Papers
M.
requesting the extradition of J. I..
L. M. Ruynolds, Guy
to
Rogers and J. E. Cox were sent
Governor Thomas E. Campbell an-at
Phoenix last night, it was
nounced here today. These men
were indicted recently by a grand
with the
jury here in connection State
bank.
of the Holbrook
Wllch failure
deIt is understood that the men and
kind of clined
Holbrook
to
to come
woman are you? stand trial unless their extradition
was asked for. The men are all
merely by the action of
Albuquerque bankers.
small
of iron.

.
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PAGE David B. Page died at
his home on South Arno street yesterday morning. Mr. Page is sur
vived by his widow, Mrs. Carrie
Page, and a Drotnor ana sister in
II Ohio. The body will be taken to
the old home in Pulse, O. The time
of ship ment will be announced latency Blakemore & Son.

With this very
constipating
diet
Under the supervision of a leading
scientist a remarkable feeding experiment was made. For one whole
month men and women were given
eggs, milk, cheese all constipit- ing foods and yet they did not
suffer from constipation because
they added Fleischmann's Yeast
to their diet

When they ate the same
without Fleischmann's
Yeast as a corrective, all four were
constipated.

Thousands of men and women
all over the country have found
that eating Fleischmann's Yeast
daily gives them normal and regular elimination. Fresh yeast is rich
in the elements which increase tho
action of the intestines and keep
the body clean of poisons.
Add 2 to 3 cakes of Fleischmann's
Yeast to your own daily diet Yci'll
toon find that laxatives are unnecessary. Be sure it's Fleischmann's
Yeast the familiar tin-fo- il
package with the ye.'low label. Place a
standing order with your grocer.

Chaves died
CHAVES Jesus
yesterday afternoon at his residence after a short illness. lie is
survived by two brothers and one
sister. All were at his bedside
when the end came. Funeral arrangements are still pending. Crol-lo- tt
is In charge.

Avoid Winter Worries
misfiring, loss of power, short
HARD starting,
all these troubles so
in fall and
prevalent

winter can be avoided by installing the Bosch Compensating Battery Ignition System on your Ford. It gives
big hot sparks, perfectly timed to develop the utmost
power on a minimum consumption of gas. It keeps
spark plugs clean, cuts expense and prevents trouble.
Atk about our 30 day Fret Trial Offer

MORROW AUTQ COMPANY
m 913-31-

5

West Silver.

I'liono 893.

GARRISON EII "W. Garrison
died at a local hospital yesterday
at the age of 24 years. His brother,
TTry Garrison, was here with him.
The remains will be shipped back
to their former home in De
Queen, Ark. Strong Brothers are
in charge.
,
SECTRITIER STOLEN.
Elkhart, Inch, Jam 18. Securi
ties stolen when a registered mall
pouch was taken from the New
York Central railroad Btation here
early today, were reported by the
local police tonight 'to have been
worth $500,000.
POSTED AS MISSING. .
London, Jap. 18. The American
tank steamer Santa Rita from New
Orleans, October 20, for Sposia,
Italy, was posted today at Lloyds
as missing.
.

ECZEMA

1

YEAR

CUTICURA HEALS
In Pimples All Over
Body. Itched and Burned.
" Edema broke out In pimples all
over my body. It itched and burned
all the time and I scratched
and irritated the parts until they bled. My clothing
aggravated the breaking
out and I could not rest
day or night.

"The trouble lasted
about a year before I be- Cuticura
(ran using
Soap and Ointment and after using three boxes of
Ointment with the Cnticura Soap I
was healed in six weeks." (Signed)
Mrs. Earl Baker, Cuatar, Ohio.
Beautify your skin by daily use of
Cuticura Soap, Ointment andTalcum.
asntalMt Traakr Uall. AiMms: "Catlnra
Dnt.l aUiaaa tS. Mak " Sold anrr- Soapac Ointaient 26 and SOP. TaleatnZte.
e"Mh"rOatJcim Soap isktm without msl.

whwa.

PRICE
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Head of Agricultural Loan
Agency Told Prices Will
Not Drop
and Should
Advance Soon.
J. B. Herndon, chairman of the
New Mexico
agricultural loan
agency, encountered on his recent
trip to Salt Lake City a belief that
cattle prices would stay up to their
present level In tho future and
that they were likely to get better.
Mr. Herndon returned
Tuesday
night after attending a meeting of
loan agency officials at Salt Lake
and visiting tho livestock show at
Denver, where many commission
men were consulted as to the. cattle market.
"The war finance corporation
sent messages to tho chairmen and
secretaries of th loon agencies in
rev Mexico, Texas, Colorado,
Wyoming, Montana, Idaho and
Utah to meet at Salt Lake City
last Friday and Saturday for the
M.
Robert
purpose of meeting
said
Merritt, of Kan Francisco."
Mr. Herndon. "Mr. Merritt is assistant to the board of directors of
tho war finance board at Washington. All the states were represented. ,. B. Herron. Jr., secretary
of our ageirey, and myself appearing for New Mexico.
"We. had a number of Informal
discussions as well as formal
meotincs. We all went over our
troubles and our plans. The main
Idea stressed nt the gathering was
that small loan companies1 should
not bo organized to lake advantage
of the loan plan becauso these
companies did not have enough
capital to finance their borrowers
for expense money during the life
of the loan and the small firms
were also creating rivalry in some
states. The government does not
look with favor on the siftall companies nml is expecting a capital
stock of $100,000 or more so n to
make the endorsement of the firm
mean something.
"We also endeavored to get a
uniform loaning value on cattle
and sheep, giving dun consideration
to the fjiaile of stock which each
stale is raising. The values in
Montana nin slightly higher than
he other slates, but the remaining
.
ones were nearly tho same."
Mr. Herndon was able to report
that Mr. Merritt was much pleased
Willi tlie outline of work In New
Mrxieo, Including that of tho cattle loan companies. Mr. Herndon
found that a loan company in another state had eleven employes
loans
and only had $100,000 i
accepted wiil;e the local company
working with four employes, had
more than $L000,000 in loans accepted.
"Some of us were in Denver for
the stock show." said Mr. Herndon. "We made an effort to see
how tho livestock industry was
holding up. We found a feeling
that the war finance corporation
had been largely responsible for
cuttinff the price of cattle up $5
u
a head. 'I ncre was a
opinion that the price would stay
up, with the possibility that It
would get better.
"The government. It was felt,
is protecting the Industry, because
In granting big loans It has enabled big firms to keep from rushing
cattle onto the market and driving
down the price, and it has also
enabled the banks to get rid of
the largo loans and take care of
the small borrower."
Mr. Herndon expressed thn faith
that the meeting would help the
loan companies of the state to get
belter action upon their applica
tions when the agency passed them
on to Washington.
i

BASKETBALL FIVE
TRIMS INDIAN LADS

BONIFACIO
RANCH

28-1-

wORNINfl JOURNAL.

and rheumatitta.
had a sever backacha and
felt miserable and all played out. I flot to
After lak".
place where 1 had to do something.
tng'two bottles of Foley Kidney Fills I can say
my backache ta tone, and whero I used to lay
awake at niaht with rheumatic paina I caa now
sleep ia eomiort and enjoy a food niaht'a reaU"'

Ct'ItK

FOTt I51SINKSS ILLS.
Houston, Tex., Jan. IS. Hard

work is the cure for the business
ills of today, Julius Kruttschnltt,
chairman of the Southern Pacific
company, declared today.

CIUFF AlllKKTFl.

Sold everywhere.

Sore

Goldet 'Rule

Kansas City, Mo., .Ian. IS. John
niaha, a district vice president of
Meat Cutters
tlie Amalgamated
and Butcher Workmen of North
of
in
the packing!
America,
charge
houso strike in Kansas City, K'ans.,
was arrested today cm a charge of
disturbing tlie peace, lie w:ri released on bond.

vow: ni;Ni:iKT is

FIRE

Overwork, worry, anxiety or torrow
undermines strength and health. These
cauiei contribute to kidney trouble, and
Bernalillo. N. Jr., Jan. 18. Fire weak ior diieaacd kidneys make one
of unknown origin lata tonight defeel old in middle age.
stroyed the buildings on the ranch
of Bonifacio
Montoya, with the
exception of the barn. The ranch
is located about half a mile from
here, and whiio nearly everybody help weak, overworked or diseaied kidturned out to help battle the neys and bladder to that the tyitem i
flames their efforts were fruitless. free from waste and poiaonous matter
Air. Montoya, who is chairman of that cautea one to feel old,
tired, lanthe tttate corporation commission, guid. They banish backache,
rheuwas in Santa Fe. The ranch was
matic pains, sore muscles, stiff joints.'
in charge of Alberto C. de Baca.
Mrs. J. D. Miller, Syricust. N. Y., writtas'
It was estimated that the loss
'Por many years I suffered with kidney trouble
would be $10,000.
1
FICIAL OUPATCN
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DESTROYED

Flaying tho hardest game seen
in Albuquerque this year and using
tho fastest floor work possible, the
local Indian school and Albuquerque high fought a game in which
the winner was never certain until
the Ia.t whistle, at tho Y last night.
Each team was about even In the
time Hint they held the lead until
the last few minutes of play and
until then the scoring was never
more than three points apart. The
score was
in favor of the
high.
In the afternoon the Albuquerque high school second string men
and both girls' teams won from
tho Indian school teams. The boys'
score was
Tho first girls'
5
team won
nnd tho second
sextet took the Indians ovc-.- 'l
lfarwood and Menaul could not
meet Inst night but will play each
other Friday night. The next high
school game is with Gallup Friday
night in the armorv. Tlie fantn. Fe
Indians will meet "he high school
second team.
I

Fee! Old?;

M0NT0YA

BUILDINGS

H.MEK.
WITH A NEW

ALBUQUERQUE,

AN OLD

ill.

WEEK-EN-

Home, Jan. IS (by the Associated Press). Pope Benedict is run fined to his bed with an attack of
bronchial catarrh and symptoms of
influenza, but hia condition is not
serious. This announcements was
made this evening" by the Osnerva- tore Komano, the official Vatican
organ.

STORE

SHOE

D

SPIHI

SALE

FRIDAY
SATURDAY

THURSDAY,

AW

yiwwCcsjhiOji
pair Women's
Calf Oxfords, in
and
black,
brown : lace, also
one and two strap; low heels, military heels,
French and Baby French heels.
Values
up to $9.50. Broken run
(JJJ
of sizes. Special
400

When your complexion begins to
fade, because of acre or nenrleet.
Black and White Beauty Bleaci
will bring back the pink tint ol
youth arid make your skin soft and

tan

nr

smooth.
Black and 'White Beauty Bleach
lightly applied at bedtime and allowed to remain on overnight, will
quickly remove all tan, freckles
Use n
and similar discolorations
connection "with Beauty Bleach,
Black and White Soap t cleanse
the skin of all impurities which

v'ietJD

daily accumulate.
Black and White Beauty Bleach,
50c the package; Black and White
Soap, 23c the cake, are sold andi
guaranteed by your druggist. Send
for a copy of your Birthday and
Dream Book, and leaflet which
tells you about the merits and uses
of Black and White Toilet Rcqui-- j
sites. Address Dept. A., Plough,
Memphis, Tcnn,

200 pair of Ladies'
High Shoes

j

Values to

nip'

$10.50
Black and brown kid,
and brown calf Boots,
in French and Cuban
heels; not all sizes.
Price

.

$4.95
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WILL WIPE OIF

no constipation

,

DURDEN Hubert Durden died
at a local hospital yesterday afternoon. His father was here with
him and will take the body to his
home in Madrid, N. M. Strong
Brothers are in charge.

BELIEF CATTLE

IN SIX MONTHS

Illicit stills and 18
Fifty-fiv- e
Kid Anaya and Younq Sol
at $9,000,
valued
automobiles,
Box Snappy Draw; Young have been seized by prohibition
in this state within
Jim Fiynn Gets Draw authorities
the past six months, according to
the report made by D. W. Snyder,
With Frankie Dean.
for this
'director of prohibition
enT.ttA rf ef T.mit
rlftimnnt ctt state, to the meeting of law at
tlie colored lightweight champion- forcement officers yesterday
Fe.
ship, knocked out Joe Kale of EI Santa
The report, which covers the
Paso, former lightweight champion
tO
TlllV
1. 1921.
of the Mexican border, In the first
January 1 of this year, states that
thirty seconds of their
190 persons were arrested in mai
bout at the armory last night.
taxes
YounK Sol of Pueblo and Kid period, and that $17,989 in rev
nniwtixi hv the internal
Anaya boxed to a draw through ten
rounds of rather snappy work, and enue office as a result of tho work
audiYoung Jim Fiynn copped a draw of the prohibition office, in
from Frankie Dean of Pueblo In a tion to the fines Imposed by the
ten-rou-

HI
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55 STILLS

KALE TO SLEEP

CLUB RESPECTS

Pasfe Threes

Close

I
re-

inr n.ir'Mru
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mj
Washington, .Tan. 18. Confidenee
the shipping!
that next July
hoard will be free from debt, ex-- ,
eent for nnsslble court claims
pending against it, was expressed
today in a statement by the
hoard summarizing testimony of,
Its officials snd executive hear-inff.i before tho house
mlttea which drafted the inrle-- i
bill.
pendent officers .1.appropriation
: ..V.
Via
f.lrpn E
1 ne measure,
miu' i. ...Ill
ru'
car-1
M,
h fho bnnso tomorrow,
for
snipping
lies $100,459,000
board expenses during the eomintr
fiscal year, of which SuO.oou.uuu
ot claims
Is for the settlement
out of court.
The bill also would . continue
use of such portion ot the $5B.- 000.000
from sales as remains:
uncollected after tho current fis- cal year and would prohibit the
board from payinpr to the navy:
prowinc
ia liability of $16,000,000
nut nf work done ror me ucuiu
bv the navy.
'The estimate of the boar
nnnrial condition at the begin-- 1 J;
ninsr of the comiiiR fiscal year is
u
based on the expectation
congress will approve the recom-- 1
mcndatlon
that the $55,000,000!
be made continuing, as well as
the section relative to the navy
liability.
4
The board estimated that by the
end of the current fiscal year It
will have realized only $25,000,000
out of the $55,000,000 authorlza- - ra
tion.
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Our wareroom is full of New Spring Goods which' we
are anxious to put on display To display this merchandise we must bring our sale to a close.
. ..

n

'As previously announced

we will positively bring "A1
SALE that is A SALE" to a close on Saturday,; JANIT
UARY 21 ST,

fl-l-

Only THREE DAYS of golden opportunity arc left in
which to avail yourselves of the greatest price reduction
,'
we have offered in years.
.

Thursday, Friday and Saturday

MEXICO IS FLIRTING
PROHIBITION
WITH

DON'T HESITATE

and then it is all over.
BUY TODAY,

(By The Associated Press.)

Mexico City, Jan. 18 (by the Asor
sociated
Press). Possibility
prohibition in 'Mexico has been so
seriously considered in some quarters within tho past few days, following the increase in government
taxes on all alcohol beverages from
16 to 32 per cent, that President
numerous
Obregon has received
inquiries from industrial quarters
He has
information.
requesting
been asked as to what extent the
intends to prosecute
government
its campaign for at least a diminu
tion in the liquor traffic.
IlI universal says it is informed
on high authority that the government is seeking "the most accessible means of Imposing: prohibi
tion."

Thunder

Is audible

up to eighteen miles.

at a distance
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pected that the volume of examinations will be graatly increased,
fur there are eight counties in the
e
state, which have employed
health officers, Ilernalillo
and
county boinpr one of the eiuht,
these men always succeed in finding more cawes of sickness out In
the rural districts than had been
Fortunately,
before.
discovered
four of these health officers have
for their counties,
laboratories
(SPECIAL CORtlFSrOMF.N
which lightens the work somewhat.
Las
Cruees, N. M., Jan. 18. Fif
However, there are many special
farmers of Valoncia counat
the
can
be
dono
only
tests that
ty, piloted by R. S. Conroy, county
state laboratory.
Following Is a list of the exami- agricultural agent, and E, M.
nations made in 1921:
Otero, passed two interesting days
in tho Mesilla
Diphtheria
January 16
1' and 17, studyingvalley
Gonorrhea
the cost, results
The
of drainage.
Syphilis
and benefits
; party made tho trip to the lower
Typhoid fever
Tuberculosis
valley in automobiles.
"Water and sewage
H. II. Brook, prosldent and man
47
Miscellaneous . .,
ager of the Elephant Butto irriga7787 tion district, who was the principal
Total
speaker at a meeting of the visitors
in tho Temple of Agriculture in
M.
N.
Lag Cruces theevenlng of Janunry
PAMPHLET ON
told ot what has been accom
NATIONAL FORESTS
plished by drainage canals In the
valley. This work, ho said,
IS TO BE ISSUED Mesilla
which is carried on by the United
States reclamation service, Is more
"National Forests In Now Mexserv- than 75 per cent complete. He said
forest
of
a
the
ico" is
subject
that drainage had reclaimed many
by acres
ice bulletin now being compiled deof land and thus added to the
J C. Kircher,, of the publicity
wealth of the district and state.
of the local district. The,
partment soon
Mr.
Conroy said that seepage is
be sent to Washing-conv will v,
Mmnw.-- i will proba- ..j
with
biy ho readly for distribution
in the next lew monu
,.
r.r
is to
n" nomnhlet
V
A lit
answer the many iquiries received
bv tho forest serwee un unui i
lion on New Mexico forests. Hundreds of inquiries come to tho district office each year from persons interested In timber, fishing,
In snlte of the fact that the
hunting and camping.
A number of illustrations will be $10,000 bond for Gabriel Sanchez,
county road
contained in the booklet which will recently appointed
has arrived at the
carry a description of eacl of the superintendent,
court
house, Mr. Sanchez
county
state national forests,
is not yet in the official harness.
The county commissioners at a
TRAINING CLASS FOR
special meeting yesterday afternoon failed to approve the bond.
SUNDAY SCHOOL WORK
Gabriel Sanchez, a relative of
Sovero
Sanchez,
AT BAPTIST CHURCH Commissioner
road
was
superinappointed
tendent at the annual reorganizaTraining classes for instruction tion meeting of the county board
In Sunday school work are being a few weeks ago. Although there
conducted at the First Baptist were several applicants for the
church this week, under the di- position, none of them were conrection of the Rev. Thomas F.l. sidered.
Sanchez
Commissioner
Wllh
Harvey and the Kev. S. 8.
favoring the approval of the bond
ft
of
Commissioner
and
kinsman
"Building
his
of
The subject
Bible Class" is being taught by Max Gultorrez not favoring it, it
Is possible that Max Chavez, the
Mr. Harvey, and the "Convenby Mr. Bussell. former road superintendent will
tion Manual"
enrolled
to hold the berth until
are
continue
Forty-eigpersons
in tho training course, which will Commissioner Albert Blmms re
turns to the city and by Joining
meet every night this week.
leave for forces with one side or the other,
will
Mr. Eussell
the argument, or until nn
to
ends
Clovls on Monday of next week
appeal is made to the courts.
conduct a similar course there.
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Charged with selling whiskey
hy the drink at his barber shop
nt 211 North Third street. Feliz
Montoya was placed under
$300
bond yesterday
morning
Un4ted
when arraigned before
States Commissioner D. F, Mc- Donald. He furnished the bond
ind was released.
Prohibition agents who raided
his shop after receiving information that liquor was being sold
there testified that they had found
a small bottle of whiskey hidden
in a hand snrlnkler. A whiskey
glass and a bowl of water in
which to wash it constituted the
remaining equipment of the alleged barroom.
Martin Barges, charged with the
same offense, will nave a preliminary hearing before Commissioner McDonald this morning. Prohibition agents claim to have
found a small quantity of whiskey in his home, besides several
quarts hidden in his back yard.
Ho also is said to have been
selling whiskey by the glassful.

LAS CRUCEf

,

Queer, But Deadly Collection
of Pets Kept at State
Public Health Laboratory
I

nrntpri Hppp.

the strangest collections
of pets anywhere in the state is to
be found in the state public health
One of

that her

charges

E

&

laboratory at Albuquerque, which
of
la operated by the state bureau
Oreen-flelpublic health. Miss Myrtle is the
state bacteriologist,
keeper ot this odd collection, which
bacillus diphtheria, baInclude
tubercucillus typhosus, bacillus
losis and many others with equally
Greenfield
Mips
familiar names.
gees

TO MORXCtG JOmJfAIi)
a serious problem
becoming
in Valencia county and that
the purpose of the trip to Dona
Ana county was to show how it
could be Rolved in a practical way
The visiting farmers were met at
tho Leashurg diversion dam north
of Las Cruces, by a party including Dean W. Bloodgood, irrigation
engineer of New Mexico College of
Arts;
Agriculture and Mechanio
Prof. Fabian Garcia, director of
the experiment station; W, E.
Knapp, of the extension service; L.
M. Lawson of El Paso, manager of
the Rio Grande project; Charles M.
AInsworth, construction engineer
for tho IT. S. reclamation service;
D. E. Rodriguez, a director of the

aro,,fei;

warmed nnd protected from light
as carefully as It they might be
of
babies, for they are the perms
comsome of our most common necesmunicable diseases and tire
sary for manv tests in connection
with the public health work of the
state. At least, eo we are informed
by the local bureau of public
hThe' laboratory is an Interesting
unilittle corner in on or the state rows
versity buildings. There are
1ar?e
a
of bottles, a biff sterilizer,
Incubator, a microscope and many
up the
cooking utensils for making
beef broth and golatino which are
space
the
While
fed to the "bugs."
or
is small, an immense amount
work is turned out each day by
Miss Greenfield and her assistants.
Last year nearly 8,000 specimens
were examined and reported upon.
They came from all parts of the
practically
state and represented
every test that is made by public
anywhere.
laboratories
health
Aside from the ordinary work o
preparations for the
examining
presence or diphtheria or typhoid
fever (terms, the laboratory discovered manv things that are unusual
in this state, such as hydrophobia,
malaria and Malta
hookworm,
fever, the latter a disease of goats
which ! sometimes transmitted to
man.
The work of the laboratory for
the last year was more than
double that done the year before.
In fact, more cultures of diphtheria
alone were examined in 1921 than
that
the total of all specimens 1920.
came to the laboratory in
During the coming year it ia ex

MW

Elephant Butte irrigation district
and Antonio F. Barncastle, a member of the town board of Las Cru-

ces.
Following an Inspection of the
Mesilla dam, the party visited the
State College and the experimental
farms.

ROAD BOSS

FRENCH REAL ESTATE
FIRM WANTS TO FORM
IN CITY
CONNECTION

HAS DIFFICULTY
CACHING BERTH

ATRISC0 CLUB WILL
HOtD ANNUAL DINNER
The annual dinner of the House
Keepers' club at Itanchos de
will be held Saturday evening at the home of Mrs. Clyde
Donaldson. The husbands will be
guests at the turkey dinner which
is to be prepared by the club
members. There will be a musical program following the dinner.
County Agent Lee Reynolds and
Home
Demonstration
Agent
Maude Doty will attend the
At-ris-

TIMBER SALE BEING
COMPLETED BY THE

GRAIN EXPORTED

F0RES"0FFICIALS

IN 1921 SHOWS
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are being comArrangements
pleted for the sale of 500,000
feet of yellow pine timber from
tho national forests near Silver
The timber Is from the
Oily.
Plnos Aitos district and is about
15 miles from Silver City where
The price is
it will be milled.
$2.60 per thousand feet.

Ifffi

Amnclutfd PrMt.)

Jan. 18. Heavy
Washington,
increases in exports ot grain during 1921, as compared with 1920,
including an advance of more
than 700 per cent in corn shipments was announced today by
the commerce department. 12Exports of corn aggregated
bushels valued at $1)3,- 000,000, compared with 18 000.000
bushels worth $28,000,000 in 1920.
Three factors entered into the
tremendous Increase in corn ex- ex- officials
commerce
L

It-'- ?

'

TUCUMCARI

(Special Correnpondonce to The Journal.)
Tucumcarl, N. M., Jan. IS. Jim

Wilkes was shot and killed here
this morning. The shooting is al
d
h,g
haya bppn dQne
father.ln.,aw j. w. Dickey, In the
fihoe h
of tho atter. Dickey Is
,fl t h
b
seriously wound- ed hv Wilkes before the latter was
1:
killed
pe has been buying grain
Fnmnr trouble is believed to
his country instead of from h((V0 bePn the cause ot tho shoot- fr
A
ne, corn nas Deen neeueu
Wilkes leaves a wife and
ft:
stilling purposes and also j.aI"v
feed
for
in
rthern Europe
hog
in me with the increased fats
BISHOP H. M. DU B0SE
pi luctlon program or. ine countries there.
A LAS VEGAS VISITOR
Exports of wheat for 1921 agbushels
220,000,000
gregated
Corriwnnnflenc to The Jonmw'
valued at $443,000,000, compared i Sfwlnl
Lns Vegas, N. M., Jan. 18. Blsh
bushels worth
with 218,000,000
op H. M. Du Bose of the Methodis
$597,000,000 in 1920.
church. South, is here from 1.1
i n nnnTenn
headquarters In San Francisco, an
corn
as
at $6,000,000
els. valued
cregatlon of his denomination, H'
against 3,000,000 bushels
nt 10 nflA nn1 In Tlanuhn
1Q90 In DBing assiai?u vy umri ouuumi
.v.n
tho1 Methodists. The Gem theater ha
er
i n nnn nnn been rented and a scries of
it.
..j
at $13,000,000. men. to the Southern Methodists
bushe s valued
preachcd
compared with 20,000,000 bushels there by
Bose.
in Jjecemoer
worth $02,000,000,
a year ago.
Flour exports for 1921 amount- JAMES TODD FOUND
ed to 17,000,000
barrels, worth
GUILTY OF. MURDER
$118,000,000, as against 20,000,000
barrels valued at $224,000,000,
IN SECOND DEGREE
while for December the total was
barrels worth $6,000,-001,000,000
tPICIAL DUFHTCH TO MOSNINO JOUNk
compared with 951,000 barN. M., Jan. 18. James
Clovls,
rels valued at $10,000,000 in De- Todd
of St Vraln, charged with
cember 1920.
shooting and killing his brother-in- Eports of rice during
E. Roy at that place on
law, James
,
600,000,000
aggregated
t a
ompar
li the second
of
murder
ty
worth gul
me
In 1020.
While dur gree. Todda snot Koy in
$37,000,000
following
dispute over scnooi
ing December rice exports ag- matters,
it was alleged.
30,000,000
gregated
pounds,
Todd is about BO years old.
worth $1,000,000 compared with
53,000,000 pounds, worth $3,000,-00- 0
One of the odd facts in connecin December 1920.
snow crystals is that
Cotton exports for 1921 totaled tion with all of the
hundreds of
bales of 3,339,000,000 practically
8,474,000
different varieties are hexagonal
pounds, valued at $534. 000,000, in form.
as compared with 0,159,000 bales
of 3,179,000.000
pounds, worth
For
$1,136,000,000
during 1920.
December the total was 640,000
bales of 327,000,000 pounds, valued at $02,000,000, as compared
with 789,000 bales of 414,000,000
in
worth $92,000,000
pounds,
December 1920.
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SLOAN'S RELIEVES

n,

NEURALGIC

e.

ACHES

forty years Sloan's Liniment
been the quickest relief for
neuralgia, 6ciatica and rheumatism, tired muscles, lame backs, sprains
and strains, aches and pains.
Keep Sloan's handy and apply freely,
without rubbing, at tho first twinge.
It eases and brings comfort surely
and readily You'll find it clean and

of thousands of men and women
the United States and Canada, of all ages
and in all walks of life, afflicted with stomach,
liver and kidney disorders, some of them of long
standing, as well as thousands of weak, thin,
nervous men and women apparently on the verge
of collapse, have testified publicly that they have
been fully restored to their normal health, strength
and weight by the use of Tanlac,
Still others, who seemed fairly well, yet who
suffered with indigestion, headaches, shortness of
breath, dizzy spells, sour, gassy stomach, coated
tongue, foulness of breath, constipation, bad complexion, loss of appetite, sleeplessness at night
and terribly dejected, depressed feelings, state
that they have been entirely relieved of these distressing symptoms and restored to health and
happiness by Tanlac.
That is THE REASON WHY the demand
for Tanlac, the powerful Reconstructive Tonic
and body builder, has broken all world's
records.
Tanlac is sold in Albuquerque by the Alvarado
Pharmacy, and by all other leading druggists,

OFFICERS HAVE

GUN
BATTLE WITH UNKNOWN
MEN ATMEAD0W CITY

.

Adv.

,j

A

Las Vegas, JT. M., Jan. 18. A
gun duel between Night Officers
Fred Kreger and George Sutherland and two unknown men, is believed to have resulted in the serious injury of one of the strangers
Monday night. The officers encountered the men in the alley
back of Grand avenue, between
that thoroughfare and Railroad
avenue. They were carrying a
Back. The officers told the men
to stop, but they immediately befired and
gan to run. Kreger
thinks he hit one of the men, for
he fell to the ground and got up
and ran. Tho other man fired

Dr.Hobsoi&
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Renews Strength
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taken regularly, usually
spells renewed strength
and vigor.
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PAPERS OF INCORPORATION.
Santa Fe, Jan. 18. The U. S.
Grain Growers, Incorporated,
a
Delaware corporation with principal office in Wilmington, has filed
its articles of incorporation with
the state corporation commission.
The corporation has no capital
stock. The New Mexico offlcs will
be maintained in Mesilla Park with
J'rancis E, Lester as resident agent.

,
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Tlnpsn'f Villrt a hit tlrnTi n
"Freexone" on an aching corn, instantly that corn stops hurting,
then, shortly you lift it right off
with fingere. Truly!
Ynnr
anil, a tin,, itla
of "Freezone" for a few cents, suf- iicieni 10 remove every nard corn,
soft corn, or corn between the toes,
and the calluses, without sorenes
Hriip-vtn-
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We bought these suits at our own price.
You can have them at these low prices.

The second shipment of this purchase
has just arrived. It includes sport models, tweeds, herring bones, and finest
silk striped worsteds in conservative
and young men's styles.
TWO LOTS
VALUES TO

$35

VALUES TO $60

All hand tailored garments and of the
best makes. We will stand behind these
suits, for we know their quality." See
them.
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New Mexico, es.
It Is Hereby Certified, that the
annexed is a full, true and com
plete transcript of tho Amendment
Journal Publishing Company, in
creasing capital stock from
to $135,000.00 (No 11258)
with the endorsements thereon, as
name appears on file and o" record
in the office of the State Corporation Commission.
In Testimony Whereof, the State
Commission of the
Corporation
State of New Mexico has caused
this certificate to be slgnp' by Its
Chairman and tho, seal of said
Commission, to bo affixed at the
City of Santa Fe on this 14th day
of January, A. D. 1522.
13. MONTOTA,
(Seal)
Chairman.
Attest:
A. L. MORRISON, Clerk.

stock of said corporation, notice
of which meeting: was duly and
legally prlvcn to each stockholder
of this
ns provided by tha
neia
company, nald meeting b
on the 28th dav of April. 1921. In
the principal offlco and place of
business of the aforesaid corporation in the city of Albuquerque
county of Bernalillo and state of
New Mexico, there belnR- - represent
ed In person Five Hundred Shares
(500) of the capital stock of the
corporation, constituting all of the
stock of said corporation, tne roi
lowlne resolution was duly pre
sented and received the assenting
vote of all of the stockholders rep
resenting all of the capital stock
of said corporation and therefore
constituting more than
of the capital stock of l ild corpo
ration Issued to tho present date
The resolution thus adopted by the
unanimous vote of said stockhold
ers la as follows
"Whereas it Is deemed advisable
to change the amount of author
ized capital stock of the Journal
Publishing Company from Fifty
Thousand Dollars ($50,000.00) par
value, divided into Five Hundred
(600) Shares ot the par value of
One Hundred
uoiiars (siuu.uuj
per share, to One Hundred and
Dollars
Thousand
Thirty-fiv- e
($135,000.00) par value, fllvinea
Hundred
and
into Thirteen
Fifty
(1350) Shares of the par value of
Ono Hundred Dollars ($100.00) per
to-w-

hsiurAsauin4,do,

of

Hotel Galvex, a lavfo? and
foxuriotishostelty. Its only

share, therefore
"Be It Resolved by the stock'
holders of the said Journal Pub
Ushing Company at this special
meeting of the stockholders of said
company, held In tho principal of
climat q
fice of eaid company at 810 Gold
avenue in the city of Albuquerque
New Mexico, constituting all of the
stockholders of said company, that
the total amount of capital stock of
romance
said corporation be changed from
Five Hundred (600) Shares of the
par value of One Hundred Dollars
.
mm
j
(1100.00) per snare to Tnirteen
rhv vector, vnrewationt ot any oihrmdirtailt Hundred and Fifty (1350) Shares
to Certificate of Incorporation of
of the par value of One Hundred
R. W. HOYT, Agent. Dollars
($100.00) per share; ana
l'lionc 204. Albuquerque, N. M. that the officers and directors) of
the company be authorized to make
tho necessary certificate of amend
ment to the Articles ot Incorpora-- J

San Jkionio,
Has an idcsl vanttt

finp Kotcls and om all
Kovecs tlic
ofold
Spanish days.
...
gavta-T- c

Setvlcc
.

moalff-o- P

JfJ?

fe.

PHONE 520

WEST CENTRAL

two-thir-

t

Irritation,

i
;k(:

as

w&

by-la-

and tho comfovf s

i

w

j.,

k i
11

on

b.

nn

share.
That nt a special meetlngr of the
stockholders which was duly and
lecally called to consider the proposition of increasing the capital

3lf

motovmcm, fine toads

Sutherland,' but

ani

($50,-000.0-

deep-se-

missed him. The man who is believed to have been hit is 5 feet,
6 inches tall.
The other man is
about 6 feet tall, and heavier.

fa

CERTIFICATR OF INCREASE OF
CAPITA!, STOCK OF JOURNAL
PUBLISHING COMPANY.
We, the undersigned, Carl C.
Mageo and D. A. Macpherson,
President and Secretary respectively ot the Journal Publishing;
LEGAL NOTICE
Company, a corporation organized
under the laws of the territory
State of New Mexico, State Corpo- now, state of New Mexico, do
hereration Commission of New Mex- - by certify as follows:
ico.
Certificate of Comparison.
That heretofore the authorized
United States of America, State of capital stock of said corporation
was Fifty Thousand Dollars
divided into Five Hundred
(500) shares of the par value of
One Hundred Dollars ($100.00) per

0eis you, StttftatKitv
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The bureau of the census nnd
the forest service of tho United
States department of agriculture
have entered Into a cooperative
agreement under which the forest
Th torture of tMnltcl
service will undertake the colquickly be relieved bj
lection of tho statistics of lumber
ftpplyinff before retiring
and timber products for the cal
Pr.Hobacm 'sEeiomiiOi n t
ender year 1921 as a part of the
rncnt One of Dr.Uobeon't
This
census of manufactures.
Family Komemcfl.
utili
the
agreement contemplates
zation of tho forest service or
ganization in Arizona, California,
Ne- -'
Colorado, Idaho, Montana,
vada, New Mexico. Oregon, South
and
Dakota, Utah, Washington,
Wyoming.
In Arizona nnd New Mexico
K7s
this work will be handled under
titt
the direction of tho 'local district
office by a number of the men
who will be sworn in as agents
MnlcM a fnmllr mip n It of rn?l
of the bureau of the .census, and
nxMlleJne.
will act under the authority of it. (leprmlulilp roujfh
pri'itarmi, and aavtu about f
0
the census law. P,y this nieanf ()
it is Intended to avoid duplicate
JSSSJ'338SfSSSJSaSj.:
to
sawmill
innulrles
operators. Jt
and other manufacturers of forest
cough or chest
yu bave a severewith
soreneas,
accompaniea
products, to expediato the col- - cod
or ditlicul
throat
hoarseness,
tickle,
lection of census data, and to '
economize upon the cost of the breathing, or if your child wakes U
niplit with croup and yo:
canvass.
of dur'"
Early publication
hell. trY this reliable old
forest statistics in western states want
couKh remedy. Any drug- is planned if manufacturers co- can
vou with 2'A ounces
maklns tlielr returns pi?tFiner. supply ftis
into a pint bottle
2?'?,..by
promptly.
lill the bottle with plain granuThe work will probablv com and
lated sugar syrup. Or you can use
mence in tho very near future in clarilicd
molasses,
honey, or corn
order that the forest officers as syrup, instead
of
syrup, if
signed to. It may complete it be desired. This reeipe Biigar
makes a pint of
fore tho active field season be really remarkable cough remedy.
It
District
Forester F. C. tastes ennrl. nnd in nnit.e nf it's low
gins.
W. Pooler stated that while no cost, it can ho denended unon to triva
definite assignments had yet been quick and lasting reJicf.
maao xne worn ior .anzona nnu
ioa can teel tins take hold ot a
Now Mexico would probably bo cough in a way thakaneans business.
V.tr
tUn
aKmtf
l.lnnn.
lr,L.nnu
If
n.t
tii,r,l,a
V,nlal
officers selected from the district stops throat tickle and soothes anil
office and national forest per- - heals the irritated membranes that
line the throat and bronchial tubes
sonnel.
with such promptness, ease and certainty that it is really astonishing.
Pincx ia a special and highly concentrated compound of genuine Norway pine extract, and is probably the
Where there is
best known means of overcoming
severe coughs, throat and chest colds.
need for a buildinlhere are many wortniess imitations of this mixture. To avoid disg-up
tonic after
appointment, ask for "2V4 ounces of
Pincx" with full directions and don't
Drostratinc illness.
accept anything else. Guaranteed to
9
cive absoiuto satisfaction or money
ftSftRS
II
WlftTTIft
I A rfrl
nromntly refunded. The Pinex Co,
W lilllWVWIWinfl
WWVB
Ft. Wayne, Ind.

CORNS

TENS

everywhere..

I'LL HORN IN.
Any time anyone starts prni'sing
Frank Frisch, nitty young Giant
lnflclder.
Bailing mishaps the coming season ought to son him firmly established as one ot the greatest playHo
ers in the tame today.
sparkled aplenty last yeur. Next
to
him
season ought
perma
place
nently In his proper niche in the
hall of- fame.
Frisch'9 remarkable work with
the bat last year is attested to by
two achievements. Hu was one of
six players in tho league who
slammed out over 200 hiis for the
year. And, barring Emll Meuuel,
who was an added starter In
Fi'isch led tho Giants in
batting. Ho led tho league In basa
slolcn
stealing with forty-ninbases.
Frisch was still a student at
Fordham university when McGraw
got his signature in tho spring of
1919. He Joined the team in mid- season and performed
brilliantly
from his first day on.
Frisch was born in Greater New
York. He's twenty-fou- r
years old.
He attended Fordham preparatory
school before entering tho university and shono as an athlete in both
institutions.
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MAN IS

SHOT AND KILLED
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Omnium Cote D'Azur agency, of
Nice, France, has started negotiations with the Chamber of Commerce in order to secure an agent
here among the realtors. According to the letter, many of the visitors In the French Rivera are also
visitors In New Mexico and it is
suggested that business between
Sloan's Liniment 13 pain's enemy,
the two sections might be greatly LUMBER CENSUS IN
Ask your neighbor.
stimulated through such a connecAt all druggists 35c, 70c, 51.40.
tion which would secure accommoWEST WILL BE MADE
dations for persons going to either
BY FOREST SERVICE
place.

Bus-sel-

HUGE

HV NORMAN

January 19, 1922.

tion and to do all am) any other
things necessary to be done ta
make effective the purposes ot this

resolution."
Now, therefore. In consideration
of the premises herein contained
your applicant, th Journal Publishing Company, by its president
and secretary, the duly and legslly
qualified and appointed officers ot
said corporation, do hereby re
spectfully petition and request that
the said Increase ot the capital
stock of said corporation be grant
ed, end that hereafter the said cap
Itallzation of said corporation b
One
Hundred
and Thirty-fiv- o
Thousand Dollars ($138,000,00).
The principal office of the Journal
Publishing Company is located at
810 Gold avenue, in the city of Albuquerque, N. M and the statutory agent in charge thereof and
against whom process against the
company may be served. Is Carl C.
Ala gee.
In Witness Whereof we have
made and signed this certificate in
duplicate this 6th day of January,
UAKLi C. MAGEE.
lazz.

Attest:

President.

D. A. MACPHERSON,
Rnrrala pv
State of Ne4 Mexico, County of
ss.
rsernauiio,
Carl C. Magee, President, and X).
Macpherson.
(Secretary, being
severally sworn, each for himself,
deposes and says that he has read
the foregoing certificate subscribed
by him and knows its contents, and
mat me same is true,
CAKIj C. MAGEE,
(Seal)
President.
D. A. MACPHERSON,
Secretary,
Subscribed and sworn to befors
me this 6th day of January. 1822.
ANDREW WEYI.ER.
(Seal)
Notary Public.
My commission expires December
21, 1924.

State of New

Mexico, County of
rei iiaiiuo. SS.
On this 6th dav of January. 1922.
before me personally appeared Carl
C. Magee and D. A. Macpherson, to
me personally known and being by
me duly severally sworn, did depose
and say that they are the president
and secretary respectively of the
Journal Publishing Company; that
the seal affixed to said Instrument
is the corporate seal of the said
corporation, and that the said in
strument was signed and sealed in
tne behalf of the said corporation
by authority of Us board of directors; and the said Carl C. Mopee
and D. A. Macpherson acknowledged the said Instrument to be th
free act and deed of the corporation.
ANDREW WETLER.
(Seal)
Notary Publlo.
My commission expires Decem

ber

21, 1924.

ENDOP.SUD.
No. 11268. Cor. Rerfd. Vol. t.
Page 121. Amendment to Certificate of Incorporation of Journal
Publishing
Company,
increasing
capital stock from $50,000.00 to
$185,000.00. Filed in office ot State
Commission of New
Corporation
Mexico, January 14, 1922. 1:80
m.
A.
p.
I MORRISON,
Clerk,
Compared; JJO to EMA.
NOTICE.
In the United States District Court
tor the District of Now Mexico.
In the Matter of James H. Whit-for- d.
No. 881. In Bankruptcy.
Notice is hereby given that said
James H. Whitford was adjudged
a voluntary bankrupt on January
18, 1922; that first meeting of creditors will be held in the office of
the undersigned. Rooms 8 and 10,
Cromwell Building, Albuquerque,
New Mexico, at 10 a. m., February
2, 1922, at which time
creditors
may attend, examine bankrupt,
prove their claims and .transact
such other business may come before the meeting. ,
GEORGE C TATIiOK.

v

Betere

ia Bankruptcfj

a

G
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teeth.

ThiB means that the teeth should
be brushed twice every day in such
a manner as to take the film from
ad
There la a widely printed
them and to get out every particle
luwhich Informs us somewhat
of food that hides between them.
gubriously that nine people out of The teeth should be brushed up
ten are going to get pyorrhea some
to the
and
down
day if they don't watch out. The ends with afrom the gums
moderately stiff brush
worst part of the ad is that it's
and a generous amount of good
quite true. We all seem to take tooth paste.
The brush should run
our teeth for granted until a toothache or a receding gum warns us over the gum a trifle, so that the
bristles will stimulate and make
the gums healthier.
The English have a terrible habit
of having their teeth pulled when
the slightest trouble occurs. Many
doctors argue that unsuspected
troubles behind apparently healthy
teeth caune all sorts of disorders.
The American idea on the other
hand is that no amount of work is
i" ''V..-- .
too great if the tooth can be saved.
The ideal method is to take care of
'
ft '
i
the teeth so well that there will be
very little trouble.
This talk is only a suggestion for
daily care of the teeth the brushing that should come after breakfast and before bedtime; the rinsing with some antiseptic if there
is any tendency to acid mouth, the
use of a soft wooden toothpick (in
privacy) to remove particles of
food lodged between the teeth. Another day I want to talk about the
sort of cleaning that will save teetn
with a tendency toward pyorrhea.
S. C. I,.: The mixture of rose
water and glycerine is rarely used
on the face as it irritates most
skins, but it is excellent for the
hands.
Babe: If your face is too thin
nourish the tissues with a good
cream.
Goldle: As your hair Is auburn,
you can easily darken the white
eyebrows by using henna. If you
prefer to have them brown, hero
is a concoction made from walnut
hulls that will stain the hair. This
should be applied skillfully from
This should be done twice a day. the point of a fine brush as It will
also stain the skin.
Joan: The coarse powder that
that something has to be done Imsettles In the bottom of the Pilomediately.
It's also probably true, as an- carpine tonio is the sulphur. Alother widely printed ad declares, ways shake the mixture before
that a clean tooth never decays. using It.

E
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GENERATION

JOAS SCORES.

laughing protestation that she w.i
old enough to take care of herself.
Margaret ordered a cab from a reMargaret and Joan spent a liable garage.
"I'll come for you tomorrow tc
pleasant evening in spite of tho take
mother's uneasiness because of said. you to see my studio," Joan
Joan's change of plans. It was too
dear. Make It the day after.
late now for her to interfere wl'h I "No,
She
shall be busy tomorrow."
this
daughter who must not make
too easy for
had had her own way ever since Joan; must not letit her
she
think
she was born. That she was more could
again rule her mother's comdifficult than ever before, Mar- ings and
goings.'
garet acknowledged, and also that
Margaret watched from the winshe was more and more uncertain dow
tho cab disappeared.
until
as to the best way to handle her
sho turned to her dressing
without Joan being aware she was Then
table and the note Craig Forrester
being guided.
left.
"I bought a dress that li a bit hart"Tho
new generation scored this
tight. I wonder if it would do for evening. When
will It be my turn?
you," Margaret said. In epitn of Craig."
her radical notions Joan was a
Margaret laughed softly as she
real woman in her liking for read
the short, pregnant message.
pfetty, stylish clothes.
indeed? The quiet cvonlnj?
The dress fitted perfectly. A When with
Joan, the calling her
gown suitable for spent
love, all wera
dinners or the theatre. Just the 'Mumsle,' the mother
working
against him.
sort of a gown a well dressed girl
"Oh, Craig, you don't underfinds useful.
as whimsically she added-"Thank you, Mumsle! It's love- stand!"
never have been a mother
"You
ly." Margaret had wrapped It j Craig a mother
to Joan."
carefully in tissue paper.
It is all very well to judge a
"Now, I'll call a cab. It Is too
you have no sympathy
late for you' to go either alone, or with to say and
that if she U un-- !
her,
on the car, or to take a street
is
it
her own doing. It Is
And In spite of Joan's happy
taxi."
the easy and the obvious thing to
do, ana it leaves you well satisfien
because you've taken a fine and an
unassailable position. But after all
are things quite as simple as that
in real life?
Margaret had started with Joan
filled with resentment at her own
inhibited life. If she had made a
mistake, she needed sympathy, not
criticism.
But strange to relate
she was not yet persuaded that she
had made a mistake-- .
r.
"If I had my life to live over 1
should do tho same
she
Invalids said, hugging close her again," that
theory
NO COOKING human beings had a right to
no matter what the
lot All Ages. consequences.
The "Food-Drink- "
Home
was
There
at
Lunch
Office,ao4
Quick
nothing for it but to
be patient. Yet as Margaret read
Fountains. Ah tot HORUCtCS.
Craig Forrester's note she wonIf paliance would help her.
t&'Avoii Imitations & Substitutes dered
If ever she could overcome Joan'i
dislike to her marrying, Craig
would not have tired of waiting.
She was no longer young In years,
and he was older. If he ever was
to marry, to have a home he would
want it soon.
Margaret never wanted
as she now wanted Joan'sanything
happiness and her own. Bho wanted
Joan to know she was to be relied
upon always, to be sure that she
would never fail her. And yet
how she also longed for her own
little bit of silver lining. Joan was
difficult, but her heart was right.
Margaret recalled how wistfully
she had regarded her when the
time came to go. How she had returned her embrace, then stood for
a moment biting her lips to still its
quivering, then shook her bright
golden curls and hurried away.
xne
She's nothing but
a child aarnng!
for all her lndenenrlnnee "
Margaret exclaimed, a smile curving her Hps. "She wanted in hn
more loving, and wouldn't let
economical
"CHAPTER 69.
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TRAVELERS AID
HERE VALUABLE
ALL OVER N. M.
The travelers' aid station maintained by tho i Young Woman's
Christian association here is the
clearing house for the troubles of
all travelers In tho state. Requests
y
for stopping
children,
delivering train messages and arranging marriages are almost as
common as requests for loans by
stranded passengers, according to
the annual report of Miss Beulah
Clement, travelers' aid secretary.
Being the only travelers' aid
worker in the state, Miss Clement
receives requests for aid from all
parts of New Mexico. Eight runaway boys and girls were stopped
and cared for until their parents
sent for them during the year. She
frequently has to go through the
trains in search of persons for
whom she has received messages.
The station here is the only point
of contact in the state with Ellis
called
Island and Is frequently
upon to chaperone Immigrant girls
be
to
Mexico
New
come
who
to
married.
Information snd help were given
to 19,290 persons last year, according to Miss Clement's report. Of
women and
were
these 11,639
girls, 7,425 were men and 113 were
children. Boom's were secured for
1,109 persons, attention was given
to 83 sick people, and $59.96 was
loaned to needy persons. Nearly
all of this sum has been repaid
and the remainder is coming back
in installments, according to Miss
Clfment,
The secretary made 121 calls,
wrote 277 letters, spent 2,364 hours
at the station and 62 hours on speShe sent 175
cial investigation.
persons to the Y. W. C. A. hotel,
70 to the room registry and 92 to
Bhe also attended
the cafeteria.
47 meetings.
the
emergency fund
for
Money
from which loans are made by Miss
Clement to neeily passengers Is
raised at frequent teas glv'n
' v
tho travelers' nid commit'. ?e ftf
e
Tho first of t'ie
f the new year will be held or.
15.
.''cbruary

powder.
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SHERIFF

IN IOWA HAS
RESIGNED PASTORAGE
OF FEDERATED CHURCH
(By The AsflnelHtfd Preffl.)

De's Moines, la., Jan, 18. The
Rev. W. E. Robb, sheriff of Polk
county has resigned the pastorate
of the Urbandale Federated church
because he does not wish the
church to be subjected to criticism
when he hangs two murderers next
spring.
"I will have to hang Orrte Cross
and Eugene Weeks in April and
May," Robb said. "I do not feel
that I should be a regular pastor
when I do this as I would subject
my church to too much criticism.
However, I must do my duty as
sheriff and hang these men and
consequently I have resigned from
'
the church.
"Another reason Is that I cannot
do Justice to both my church and
my public duty. Many times I work
and am too
all night Saturday
worn out to preach on Sunday."
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Pop came home today acting as
if he dident feel very cordial, and
he ate his supplr as if he still felt
the same way, and after supplr he
went up In the setting room and
started to smoak and think by
himself and me and ma stayed
down In the dining room eating WARNING I Say
"Bayer" when you buy Aspirin.
our dlzzert, being rice pudding
not
enuff,
with some raisins but
and ma sed, I feel like going to the Unless you see the name "Bayer" on tablets, you are
movies tonite, somehow.
not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by physicians
O ma, so do I, I sed. Wlch I
over 21 years and proved safe by millions for
did, on account of me allways feeling that way, and ma sed, Your
Colds
Headache
Rheumatism
father duzrent seem to feel very
sociable tonite or elts Id ask him
Toothache
Neuritis
Neuralgia
if he wunted to take us erround,
but maybe he feels better now.
Earache
Pain
Pain,
see
Lumbago
how
Well slppose I go up and
he feels, ma, and then I can tell
you and then you can ask him, I Accept only "Bayer" package which contains proper directions
"e(JHandy "Bayer" boxes of 12 tablets Also bottles of 24 and 100 Druggists.'
All rite, youve had werse ldeers
Aiptrln la tli xtt mark of Brr MiBufctur of Monoacotlcaoldeitet of BallcjUcicfd
than that, sed ma.
Wlch I have, and I went up In
the sotting room, saying. Hello pop.
proberly
Pop not saying enything,
not seeing enything to say hello
of
account
on
Jest
having
about,
saw me at supplr, and I sed, Wats
you doing, pop, smoaklng?
Do I look as if I was fishing?
sed pop. Meenlng certeny he was
smoaklng. and he kepp on doing
It, and prltty soon I sed, Have you j
saw eeny movies lately, pup;
No, thank heaven, sed pop.
Sounding werse Instead of better, and after a wile I sed, Do you
wunt me to do enything for you,
pop?
Yes, take a wawk, sed pop.
Meenlng lecve him alone. WIeh
T did. erolne
down sta rs ana say
Ing to ma, I dont think he wunts
to go, ma.
Im positive he dont, I was llssen-In- g
at the bottom of the steps, sed
ma.
Being the main reason we all
stayed home.
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INTIMATE

Here are two stunng gowns displayed recently In fashionable
New York shops. At the left Is shown a pale orchid velvet frock
which is embroidered In rose and mauve shades.
The term '"spinster" applied to
Tho other gown is of lustrous metallic cloth of delicate-peac- h
an unmarried woman Is an actual
tones. It has
motifs at the skirt hem to accentuate reference to tho spinning wheel. In
the uneven lines.
olden times women were vrohiblt-e- d
from marrying until they hart
spun a fun set of Dea rurnisnings.
Thus, before their marriage, they
spent much time at the spinning
mftranoKiiMsi
wheel, and were, therefore, known
as "spinsters."

No.

GOOD

Sl'ET PUDDINGS.
Mix

1

cup of

juice and rind of 1 lemon. Dissolve 1 teaspoon of soda In 1 tun
o milk and add this to the mixture. Stir well and add
cups
of flour. Beat well and steam for
five hours. If you have no regular
steamer, put the uncooked mixture
g
cov
into a can with a
er, tie on the cover witn string,
and put this can in a largo kettle
of rapl'-lboiling water. Let the
watir l;o:l up around it for tne five
hours, ih n serve hot, covered with
a hot
of a cup
Take
of chopped suet, and add to it 1
cup of granulated sugar and 1 cup
of sour mills. Sift together 3 cups
of (lour, 1 teaspoon soda and 1
teaspoon s:ilt and add two cups of
this mix;uro to tho suet mixture.
Mix 1 cup of either raisins or figs,
finely chopped, with the remaining
flour and add 2 teaspoons of
ground cinnamon and 1 teaspoon
of ground cloves. Combine the
two flour mixtures. Turn the end
and
tire mixture into a
floured mould and steam for 4
hours as above described. Serve
with a hot sauce.
French Fruit Pudding: Add to
1 cup of chopped suet
cup of
Barbndoen molasses and
cup of
sour milk. Then stir into this mixture 2 cupi of flour which have
been sifted with 1
teaspoons of
soda,
tear.poon salt, and 1 teaand
spoon each of cinnamon
cloves ground. Add 1 Vi cups of
and
seedless
raisins
chopped
cup of chopped dried currants,
first mixing this chopped fruit with
about H cup of extra flour. Stir
d
and
well and turn Into a
floured mould and steam for 4
Serve
hours as above suggested.
with a hot sauce.
Here aro Inexpensive sauces for
these puddings:
Sweet Tart Sauce! Thicken 1
cup of boiling water with 1 tablespoon of cornstarch which has been
mixed to a paste with a very little
cold water; add 1 cup of granulated sugar and a very small piece
of butter. Flavor with
teaspoon
of vinegar (or a little more If liked
very tart) and also 1 teaspoon of
vanilla. Let boll up a mlnuto or so
(add the vanillu. after removing
the sauce from the fire) and serve
hot on the pudding.
Lemon Sauce: Mix
together 1
'
cup of granulated sugar, 1 tablespoon of cornstarch and a pinch of
salt; add to this mixture 1 cup of
boiling water and stir till smooth.
Let this boll for almost five minutes, then remove It from the
tight-fittin-

L Beauty

range and add a small piece of
butter and 2 tablespoons of lemon
juice ( a littlo grated rind will give
a still stronger lemon flavor.)
Serve hot on tho pudding.
In a
Jelly Sauce:
sauce pan
cup of sugar, 2 tablespoons of flour and S tablespoons
of cold water.
Pour over this 1
cup of boiling water and let It cook
for B minutes (when the sauco
should be thick). Then remove It
from tho range and add 1 level
tablespoon, or less, of butter, 1
teaspoon of vanilla, and 2 tablespoons of any kind of Jelly (graps
is particularly good). Serve
once.

Unsurpassed

The wondtrfully

refined,
pearly -- while complexion
rendered, brings back tho
appearance of youth. Result art Instant Highly

ntliepucExcrtsaaofrand

toothing action. Over 73
rears in use.
Send 15 & tor Trial Sit

MID.

T.

HOPKINS

Onrrtupondenra to The Journal.)
M., Jan. 18.
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Leonard
Hosklns Post of the
American legion, with the assistance of the Woman's club and the
Woman's Clvlo league, has undertaken to put on a drive for the San
Miguel county Red Cross chapter,
beginning Friday and continuing
through the early part of next
week . The Red Cross maintains
a large hom service department
that is doing a great work for former service men. No drive has
eben held for its support for sev-

eral years.

Thousands of women In London
earn a livelihood as dancing Instructors,

bCrTORHALJELLT
Is guaranteed by 30 yean
senile to millions of

Kondon'a
works wonders for your
.cold, (nesting, cough.
chronic catarrh, bead.

Amorleanf.

son nou, ttc

FREE
30 Traa linear
tU os rtW"
I your nam
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CRANBERRY

141

Good cooks prefer Crisco for pastry because it is the
richest shortening that can be made; because it is a
pure, wholesome, vegetable product; and because it
is tasteless, thereby permitting the full, natural flavors
of the pie filling to prevail, unspoiled by any greasy
,
taste in the crust

TART

Spread a round of flaky paste over an inverted
pie plate, prick the paste with s fork, here and
there, over the sides as well as the top. Bake
until done. Remove the piste from the plate,
wash the plate and set the pastry inside. Turn
a cooked filling into the pastry shell and set
figures, cut from pastry and baked, above tht
COOKBB ClANBtTWT

good pie crust, every time,
"luck." It comes from know-

ing the right kinds and proportions of shortening
and flour, the amount of water to use, and the proper
method of baking. Poor shortening, too little shortening, too much water, or too much handling makes pie
crust tough; bread'flour absorbs too much water; too
cool an oven permits the filling to soak into the crust.

Try Crisco in this recipe

9

Phone 351.

FlttrK

k
ft
ft
ft

ft

J level tablespoonfuls cornstarch
teasnoonful salt (scant)
cupful sugar
cupful boiling water
cupful molasses
I te;isnoonful Crisce
cupfuls chopped cranberries

H
1
1

i

Sift together the cornstarch, salt and filter,
pour on the boiling water and stir until boiling;
add the other ingredients and let simmer fifteen,
minutes.

IMiES
MASON.

and hot and dry. We long for
ning and repose, but this long day
will never close. And yet the longest day will end, the grateful
shades at last descend; the wearied
Plowman leaves the field and hlos
him to his lowly bield; tho plumber doffs his workday garb, the
barber will no longer barb; the
night is theirs for slumber deep,
and there's no comforter like sleep.
This life is like a summer dny, and
we grow weary baling hay. The
hours are long, our burdens gall,
the recompense seems all too
small; our neighbors get the softest Jobs, our smiles all terminate
in sobs; we're taxed beyond our
modest means, and some one always spills ths beans, we get the
worst of every deal, and we have
corns that will not heal, and so
we grumble through tho day, in
our poor foolish human way. But
night approaches and the dark will
wipe out all the oares that cark;
no more we'll labor in the sun and
count the wages we have won: no
eve-

no more we'll

reap; the greatest comforter
sleep.

North Second.
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D o you dare make
pie for company!5
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TALKS

Before golnjr on It wonld be well to mnke n brief summery of tho points nlfl'ndy bronirlit out. Do yon enre for the
PUREST milk? Tlit-yon want Pasteurized
milk. Do you want it CXKAX and free of snrfnee Impurities?
Then yon want
milk that has been thrtjiisth tho
Clarlfler.
The Pasteurizer kills baeterla and the Clarifler
tnkrs rare of other liiipiirllles, sneh as grass, dirt and the like,
that might have fallen In the milk.
Do yon like WTIOLK milk milk lntv which no skim
milk has been poured to increase the volume? Then yon want
milk which is guaranteed to be whole milk. Do
you like to feel that your milk is prepared In the cleanest
Then come to the
possible, plant?
plant on
North Second and decide for yourself It yon have ever seen
a cleaner milk room or a more sanitary way of handling milk.

By LA I'll A A. KIRKM.VN.

Brown Pudding:

The condition of Miss Virginia
Tea, coloratura soprano, who was
forced to interrupt her concert for
the FortniKhtly Music club at the
hi"h nchool auditorium on Monday
evening on account of illness. Is
r. ported as being much improved.
JTiss Ilea expects to start back to
Xew York City tomorrow or the
next day.
Tbe singer, who was suffering
on
tho
from
evening of her concert, wns ordered
by her attending physician to leave
?
ihe stage when tho program
' alf completed. She has been confined to her room at the Alvarado
slrce but is gradually regaining
Mrs. Iwis B. Thompson, local accompanist who played
for Miss Rea at the concert, has
been her constant attendant at the
hotel, a
Miss Ttea has expressed repeatedly to members of the Fortnightly
club appreciation of her "wonderful audience" as she put It, which
g;tve neHiiemng applause in epuw
of their disappointment during the
concert. She has also appreciated
the many little favors bestowed on
her during her illness by interested
persons of tho city.
The Albuquerque concert close"!
Miss Rea's western tour. She will
return to New York City to rest
and recuperate for a short time but
will start out on her spring eastern
tour on February 1.
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IMPROVED AND WILL
molasses, 1 cup of chopped' suet, 1
ground cinnamon, Vj
GO HOME TOMORROW. tablespoon
t '.'aiipoon ground cloves, and thu

Las Vegas, N.
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By WALT
Before she slent Joan's rmfbor
answered Craig Forrester's note;.
manic you for the flowers, thev
BALMY SLEEP.
make my room lovely, your turn
must wait I am afraid. The new
For those who toll, for those
feneration must be appeased."
who weep, there Is no comforter
like sleep. Sometimes We think,
when making hay, there'll be no
AMERICAN LEGION TO
finish to the day; the sun Is lagBACK RED CROSS DRIVE ging in the sky, and we are tired

as it is pure,

Lytona makes

,

Thursday.
Homo anl Foreign
Woman's
Aflcclnnnrv finj lutv nf tb Prpshv.
torian church will meet with Mrs.
600 West Marble
A. W. Hayden,
avenue at 2:30 p. m.
Phi Mu, cojey a", sororuy nouse,
4 to 6 p. m.

be-'1-

By JANE PHELPS
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STUNNING FROCK AND GOWN
ON DISPLAY IN N. F. SHOP

Edna Kent Forbes.

By
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For Frying --For Shoritnincf
For Calf Making''

Flam Pajtrt
2 cupfuls flout
8 tablcspoonfuls Crisco
teaspoonful salt .

Just enough cold water
to hold 'dough to-tether

Sift flour and salt and cut half the Crisco into
flour with knife until it is finely divided. The
finger tips may be used to finish blending mate-rial-s.
Then add water sparingly, mixing it with
knife through dry materials. Form with the
hand into dough and roll out on a Soured board
of
to quarter inch thickness. Spread one-thi- rd
of dough nearest
remaining Crisco on two-thiryou; fold twice, to make three layers,
folding in first that part on which
Crisco has not been spread. Turn
dough, putting folded edges to the
sides; roll out, spread tnd fold as be
Hi 111
fore. Repeat once more. Use a light
and
motion in handling rolling-pi- n,
roll from center outward. Should
Crisro be too hard, it will not mis
readily with flour, in which case th
result will be a tough crust.
Sufficient for two covered pies.

This book will help you avoid failures la
making pastry
Complete directions for making tender, flaky
pie crust every time. Also scores of exclu
sive recipes. Send coupon and 10c
in stamps.
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Please send postpaid, "The
Whyt of Cooking." I enclose 10c

in stamps.
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mystery and that writers will now be able to turn
their attention to other subjects for from time immemorial woman has been the most popular of
thomes for writers, both men and women, the forme.1
trying to solve and the latter to reveal her.
In Justice to women it must be said they have
not, except In Isolated instances of peculiar susceptibility to masculine flattery, posed as mysterious beings. The mystery idea in regard to women has
been man's invention, or rather his pose, and it reveals a peculiar quirk in the masculine mind. For,
boasting that he has already solved many of the
riddles of the universe and is on the way to shortly
solve the rest, he cannot bear to part with the old
It is
superstition that womankind is mysterious.
safe to say there still remain men who will refuse to
give the revelations of Mr. George and Mr.
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POISON BOOZE EVIL.
The only paper In New Mexico Issued every day
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MEMBER OF THE) ASSOCIATED PRESS
Poison booze occupies almost as prominent place
The Associated Press Is exclusively entitled to In
the
day's news as poison gas did in the days of
to
credited
news
all
of
the use, for
It or not otherwise credited in this paper and also the war, and it is difficult to say which is the more
the local news published herein.
deadly. The drinker who Indulges In the stuff that
THUr S D A Y
January 19, 1022 Is sold under the name of liquor these days is taking
a grave chance, and as the real "bottled in bond"
THE BANKER AS MASTER,
contraband is becoming scarcer, every day, that
chance becomes infinitely greater.
Banks originated among silversmiths who acThe synthetlo booze sold by the bootleggers Is
cepted the money and valuables of others for safe- manufactured by unscrupulous men who have no
keeping and delivered them, wholly or in part, upon regard for the law, and being criminals to the exthe order of the depositor. Out of this simple con- tent of risking Jail for a few dollars in violation of
venience has grown all of the intricacies of our mod- state and federal statutes, they may be depended
ern banking system. One by one, new methods were upon to go a step farther and market any kind of
dope" for which they can get money.
employed to meet the needs of the public until bankThere are reckless souls who risk life and limb
ing has become a profession of great honor and
In speeding motor cars; there are others who test
profit.
The corner stones of banking are Integrity and new parachute devices from the wings of flying air
service. To a peculiar degree the public Is com- planes and still others who climb skyscrapers, or go
In over Niagara Falls ,or dive from the top of the
pelled to repose its confidence in the banker.
return the banker must serve the convenience and Brooklyn bridge. All expect the reward of notorineeds of his patrons. His final success will depend ety with Its consequent vaudeville engagements for
large sums. And then there are fools who drink
upon the quality of the service he renders.
The really great banker loves to regard himself bootleg rum. All the reward they can expect Is to
as a servant instead of a master. Placing himself pose as central figures at a coroner's inquest.
of all, he becomes first in the
last, as the sen-an- t
Kingdom of business.
When bankers attempt to reverse this rule
and become the masters of the community, they fiMEMORY.
nally learn that "the first shall be last." The public
will not long use Its money to make men strong and
It
is
Ah,
memory,
thus
plays not false
gained
fat, only to find that the strength
It will not let me rest.
used against the very ones who supplied the susteThey haunt me still, those blessed hours
nance.
Back in the old home nest.
who
found
a
is
banker
then
and
now
Only
Remembrance doth not cease pursuit
deposits as an asset, to be used in accordThough fain I would forget
ance with his whim. Most bankers regard deposits
That loved ones there have not escaped
as a liability as a debt owed to the depositors and
Death's unappeased net.
consider the handling of this money to be a sacred
And as days come and as days go
,
trust, to be administered in the public's interest.
And hopeless seems the strife
By consolidating their savings in the hands of
Though be your mede. all Joy, all woe
Just carry on, 'tis life.
the banker, the people give him his power. It is the
aggregate of these umall sums which puts the unThough sad and dreary seems today
worthy banker in a position to destroy other people
Tomorrow's sun dawns bright
continue
to
In
he
is
position
who displease him. If
IT DOESN'T SOUND A BIT LIKE THE FRENCH W E LEARNED WHEN WK WERE "OVER THERE1'
For God provides a recompense
Is
it
A day for every night.
to punish those who refuse to bend the knee,
due to the foolish decision of the people to leave
all at once, he heard somo one Alligator. "Well, I'll cat it all up
Minneapolis Tribune.
their money with a banker who will use the power
and then nibble your ears. Here,
up the stairs.
coming
When
others.
of
destroying
it gives, for the purpose
"Dear me! Can that be Nurse give me the cake!" He made a
bankIn
the
the disposition to be ruthless devclopes
Jane coming back so soon?" asked grab for it, most impolitely, but
g
to
the bunny rabbit of himself. "Thcv the cake of. soap was wet and
er, tho public owes it to the general
must have had a bargain sale of slippery, an no sooner did the
withdraw its support and to place its money where
THYSELF.
PATIENT.
CERE
B.
Uartfc
Howard
diamond clocks at the five, and ten. 'Gator have his paws on It than
By
of
ideal
the
tho
is
domination,
and
rot
service,
In spite of the vote of the doctors, some patients
Oh, Janie," he called out of the the cuke slipped away from him.
It slid over the bath room floor,
banker. In no other way can the people protect probably would not worry about the therapeutic
bath room, "what time is it by
McClure
1921,
by
Copyright,
all
the
taste
is
if
of
of
value
in
right.
Indianapolis
the hands
liquor
themselves against too great power
your new gold and diamond out into the hall and down the
Newspaper
Syndicate.
Star.
clock?"
stairs,
bimplty
bump, slimpity
one whose instinct is "to rule or ruin."
.
slump.
"Time to nibble your ears
UNCLE WIG GILA' AND THE
There is no occasion for the public to fear a
FEW CAN STACK NICKELS.
there
"Oh,
goes
my cake! There
a
it
time
is!"
that's
what
growled
SLIPPERY CAKE.
howled the bad
Vnhappily the report from the bank cashier.
banker because he chooses to attempt to dominate a
rough voice, and then up into the goes my cake!"
has
well
stuck
not
dollars
Peace
do
new
the
that
of
made
a
Ho
Jump for it,
city or a state. The very apparent expedient
"Uncle Wiggily, I suppose you bath room sprang tho Skillery chap.
g
on the cake as it was
only an academic interest for most of us. Detroit
unAlligator with tho bumps rtopped
moving accounts to banks which have no such
will be very angry at me," said Scallery
Free Press.
down
and down fell
the
stairs,
on
his
tail.
most
fr
the
will
arrogant
4
motives,
bring
the
Nurse Jane Fuzzy Wuzzy one
patriotic
Scallery creature him"Oh, dear!" cried Uncle Wig- self, Skillery
PREPARE TO BE SWATTED.
banker to his knees.
going bimplty bump down the
morning, as she stood near the gily.
we
while
reflect
to
all
the
it
Isn't
terrible
that,
stairs.
accounts
he went up against
which
dollar
ten
"Bang!"
thousand
It Is not the
"Not at all. dear!" snickered the tho front door, which flew
are going about our daily business, they are getting table where bunny rabbit gentleopen,
make a bank. A few of these is a very desirable the income tax return blanks ready up in Washing- man was eating his breakfast of Alligator.
"Very cheap, I should and out bounced the 'Gafor into
but the foundation of a bank is In! ton? Columbia Record.
boiled carrots with lemonade sauce say. I'm going to nibble your ears tho snow.
for nothinc and what could be
"There!
Eat the slippery cake
the large number of small accounts. These small1,
sprinkled down the middle.
j cheaper than that.
Not at all dear, of soap if you like, but
THE WAY TO SAFETY.
in
you can't
"Angry at you? Pray tell me I call it."
depositors, weak as individuals, are
A pedestrian saved himself by leaping upon the
get In here again to nibble my
the aggregate and, by a withdrawal of support, can hood of the automobile that was intent upon running why, Janie?" asked Uncle 'Wiggily,
"I didn't mean it that way," said ears!" cried Uncle Wiggily as he
over him. The way some drivers swish, around as he crossed one paw over the Uncle Wiggily. And then he began locked the door.
compel the most Insolent banker to come to time,
street corners, it is even better to leap into the air other to reach for the butter
"Fooled again!" cried the 'Gator
and
let the cor and driver pass in under. Min- knife, while he twinkled his pink
as ho slid off, after taking one bite
THRIFT WEEK.
noso
a
for
down
Just
Journal.
upside
of
neapolis
the cake ot soap and not liking
4
4
change.
it at all. "Fooled again!"
SORE.
SALVE FOR THE HIGH-PRIC"Well, I want to go out again,
Thrift Week is here again. A year has rolled by
So the bunny's ears weren't1 nibPrices still are high and the world is having its and leave you alone in the bungabled. And if the cat's tall doesn't
since we last had our attention fastened upon this full share
of troubles, but isn't this better than back low," said the muskrat
lady
knock all the dust off the piano so
occasion.
a
of
celebration
special
the
subject by
in the days when you looked each morning to see a housekeeper.
"But this will be tho
isn't any for tho rag doll to
there
How have you fared? Has the quality of your pru- casualty list and the number of vessels torpedoed?
last time this week, I promise you.
skate on I'll tell you next about
I
to
New
must
down
five
Orleans
go
the
simply
Uncle Wiggily and the frozen nest.
dence made jour condition better or worse?
and ten cent store to get a new
Yesterday was Budget Day? Did you resolve
clock.
Our
diamond
old
alarm
upon a new method of distributing your income? It
DA'Y one doesn't go off."
"Doesn't go off where?" asked
you did, this year will treat you better. If you did
Uncle Wiggily. "Where do you
for
week
So
much per
groceries,
not, do it now.
want our alarm clock to go off to,
THE CONFERENCE KEPT TO DUTY.
and no more; a given amount for clothes for father,
Nurse Jane?"
(From tho New York Evening Post.)
resermother, sister and brother; a fixed amount to be
steamer
been
has
''Oh, don't be making Jokes and
cancelling
Washington
(By The Amoclntci rrro.)
paid for rent, or better, for a payment on the home; vations across both oceans with' a degree of fre- poking fun at me," begged tha
no doubt that Charles E. muskrat lady. "You know what I
New York, Jan. 18. The stock
a definite number of dollars for life insurance, and quency which leaves
is still on the Job. Arthur Balfour and mean."
market today followed in Its esso on. Do not forget the unvarying amount to be Hughes
Baron Kato have postponed their departure for
"Yes, I guess I do!" laughed the
sentials, the course set by recent
laid-b- y
in the savings bank. Make a budget for the home; the connection with President Harding's bunny rabbit. "You mean the old
sessions, with the noteworthy difstatement that the Shantung question must be set- alarm clock doesn't ring to wake
ference tho dealings were on a
year. It will help you.
is obvious. This is a repetition of the Hughes me up in the morning, and you
tled
much larger and broader scale.
it
Talk
oer.
is
Life
Insurance
Day.
Down,
Today
the
in
want
to
of
Back
town
of
conference.
the
touch
the first day
The movement again seemed to
go down
shopping to
Father's life is your source of income. Should he the third week
of November there were observers on buy another, and leave me alone
derive Us chief support from bull
crea.tu.ra'
idle, the family income will be cut off. Let some one the spot who spoke of the Conference as virtually in the bungalow; is that it?"
inpool and
other
"It is," answered the muskrat to think of .some way in which he terests. There werespeculative
else take the chances. You cannot afford to take over. With naval reduction agreed upon, everyfew if any
old
gesture-Aftebe formal .and empty
Skillery signs of pronounced public particilady. "Will you be afraid to stay could fool that bad
them. The head of every family should carry all thing else would
that the Conference was to bo over surely by here alone?"
Scallery Alligator with the bumps pation, save among high grade dlv-- :
the insurance for which he reasonably cap Pay.
Mr. on his tall. The bunny saw the idend paying shares.
"Indeed riot," answered
Christmas, and after that by the middle of the presWe urge every man and woman to ponder over ent month.
The prospects are now good for the Longears.
"Besides, I may not piece of slippery soap he had Just
Steels and affiliated equipments
were outstanding issues. Their
stay very long after yon go out. used in washing hia paws.
the suggestions of the Thrift Week Committee. It Conference sitting into February.
said
the
Our
and
Mr.
at
door
the
President
look
I'll
and
take
Conference,
delegates
my
"Oh,
Alligator,"
further advance of one to almost
key
go
will do you good.
If I get back bunny. "Before you nibble my six points, under lead of Gulf
Harding himself, could not have acted otherwise. for an adventure.
For the Conference to adjourn without a settlement before you do I can let myself in." ears wouldn't you like a cake?"
States Steel, was attended by reof the Shantung problem would have been to refuse
"All right," said Nurse Jane," so
SHOE EXPORTS INCREASE.
"Why, yes," the Skillery Scallery ports that various mergers were
to China the minimum of service that she had a she started for the five and ten chap answered.
"I would like a approaching a definite stage.
Motors and ihelr subsidiaries,
right to expect. On other phases of the Chinese cent store to get a new diamond bit of cake. Where is it?"
American
manufacturers shipped 1,666,981 problem
the American public might be reconciled to and gold alarm clock.
"Oh, I'm going to give you a metals, textiles, leathers and food
more pairs of men's boots and shoes abroad last year agreements in principle with details to be worked
see
said
me
said
Uncle
whole
"Let
the bunny, with specialties were prominent at gains
now,"
cake,"
than in tho year before the war, when we exported out by International commissions. But Shantung for Wiggily to himself when he was a twinkle of his pink nose. "There of one to three points. The several
to
two
been
to the wet miscellaneous
in
the
alone
American
all
the
has
he
Public
"I
left
it
and
years
o r
bungalow.
unclassified
is,"
pointed
customer
presented
In
1913,
S, 200, 000 pairs.
Cuba, our best
as a moral issue. Shantung was one of the two big think I shall go out and look for cake of white soap on the edge of groups comprising chemicals, ferbought 250,000 more than the 1,500,000 she took Indictments against Mr. Wilson, the other being an adventure. But first I had bet- the bath room wash basin.
tilizers and utilities also rose one
of our total exports. The Article X. The American public has been strenu- ter wash my paws and face. There
then or about
Now the Alligator didn't know to tohree points.
seems
a
never
to
to
educated
be
bit
1913
that
armament
reducoatmeal
little
of
what
was.
the
in
which
was
of
thought
Ralls were a negligible factor,
soap
that
ously
washing
Russia,
last
surprise
year
tion in the Pacific would be of little avail without mush Btlcking to my whiskers. I'll himself with it, and only taking a despite favorable traffic conditions,
bought less than 1 Vi per cent of our exports, last the removal of the causes of Irritation in the
room
not
bath
water.
in
in
and
the
Far go up
wash bath
So,
know, as indicated by Increased1 car loadplain
year became our chief customer, buying over 38 per East, and Shantung was the greatest of these.
my paws and face with a little ing what soap was, he thought ings at certain terminals, and oils,
cent of our total.
President Harding is right in thinking that the sudsy soap."
what Uncle Wiggily pointed at was notably the foreign group, reflected
Another curious feature Is that while the ex- Conference should sit until Shantung has been dis- ; No sooner said than done. Uncle a regular white cornstarch cake, steady pressure.
Sales, 900,000
of. Any other decision would be a denial of .Wiggiiy noppea up 10 me Datn you see.
shares,
ports of men's footwear are larger than before the posed
to
was
to
an
and
he
Just
me
a
of
China
his
Justice
and
indictment
give
The
drying
"Oh,
'room,
elementary
you're going
money market presented .no
war, and bringing in $4.18 a pair on an average serious failure against the Conference as a whole.
whole 'cake, are you?" cried the new features, call loans remaining
, paws and face on the towel when,
against J2.14, the exports of women's shoes are
358,686 pairs less than In 1913. Cuban women are
"REG'LAR FELLERS"
(CopyrlrM 1921 by George llitthew Adams- - Trade Mark Registered U. S. Patent Office)
buying more than ever, but Canajtlan women, like
much
smaller
are
a
perCanadian men,
taking
centage ot our total shoe exports. Strangely enough,
7.
Russian women do not seem to have taken to or
had the chance to buy our shoes as Russian men
did. The explanation is that the men's imports
were for Trotsky's army.
I
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way demand, 15.65.
cent, but the open rate for mand. 24.90.
Denmark demand,
these accommodations ranged from! 20.00. Switzerland demand, 19.42.
4H to i
percent. Early foreign Spain demand, 14.97. Greece
rates were Irregular, due
4.38.
Argentine
demand,
in part to cables which suggested mand,
33.62. Brazil demand, 12.T7. Mont- difficulties in northern real demand.
banking
Late
rates were firm.
Europe.
however, including bills on Sweden,
CHICAGO FRODUCE.
Denmark and Norway.
Irregularity in the bond market
Chicago, Jan. 1 8. Potatoes
Included the Liberty group and Market
dull. Receipts 24 cars.
some investment1 rails as well as rpn.nl
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.hlnmnn.a CHE
domestic industrials. Foreign gov- -, i, '
i
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iwmu niiitra,
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J2.00
cwt.:
Jl.
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mostly
Total Wisconsin sacked round whites,
registered slight changes.
sales, par value, aggregated $17,
2.15 cwt.; . Minnesota
round
275,000.
whites sacked, $1.902.00
cwt.:
Closing prices:
poorly graded stock. $1.7S01.85
35
American Beet Sugar
sacked.
Idaho
$2.20
cwt.;
Russets,
34
American Can
S3. 00 cwt.
American Smelting & Ref'g. . 4714 cwt.; poorly graded.
American Sumatra Tobacco.. 331,4
KANSAS CITY PRODUCE.
118
American Tel. & Tel.
13 14
American Zinc
Kansas
City, Jan. 18. Butter
49
Anaconda Copper
and poultry unchanged.
.
98
Atchison
Eggs Market 3c higher, 29o,
35
Baltimore & Ohio
58
Bethlehem Steel "B"
LIVESTOCK MARKETS.
24 K
Butte & Superior
48
California Petroleum
Chicago Livestock.
126
Canadian Pacific
Chicago, Jan. 18. Cattle Rew
3 3
Central Leather
Few early sales bet10,000.
eelpts
57
Chesapeake & Ohio
1914 ter grades beef steers and fat she
Chicago. Mil. & St. Paul
stock to shippers and yard traders
28
Chino Copper
steady, others dull. Bulk beef
25
Colorado Fuel & Iron
steers. $6.75 7.63 : canners and
'. . 59
Crucible Steel
cutters,
bulls, stockers and feeders
!
Cuba Cane Sugar
veal calves 25c higher:
steady;
9
Erie
ulk
vcalers, $9.00(iP 9.50.
74
Great Northern pfd
Market
Hogs
Receipts 17,000.
89
Inspiration Copper
opened 10c to 15c higher, later
65
Int. Mor. Marine pfd
mostly steady with yesterday's av27
Kennecott Copper . ..'
erage. Top, $8.60 early on 160 to
114
Louisville & Nashville
hogs;
practical top,
113
Mexican
$8.60; very few over $8.50; bulk,
27
Miami Copper
slow.
$7.75fi8.25;
pigs
17
Missouri Pacific
Sheep Receipts 18,000. Market
74
New York Central
opened mostly steady. Fat lambs
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Northern Pacific
to
early, $12.5013)12.85;
packers
34
Pennsylvania
some held higher; fresh clipped
15
Ray Consolidated Copper.
lambs, $11.75; Texas year74
Reading
lings and twos, $10; fat ewe top.
53
Republic Iron & Steel
$7.50.
20
Sinclair Oil & Refining
18
Southern Railway
Kansas City Livestock.
89
Studebaker Corporation
Kansas City, Jan. 18. Cattle
45
Texas Company
Receipts 8,000. Beef steers steady
64
Tobacco Products
to strong.
Top, $8.10; all othef
130
Union Pacific
most cows,
classes fully steady;
85
United States Steel
few loads. $4.75; heif$3.7504.50;
63
Utah Copper . ;
ers mostly below $6.00; cannens
largely. $2.25 2.50; cutters. $3.00
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE. (S3.50;
practical top on vealers,
$4.00; odd lots up to $9.50; most
Chicago, Jan. 18. Wheat prices bulls, $3.504.25; choice stockera
showed an upward tendency today and light vealers. $6.76; most other
chiefly as a result of prospective stockers and feeders, $5.60(3)6.25,
better European demand, together
9,000.
Market
Hoga Receipts
with talk of green bugs in Texas, opened to shippers and yard tradThe
market
Oklahoma and Kansas.
ers mostly 15c to 25c higher than
150 to
closed unsettled at the same as yesterday's average;
c higher,.
finish to
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$8.168.25; 200 t 220
to $1.12
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to $1.00. Corn gained ing to shippers and packers strong
$1.00
c to
c, oa.s finished unchanged to 10c higher than
yesterday'
c up and provisions at
to
bulk best 200 to
average;
decline to a like advance.
bulk of
$7.70
7.80;
Wheat averaged higher except sales, $7.50 (fi) 8.00; packers top.
for a brief period shortly after the $7.85;
sows
25o
to 40a
packing
stoclc
opening. The main influence was higher; bulk. $6.506.75;
that a liberal quantity of wheat on pigs 10c to 15c higher, best $8.15.
ocean passage and other amounts
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Sheep Receipts 4,uuu.
available for deferred shipment classes generally
etron? to 15o
hands. higher;
was said to be changing
Kansas fed ewes)
fed lambs, $12.35i
Gossip was also current that Ger- $6.75;
many and Portugal were acquiring fleshy feeding Iambs, $11.25.
considerable
of
most
it,
wheat,
Denver Livestock.
however, from Argentina. Reports
Re
8. Cattle
of the presence of green bugs In
Denver. Jan.
attenthe southwest attracted fair
eelpts 2,000. Steady. Beef steers,
was
news
of
effect
the
and
cows
heifers,.
tion, but the
$6.006.75;
lessened by assertions that it was $3.005.75; 'calves, $6.009.50j
too earlv for damage to develop. stockers and feeders. $6.0057.00.
Notice that a bill had been introMarket
2,800.
Hogs Receipts
duced in congress proposing to fix 10c to 15c higher.
Top. $7.75;
a minimum price of $1.50 a bushel bulk, J7.40ffS7.75.
for wheat was received but apparSheep Receipts 1,300. Market
Lambs. $11 11.75; ewes,
ently failed to inspire much if any higher.
$5.75 6.25; feeder lambs, $10.00
buying.
Corn and oats paralleled wheat. 10,50.
Exporters were after corn and took
250,000 bushels here.
The fourth annual conference of
In provisions
packers selling the southern forestry congress will
nullified an advance caused by an be held next month
t Jackson,
Miss.
upturn In me value of hogs.
Closing prices:
Wheat
May,
$1.12; July, Our Buttermilk Laying Mnfh
$1.00.
will keep tho licni in good benlth
Corn May, 53 c; July, 54 e.
and enable them to produce more
Oats May, 38 c; July, 39 c.
eggs than can bo prodnood by any
$16.25.
Pork Jan.. $16.10; May,
other feed. It contains more digesLard March, $9.42; Mav, $9.62. tive food nutrients than any simi
Ribs Jan., $8.57; May, $8.67.
lar food, regardless of orlce. I
contains more real food nluo and
COTTON.
NEW YORK
egg making elements for the money
tlmn any similar feed. Dozens of
New York, Jan. 18. Cotton fu- our customers tell us so lone asj
Jan., they feed our BUTTERMILK
tures closed very steady.
$17.66: March. $17.64; May, $17.29; BEEF MASH THEY
GET AM
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July, $16.83;- Oct., $16.23.
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$97.86; Victory
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NEW YORK MONEY.

3s.

4s,

4s,

4s,

10.

.1-

NOTICE.
United
Albuquerque Camp, No.
Snanlsh War Veterans, will meet at
Chamber of Commerce Thursday,
tho 19th. at 8 p. m. All members
requested to he present, and nil
miamuntcd veterans Invited to at
tend.
CLARK M. CARR. Commandant.
Call money
LOUS H. CHAMBERLAIN,
rate, of-

48,

4s, 4s,

New York, Jan. 18
Firm, High, low, ruling
Adjutant.
fered at and last loan,- - 4
per
cent; closing bid, 4 per cent.
NOTICE FOR BIDS
Time loans Steady. Sixty and
4
90 days and six months,
per Bids will be received until Janu
cent.
Rankin, Flood
to ary 27th by D.forJ. Bernalillo
Prime mercantile paper, 4
counCommissioner,
3 per cent.
Hfoom
New
ty,
Mexico,
15, N. T.
for
the
Armijo
Bldg.,
Albuquerque,
NEW YORK MtfFALS.
construction of an earth embankment dike near the east bank of
18. Copper-Ste- ady. the Rio Grande in School District
New York,-JanElectrolytic, Bpot and near- 15, Bernalillo county, on lands of
later. 14c.
by.
J. L, Phillips and Thos. F. Phelan,
Tin Steady. Spot and nearby, 2800 feet
in length and to contain
$32.00; futures. $33.25.
approximately 3800 cubic yards of
Iron Steady, prices unchanged. earth,
can be obSpecifications
Steady, $4.700 4 80.
tained by prospective bidders at
Zinc Quiet. East St. Louis de- Room 15, N. T. Armijo Bldg. Allivery spot $4.75 4.80.
buquerque, N. M.
Antimony Spot, $4.50.
DON J. RANKIN.
Tic.
65
silver.
bar
Foreign
f!ommisslon.er.
Mexican dollars,1 60c.
.

1314c;

Iad

FOREIGN EXCHANGE.
New York, Jan. 18. Foreign exBritain
change irregular. Great
demand, $4.22; cables, $4.22.
cables.
demand, 8.17;
France
ca4.36;
8.17.4.37.Italy demand,
7.81
Belgium demand, 1;
bles,
Germany
cables, 7.82.
HolV-- 'l
cables,

ACCOUNTING
NVitiiAMj

do--.5-

.52.
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.
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By

Gene Byrne
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MAN-MAD-

E

'
From recent reports it looks as If the riddle ot
woman has been guessed and is about to be proclaimed abroad, and no longer will she be able to
pose as the great mystery of the ages. Already the
English writer, W. L. George, has landed on our
ehores with a brand new wife and the boast that he
understands all the feminine psychology and that it
Then Engla not such a hard problem to fathom.
lish critics are now announcing the discovery of another man who understands woman, Joseph
the novelist.
These claims coming so close together awaken
Che fear that these two students of woman
may
stage a contest for priority of discovery rivalling the
y
famous
contest for the discovery of the
North Pole. However, that may be the garden variety public wi.I be glad that woman Is no longer a
Hergo-ehelme-
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By George McManus
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WHAT (N

The world

YOU LET
ME HAVE TEN

HAt COME
OVER TOO?

DOLLARS

LIFE

two good
rooms;
large
Bleeping porches; large screen-ed-i- n
front porch; hot water
heat; all kinds of built-i- n features; hardwood floors; good
sized basement, and a complete home. This property is located in the Highlands and
cost $9,000 to build. Can be
bought for $6,750 if sold at
once,

-i

FOH KENT
A completely furnished house;
sir rooms; hot water heat and
modern In every respect. We
also have several other houses
for rent.

FOURTH

.

120 S.
U07--

FOR SALE
white itueco bungalow,
modern, hardwood floori, fireplace,
furnace,' garage, fine location on
paved street; Fourth ward.
modern reiidence, hard$S,5Q0
wood floors, hot water heat, laundry,
double garage, corner lot. close In;
(rood value.
double house, compete-l- y
$4,750
furnished, occupied by two famiHigh$90 per month;
lies, Income
lands.
brick, modern, partly
$3,500
furnished, large porches, lare lot;
North Eighth street.
$6,000

A. FLEIECEIE1R,

Ill

In

nil

'

It

MSeir

branches,

Surely Ilond.

South Fourth Street, Next to

IX.

Loans,

Realtor,
Fourth.

Phone

414.

SUDDEN SERVICE.
Tbo Rsd Arrow (all over the West) ren
der! sudden service on Kodak finishing
to people farho demand quality.
Work
in bufore 11 a. m. mailed same day.
Work In before 8 p. m. mailed noon next
day. Address work to
THE RED ARROW,
E. Lai Vegas
Albuquerque
(Wa want
representative In TO'JH
territory.)

We are moving to 214 West
Cold avenue, and will bo open
fnr business In our new location after January 4th.

Mcdonald
Real

&

worsiiam.

Estate Insurance.

1

rhone 67.

FOR RENT

Dwelling,

room n.uflern brick,
I'UU ltU.NT
unfurnished. Phone 1183-se,
frnme-'houFOR itEN'Tf hrce-rooFOK KENT Two furnished rooms fur
with two porches. 1118 Wtst Marble.
York.
1023
New
light housekeeping.
FOR RENT Four-roomodern house,
FOR KENT New four-roofurnished
large screened porches, only (35. Phone
apartment; steam heat., 1002 South 410.
FO It RENT Five room
house ; bat h
FOIl KENT Two furnislied rooms, for
2i'0 North
garage.
sleeping porch,
light housekeeping; adults; no lck High,
724 Sont h Second.
Two-ronFOK KENT
rurnished house,
FO"'. KENT Lovely four room furnished
with sleeping porch, (17 per month.
apartment, must he seen to be appre- 1300 North Second.
ciated 1 JO SouthEdith.
Five-roo1'OH KENT
hmjse. furnished
FOB BENT Two unfurnished roWs
Inquire at 322 South Arno. or plmne
with sleeping porch, lights, bath and
stove, 16 month. 315 South Third.
FOIt PENT Furnished four rooms, modern houee. Call at 417 Bouth Eighth
FUR KENT 'three rooms and canvassed
In sleeping porch completely furnished ror Key.
for housekeeping. 41B West Marquette. FOR KENT Three-roofurnished house
FOR RENT Small furnished and large
sloepinir porch,
key at 704 East
unfurnished apartment: hot water and Santa Vi.
team beat.
1216 West Roma, phone FOR P.ET--Fo- ur
room modern house,
490-nlso three rooms, reasonable. Inquire at
FOR KENT Two rooms with sleeping 141South Arno.
porch, for housekeeping; private en- FOIt RRNT Furnished four-ronmodtrance. Phone 2049-or 621, Bouth
ern bunirnlow: adults; no sick. Inquire
013 North Second.
High.
furFOR RENT Two and three-rooFOR RENT Ono room
and sleeping
nished apartments, hot and dd wa1 r
porch, portlv furnished, $12.50 per mo.
and stenm heat; light and telephone PaM 41 S North Sixth st.
4"!
I'r'tTtwrjy.
FOR RENT Furnish.' '
FOR" RENT Two ""rooms,
two cloth,
with sleeping porch. Phone 21S3- closeU large pantry, bath adjoining, R or call 1203 Bast Copper.
for
furnished
housekeeping;
completely
FOR HF1VT Four-roohouse, hath anil
desirable location. 616 West Coal,
sleeping porch, with garage. 823 North
FOR ItBNT Mci.y lurnlehnl
apartEltrhth. Inoulre fir, TsWh Flv'h.
ments for housekeeping:: modern ex- FOn'itENT Three fo'ur" and'
cept heat; no children; located at
nnd apartments, pome furnished.
West Coal eve. Inquire El S South Sixth. W.houses
H. McMllUon. eOO West Gold.
FOR RENT Furnished apartments, con- FOR REN'T A four-ronmodern house.
venient to sanatorlums,
four rooms.
furnished or unfurnished.
at
batlT, glassed-t- n
sleeping porches, gas, on 1105 Emt. Central, phone 71. Apply
TV.
East Central car line.
Call 1121 East
four rooms and
Central or W H. McMlillon, 209 West FOR RENT Desirable
sunny glassed-i- n
tiold. or phone 1575-sleeping porch, clean
and well furnished. 212 South High.
Furniture
FOR RENT Six" ronmhouiie,partly fur- -'
nlshed, could be used as two apart$UK N 1 1 i E "HE P A IKI NO"a n if liphoister-Ing- .
Thone 471.
Ervln 3elulng Co ments. Inquire 14 South Broadway.
FOR SALE Rocker, library table and FOIt RENT Fmall cottage wl'h sleeping
porcn, garage ana city water, sio. in- 9x12 rug, sanitary
bed combination,
m-- h
or 111 West Hold,
davenport and cooking utinsils,
phone oo're ion1! South
2319-FOR RENT Flvs room new house, furnished. University Heights.
Modern;
FOR HALE Dressers, sanitary couches.
r,o.
Room 7, First National Bank build-iwardrobe, rhlna cabinet, bookcase.
lady"s desk, chlfforobe and large amount
S25 Bouth First.
usoil furniture.
moaerii
FOrt RENT New five-roohouse, rurnished: highlands, close to
FOR SALE Furniture at factory prices
which makes It cost lesa than eoond East Central car line. Apply 71S East
hand goods. Come and see for yourself. Central.
American Furniture Co.. 223 South
FOR RENT Three large nicely
rooms with sleeping porch,
strictly modern: yard and cellar. ApFOR SALE OR TRADE
ply 407 South' Walter.
VVILI.
February 1, modern five-rooACCEPTlght car for" my equity FOR RENT
furnished house In Fourth ward,
In furnished plastered cottage, balance
See
Mr.
at Morning Journal
Coulston,
payable $30 per month, Interest Included.
office after 4:30 p. m.
Apply ir,i South Elm.
modern
FOR SATE OR TRADE 160 acres of FOR RENT One," three-roofurnished house with sleeping porch
land located In one of the best Irrihouse with sleeping porch,
gated farming communities of Colorado. and
furnished. Jnqulre 224. South Edith.
. D.
The prlco and terms are right.
Eoyae. 610 North Eleventh.
FOR RENT -- Completely furnished home,
five rooms, bath, two glassed-l- n sleepDRESS MAjfcTN
ing porches, furnace: Immediate possession. Phone 1199. 819 North Eleventh.
1825-Phone
EXPEUTjJressmaklng.
RENT Five-rootwo
house,
DRESSMAKING By the day or aniome. FOR
screened porches, closets, modern ex
608 South Fourth, phone 2102-cept heat: no children; good neighborHEMSTITCH INO. pteaiiug. Williams' Mihood. Inquire Mrs. Frew. 414 West Gold.
llinery. 200 South Broadway, ph. 777-WANTED Miscellaneous
Pl.EATl.su. accordion, side and bux:
mall orders. N. Crane. 815 North
TO KENT
piano. Phone
Seventh. Ciane Apartments, phone 1H WANTED

CARPENTERING
JOB MAN.
FETTTFOnD THEbrD
All kinds of work. Phone 1873-J- .
WANTED Odd Jobs carpentering, house
painting and repairing, at reasonable
prices. Phone 14G6-BUILDING, alterations, repairing, ,arge
Jobs or email; work by contract ir by
the day; reasonable prices; work . guaranteed: estimates free. Call ms-W-

TYPEWRITERS"
TVPEWKlTERS All makes overhauled
and repaired. Wbbnns for every maExchine.
Albuquerque Typewriter
12J Pouth Fnunh
change.' phone ti3-- J

FOR RENT
Foit

UK .vi iiHnch.
116 West Central,

Ranche.
Apply U. Manueli,

FOR KENT Small ranch, two miles
west of Barolas bridge. Phone 1830--

LEGAL NOTICE
OF ANNUA I, MEETING
ALBUQUERQUE HOTEL COMPANY,
NOTICE

INC.

Notice Is hereby given that the first
meeting of the stockholder of
the Albuquerque Hotel Company, Inc.,
will be held at the principal office of
the company, 118 John Street, City of,
Albuquerque, County of Bernalillo, NeW
the 23rd day of
Mexico, on Monday,
a, m , for the transJanuary, 1922, at
business
that may
action of any and all
come before the meeting Including considering and voting upon th approval
and ral "lratlnn of all purcha ses, contracts, accounts, proceedings, elections
and appointments by Ho board of directors, since the organisation of the
and specifically for the
corporation;
purpose of electing twelve directors to
hold office for one year next ensuing
their election and qualification; and for
the examination ot any and all books
and papers of the corporation,
(Signed) I,OU:3 I t.F EL (Si President
H. O. COOR8, JR.,
Attest:
Secretary.
Dated; Albuquerque, New Mexico, January, 9, 1922.
Annual

The largest maount given for a
modern manuscript was paid In
New York for Thackeray's "Th
Rose and the Ring." The author
wrote and illustrated it himself for
his child's friends, and when it was
last put up at auction it realized
J23.000.

,

Buys a dandy ranch close In
on the new projected paVpd
road west of the bridge. Two
small adobe nouses, outbuildings, on a main ditch. If you
don't care for all of It, It will
divide nicely. Easy terms to
right party.
SHELLEY REALTY CO.
Realtors.
216 West Gold
Phone 450--

HOUSES

.

SPRINGTIME

is Right.

Some Bargain

modern, frame; two
porches, in excellent condition,
close In on car lino, for only
$3,150. If you are looking for
a snap see this at once.

Four-roo-

A. L. MARTIN

y

This Is National Thrift Week.
Today Is Biulfrot Day.
SIX ROOM BRICK
HIGHLANDS, LOOK!
Six rooms, bath, lawn, trees,
built-i- n
features, only one block
from car line. This property Is
in first class condition. For
immediate sale J4.760
part
terms.
We have several thousand dollars to loan on first mortgages,
city property.
DIECKJJANN REALTY CO.
Realtors.
300 W. Gold.
Phone 870.

NOTICE

,92'1

,v

rEAT4RC

WANTED

We need at once two
houses and one seven or eight
room house.
These must be good and BARGAINS. If you have them we
can sell them.
five-roo-

FOR
FOR
2100-R3-

j

220

SCO.

SALE
SALE

.

W. Gold.

Miacellancou

"Sargum"

hay.

phone

FOR SAT.E Mnhogany davenport table.
l'IP'ne 15IU-TRY RODDY'S MiTk. BEST I.V'TOWN.
1'horo 2U3-RFor bale llowaio, neater, practlcail)
new. nnl N.irth
FuU
SALT; Remlr.rton
typewriter.
cheap. Phone 1RV1-SALE
Fine piitnj at a bargain.
Inquire r, 15 Wist Roma.
Fon'SAI.E-Alfolfa,
$'1.00 abale. J. B.
Nlpp rulih. phone S421-U-at y,',nr do'or,
DENVER POST
65o per month,
phone 1943-M- .
t"
AT
V
S
B
FO
Fa he n s." a live"" or d rrase d ,
delivered to your heuse. Phone 162S-..Foit SALE Dining room suite, dHVdi- ctte. piano, Victrola,
820
North
T-

I

Buy the lot now, get ready for
your garden. Anderson Addition, where things grow $20
down, 10 per month.

home
That modern four-rooyou have been looking for. Well
located In the Third ward, and
it can be bought for only $400
cash, balance In payments ot
$35 per month.

Franklin & Co.

Can place $1,500 on First
Mortgage.

3

CO.,

Realtors.
Estate, Fire and Auto
Loans.
Insurance,
223 W. Gold.
Phone 158.

Realtors.

Real

Third and Gold.

Thone 857.

SAVE YOVR RENT
Five
nlc room and porches,
On Luna
boulevard,
brick and sleeping porch. Furnace, hardwood finish, many built-i- n
fire place, hardwood floors, built-i- features, basement, fine lot, splenfeatures, garage, lawn, trees; did location. ,500 cash; balance as
,
this is a pood home at right rent.
J. P. GILL, Real Estate.
price. Part Terms.
R. MeCLUGTTAN,
Phono 72J.
115 S. Second.
204 YV. Gold.
Phono 442-J- .
'

five-roo-

m

n

$500,00

CASH

And balance like rent will take
this six room modern house, completely furnished. Accommodates
two small families if desired. A
real bargain at $3, COO.
We have an excellent bulldimj
sile for sale In the Luna Park
district.

FRUIT

FROM

MENTALS
ALBU.
QUERQUE NURSERIES
Get Your Order in Now. Write
for catalog.

J.

T. YOUNG

Albuquerque,

& CO.
N. M.

e'.fth.

FOR SALE Gas stove, hot blast heater."
oak hall tree, mirror and seat combln- ed. Phono 19tiS-FOR" SALE Ustd tractors,
and
t,
with gang plows.
Hardware
Department, J. Korber A Co.
FOR SALE Singer Bowing machine, reclining chair, bedding, kitchen utensils,
reasonable. 91214 Park.
All"
DELICIOUS" HOME-MADCAKE
Mrs. Chas. Weag-lekinds. Phone 1103-.COO North Second.
JUST RECEIVED a large" consignment
of plnolts. Ho the pound. Robert
lilt West Central.
FOR SALE Fresh buttermilk and cottage cheese: also fresh milk In gallon
lots.
Swavne's Dairy, phnne lfilB-M- .
MIUC
FOR SALE PURE
WHOLE
with all the cream, delivered to you as
It comes from the cows. HICK'S DAIRY,
phone, 260.
SOFT SPOTS Heel and arch cushions
prevent fallen Insteps; cures all foot
troubles. $1. Plantar Arch Supports. Thos.
F. Keleher Leather Co.. 40S West Central.
FOR SALE
Fresh, corn-fe- d
pork; whole
or half ho; half will average abut
18o
a
seventy pounds:
pound. W. B.
Hicks, phone 250, J. C. Penney Store.
FOR SALE Large size table Victrola
and records, one medium and one
small heater,
gas hater,
spotlight,
thoroughbred R. I. cockerel. $08 North
Twelfth street.
FOR SALE All kinds of second-han- d
wagons and light rigs: also one team
of mules, harness, plows and scrapers
and several saddles, at right price.
Simon Garcia, 1203 North Arno.
THE MAGAZINE SHOP, 105 South Cedar, Is prepared to handle yearly sub1919-scriptions on all leading magazines. Tour
attention. Mlaa
WANTED
Cattle to feed.
Phone order will receive prompt 1678-2409-RFlorence Fleming. Phone
ASBESTOS
ROOF
second-hanPAINT
d
WANTED Good
cash regisGOOD for all kinds of roofs. $1 per galter. Phone 838-lon.
110
The
Mnsano
South
Co.,
WANTED Washing and ironing to take
Walnut, phone 1834 J, Try a built up
home. 1308 South Walter.
roof, will last as long as the building.
SCAVENGER
AND GENERAL HAULING. Reasonable rates. E. A. Griffith.
72$ East Iron, phone 2899-f- t.
FOR SALE Five hundred shares nf City
WELDING ANDCt;TTiNO
of metals;
E'eetrlo Railway, below par. Dr. B.
also welders' supplies and carbide for L. Huit N. T. Armljo building.
sale. N. M. Steel Co.. Inc., phone 1947-WANTED Secondhand;
furniture , and
. trunks.
Wa buy everything In house- FOR SALE
Hotel range, butchers' lco
hold goods.
Max's Bargain Store, 315
box, steam
table, Fairbanks scale,
South First
Phone IS.
candy stoves, csndy slabs, tray wagon,
Ford
electric
work
MAX BARGAIN
truck,
8TOK&. at $16 South
table,
First, will pay the highest prices for fans and miscellaneous Hems. College
Inn.
second-hand
your
clothing, shoca and
furniture.
Phone $5$.
USB EFFECTO AUTO TOP and Best
dressing. Effecto Auto Enamel, Vals-PR- r,
RUO CLEANERS
9x12 Rugs Cleaned, $2.00.
Valspar Enamels on automobiles.
Homestead
Cottage Paint,
MATTRESSES tenovated. $3 60 and up. Plymouth
Floor
Paint. Roof Paint and Cement Satfurniture repaired and packed. Ervln
isfaction assured. Thos. F. Keleher LeathP.eddlng Co., phone 471.
er Co., 408 West Central, ohone !067-.CLEANING PAPER and kalsomlne, wax-- Ing floors, house and window cleaning,
BUSINESS CHANCES
and all kinds of repair work; work guarFOR SALE
best location In
Garage,
anteed. John Goodson. phone 034-town.
Phone 879.
WANTED
Careful Kodak finishing.
Twlca dally service. Rcmomber. satis- FOR BALE One of the vest business
S South
faction guaranteed. Send your finishing
properties In Albuquerque.
to a reliable, established firm. Hanna First street. Inquire at Savoy Hotel
AHanna. Master Photographers,
restaurant in
ALP UQTTERQU E WI N DO WCLE ANING FOR SALE
Alamogordo, New Mexico, ?700 cash
CO. Windows
clenned
and fleora
reason
for selling.
sickness
handle:
will
and houses
scrubbed; stores, offices
rates and honest Box 495. Alamogordo,. New Mexico.
cleaned; reasonable
work. A. Oranone; leave your calls FOR SALE At a bargain, five secondAmerlcnn Grocery, phone $52.
hand pool tables and one billiard table,
In first-clacondition; also one twelve-foFOR SALE Ranches
aoda fountain, A- -l condition. In'
ISO
at
West Silver.
alfalfa' ranch", quire
FOR KALk Forty-uoi- e
block city
four mil - from city. Inquire 400 West FOR SALE on At Belen, one
y
Main street, one
property
Gold.
brick
house, gsr-ag- e
store,
building,
rooming
FOR SALE A ranch, cheap, with new
and large warenousa and several
house of three rooms.
Inquire 110$ other business buildings. Mrs. Hnrtsnse
South Fourth.
Dldlsr. P. O. Box. 170. Belen. K. M.
FOR SALE Mne-acr- e
ranch one and
ens-hamiles west of Tiprelas bridge
LOST AND FOUND
on main ditch; new adobe 'louse and
mil from school. LOST Medical- book containing letters
garage;
and receipts. Return to Journal office.
Phone Z404-JFOR SALE Country home, stucco house, Reward.
seven rooms, steam heated, electric LOST Auto battery, between Albuquere
que and Isleta. Sunday; reward; return
ranch; In alfalfa and
lights; nn
orchard. Add sea Postnfflc bos $77, or to 724 West Silver.
STOLEN
Indian bicycle, from In front
phone S4S7-R- 4
of Western Union; notify Stephen MatFOR SALE Four-acr- e
ranch, two miles
from postofilce, on main ditch; double lock. 411 West Santa Fe; reward.
milk
house, garage,
house, chicken LOST Gold locket, monogram E. L. B.,
s.
mother's picture Inside. Valued as a
houses, thoroughbred chickens and
Beturn to Miss Brown, Journal
tnola and furniture; terms. Phone gift.
24H-JOfflct. Reward,

FCR RENT

Rooms

houses,
FOHAl.E
112. ono houp,. furnished,
10il0,
n::oouth Eillth.

(ox
terms.

HAl.fc;
Four room
house, fru'.t
trees, la'o nice l"ts, (1(125, terms. Call
Waller.
1 i J
Couth Eolith.
jl
Fourth. FOR HALE Thrco room house, sleeping
villi I:EN t iioom.
l'"UU"REXfyurishtd trout rooin." 730
p.irch. GO font lot, laoo, terms. Call
nt. lf.'O Pouth I'.dlth.
Houth Edith.
LE liv owner, nice brick home
FOR ItiS.v 1 I'ln'ee Hghi nouseketplnc it'll
In good location. Easy terms. Price
rooms. 1011 North FlrsL
Mis South Edith..
t'Wiit.
runualu-1.
..Imlirn
FOU
FOR RENT Furnishfil four, room' modsteam heat. IjUS1 West Central.
porches, near University
FOR P.ENT Uoonis to women only. $?2 enrern house, two 1178-line. Phone
7lia-V- '.
iii'Uth Hi vcnUl.
phono
SA I.E
Urick.
$a.(i00. nine iar,te
FOIt KENT Light hnust kee;!ntr ruoms Hilt
rooms. $Stl Inecme, unfnrtilshcd; owner
ar.l tLtr;..iieil. Imperial At.nex.
I
Uvea In (wo. l?i s. ii'h E llth.
1'
I'uit
in; 1.0 tun'.lsr.eil nuueeiit;ep- I' OR SALT. On CrtFy TtTlr.a,
im
i.'imrth mivtt,
n.,ns y :;r.:-!mclfin buii,Titi.. , wltl tike r.....l nis
.c
luinlbmd nai
or rel est ito papor. Intone 2t)10-W- ,
61
mod..ru b me. $20.
W,l 1. jd. FOR SALE I.'y iwiifc, new m.iileni
FUK.isllED ro,,ms, ha water heat, no
hoi'fe, near Robinson park, 1,00
414
West Silver caeb.
0 per TTV.nth.
sick, no children.
Phone 1HU5-Five-rooFOR RENT Two furnished room for FOR KALE
trumc, mod no,
li"27 West Cenconvenient for two families; large lot.
llSht housekeeping.
east front. Highlands. Ph"nn 169S-tral.
Soil RENT Unfurnished Urge front FOR SALE Two room house with st?p-- j
fcuutli
124
room; closets, shelves,
ing perch: elso screened poren,
B.lilh.
wired for lights; lot 61xS7. 1SH'
for ladks ' South Elm.
Furnished rooms
FOH ItEN'T
.
FOnA
South
month-815
SALE Rig snap," four new build,
only; $S to $la per
Third.
ings, $(i.G00; th'sty per ccn. investment.
FOR RENT One room fully furnished ITnlvcrslty Heights. Room 7, First Ks- -,
4ul South tlon;il llnnk l)UiUllng.
for light housekeeping.
FOR SAI.W Hy owner. Tl
Seventh.
.:
tVoet Coal,
frame stucco, 4 rooms and bath. 2
sleepFOR UKNT Roc m and glassed-ivacant
large
decorated,
porches,
224
newly
South
ing porch; gentleman only.
Terms If declred. Phone ISiS-vWalter.
olTe
w
a
ALE
8
d
T or 00m
FOR
house;
FOli RENT Furnisttert room with privigood outbuilding: lar-- e
lot; city and
lege of- parlor; garage available. Phone
Irrigation water: $1,800. cn easy payI714-.ments. W, C. Thaxton, 705 West Mounn
FOR RENT Good furnished
tain road.
apartment, on first floor. 612 Nortii
FO iFs A LE A t ii T EasFcen Yral7el 'gh
Rrcon'l.
house, six screened porches, two
FOR RENT Furnished room with sleep- bath rooms,
oak floors, arranged Meal
no qluk. for
only;
ing porch;
gentleman
Income. Priced for quick sale.
big
Phone 121I-J- .
19C8-Phone
Furnished three rooms. FOR SALE OR RENT Six branu new
FOR Rent
with- sleeping
four-rooInquire 1101
porch.
houses, corner Ninth and
South Arno.
Coal; will sell one or all on reasonable
FOR RENT Two large furnished rooms, terms. See F. H. Strong, or L. C Benlights, bath and phone; no children. nett. Phones 75 or 146.
414 West Gold.
Foil SALE House, foul- - rooms and
glassed-i- n
aleeplng porch, front and
FCIt RENT Furnished rooms ailso cili218
back
South
Walter,
for
aale.
porch; big basement; furnace; comary birds.
pletely furn'shed; large lot; this Is a
phone U17-Jgood buy; easy terms. Address box C.
FOR RENT Three room modern fur- csre
Journal.
nished house. $30. J. A. Hammond, 824
BJT OWNER,
modern house In
East Silver. Phone 1522-ward, hard wood floors,
FOR RENT Two nice large clean well
three
porches,
large
ventilated bed rooms; furnace heat
light, airy bed roo- - s vlth extra large
108 South Arno.
with
lot
on
closets, fronts east
large
FOR RENT
Nicely furnished room, In lawn, trees, etc.: everything In excellent
modem home. Mrs. Fred Hamm, $23 condition;
Phone
It
desired.
terms
North Second.
. 1977-STATE HOTEL
Light housekeeping- FOR BALE BY OWNER
Nearly comrooms for rent. Under new managestrictly modern bunpleted five-rooment. Fourth and Central;
all bullt-l- n
galow; white pebble-dashIMPERIAL ROOMS rice, clean rooms: foatures, including fire place, breakfsst
rates by day or week. Over P?etime nook, buffet, cabinets, hard wood floors
modern home,
throughout; also five-rooTheater. 211 H west central
In
For further Information see
FOR RENT Two rooms furnished for close
Coal.
swner
420
at
West
light housekeeping: also sleeping room;
FOR SALE Plastered cottage, furnished,
80.1 North Fourth.
no sick;
has large lot, shade trees, chicken
ElTcJlM
HOTEL Sleeping rooms and house,
etc.; Ideal for health1 seekers, qn
ou
housekeeping apartment, hj lotalso Overland car,
very easy terms;
week or month
602' West Centrcl
In perfect mechanical condimodel 75-front
one
RENT
new
FOR
cord tire, but In bad shape
Clean, sunny, airy
tion;
room, private
entrance,
satisfactory for looks, has starter, good Wlllard bat204NorthWaltcr.
etc.
heat; employed party.
First $76 gets It, Win. E.
tery,
Brown. IBIS South Elm.
FOR-REOne large room for housekeeping, well heated, nice for couple
FUR S
working, close In, no sick. S06 West
anT'frylni
Iron.
rabbits, 710 West l ead.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished sleeping
guaranteed
room with large closet; bath: n.'e of F"OR SALE Saddle pony,
gentle. 1801 West Central.
phone; no sick,. Phone 1007, 420 South
Edith.
cow
FOR SALE Fresh "young
giving
three gallons. 717 South Arno.
FOR RENT
Large front room, well
ventilated and light two blocks from FOR BALE Seven-gallo- n
when
cow,
South Fifth, plrone
$2$
postofflee.
fresh; now milking four gallons. 1600
272-11- .
South Elm.
FOH RENT Two rooms for light houseFOR SALE Horse, buggy and harness,
Use of bath
keeping; also garage.
Bon, Old .Town,
$160.
Taylor and
209
Phons 1926-and
telephone.
pnone ssa-j- .
North Edith.
Colo-redFr-- i BALE
A gentla
WOODWORTH
furnished, nice,
Newly
wagon and
mare; good
spring H00-J.
apartclean rooms and housekeeping
harness; a bargain. Phone
ments, by day, week or month. $12 FOR SALE Cheap, eight head of Jersey
South Third.
cows; three to five years old; will have
FOR RENT Large front room, private calves within next six weeks. 11$ North
home: lady employed: connecting bath; Second, phone 45.
home privileges; rent $1$ per month, $12 FOR SALE Or trade for hogs, good
Noutn seventh.
work horse, weight about 1100; sn os
FOR RENT Nicely furnished front room seen at C. W. Hunter ranch, north end
with or without sleeping porcn; suit- Rio Grande b!vflPhone
able for one or two gentlemen; close In. F0R8ALE6r TRADE For good gen41$ gpu th Third.
tle horse, one Jersey cow. Call at
FOR RENT
Nice, modern, close-IHighland and Harvard streets between
seven-rooapartment, with furnace end of University car line and Falrvlew
heat, long term tenant desired, $50 per cemetery. Brewer.
month. 421 South Third, phone1751-W- .
FORRNTiTrnished four room'brlckis FOR SALE Reft I Estate
with aleeplng porch. This property
BALE
Fine 60 foot lot on Eaut
neat and clean and nicely furnished. No For
Silver at reduced price. J. A. Hamchildren. No objection to convalescents. mond. 824
East
Silver.
Call after 9 a. m. 713 South Edith.
FOR 8 ALE Some fine lots, fine location,
FOR THE MAN who cares, a strictly
Fourth ward, Highlands; six lots In
high-claelegantly furnished, steam block. University Heights, two blocks
heated room and south sleeping porch, from street car; a snap. W. H. McMliIn a private home, best residential dis- llon, $0$ West Gold.
trict: breakfaat served to man employed;
no sick.
Address Class, care Journal.
i

Low

rth

tonuth

ALELjvock
FOBSAIBksidoiS

MATTRESS RENOVATING

WA NTED

Salesmen

Phi ftlnanlni, fiirnHurn rtprtirpin,
SALESMEN GET THIS
picking. Phuu 471, Ervln Bed
big money presenting the Twlnko tVm Com pun f.
Service to hO":iwivisj
your money
every day; very attractive; no capital
necessary; we deliver. Address Twlnko
Journal Want Ads bring remit
462$ ShtlshoU Ays,. Seattle.
Company,
MAKE

HIU-2-

COTTAGE

Three rooms and bath, hot and
cold water, lights, porch, well
furnished, garage,
lot, one
block from car line. Complete for
$2,100. Terms.
J. A. IIAMMOYD,
821 K Silver.
Phono 1522-JTST CfWPI,FTEI.
Five rooms, wflite plaster finish
over BRICK. Has Bleeping porch,
linscment, furnace, laundry facilities, etc., and In the best section of
Fourth ward, close to school
down and balance liko
$730.00
rnnt. See.
,t. i,. iMiiTJirs,
110 S. Third.
Phono 354--

hfTj trtatk.

RANCH

You have been looking for, Old
acres.
Town Boulevard, twenty-tw- o
OWNER IS ANXIOUS
Six room house, garage,
fruit,
alfalfa, or will sell nine acres To sell this modern, nix room
home. house in Fourth ward. To get
cultivated
land, without
he instructs us to sell for
P. ). Box 131. old Town. Phones
2417 K-- l or 348.
$4,500. Terms If desired.
ROT.T.IN E. GrTlfniDGF.
Phono 1023.
311 V. Gold.

REAL VALUE

AND ORNA-

21U1-H-

i...

THAT

TREES

SHADES TREES

FOR SALE Houses
Eight hundred dollars and fifteen
hundred dollars to loan on im- l'olt
houn
pai.u Uy owner,
proved property.
Inquire 101.' West Fruit.
8.V1.K
i. OH
brick house, on
ROLLIN E. GCTHRTDGE,
Nurth KilUh. phone
Phono 1023.
314 W. Gold.
Two small
lot
I

D, Keleher, Realtor.
211 W. Gold.
Phono 410.

J,

REAL HOME

A

"

IT'S HERE

IS COMING

four-roi-

Gober, Short & Gober,
Phono

Smviec. Inc.

FURNISHED
BARGAIN,

J.

v

j??-

FER ACRE

$225

m

ACKERSOV & GRIFFITH,

REALTOR

Insurance

CLOSE

WARD,

brick stucco, hardwood
floors, completely furnished. Owner out of city. Price for quick
sale, 4,760.
Five-roo-

T, KINGSBURY,
Phone

INSURANCE

DAY

Owner's f.imlly has irons past
and hu wishes to sell at once
and go too.
This four-rnohrlrlc shir-ehas
classed in slpppingr porch, nice
front and bark porches, b.ith
pantry, ran. hardwood floors,'
sidewalks. Nicely located within
four blocks of postofflee, and
will bo sold soon.

Six

Insm-aocc-

WJKIi.

I

S

A BARGAIN

Loans nud
210 W. Gold.

Realtors,
Tins is
NATIONAL TniUIT
TODAY 13

The beet view In the Highlands. This lot can be bought
for a bargain if sold at once.

D,

& CO,

F

-

Brick dwelling of four modern
rooms, sleeping porch, service
porch, with big lot 60X290 feet,
at 016 North Eleventh street
Trice $3,800, with $500 fault
and balance terms. Now vacant

Vacant lots will ho In (Treat
demand
this 'comim?
Rettcr pick yours now. spring.
This 50x142 foot lot for sale
at a reduced price, located on
West Silver avenue.
Several pood furnished house!,
for rent and a few unfurnished
ones.

rXIVEnsiTY
LOTS
All

ITKIGiITS

LEVEL

LOTS

no one can
build a chicken coop against
your Hleepintr porch. "RRCAUKE
THEY ARE R RSTRIOTET)."
And tho HEIGHTS
OZONH
"OH T!OY." It's true, IT'S
GREAT! Recause all who llvs
up there SAT SO.'
sanie)

size.

We are GENERAt, AOENTS.
Get yours Today, J10.0O down
and J10.00 per month. Life is
SERVICE, let ua serve you by
showing you these lots.
Tlione 810.
Second nnd Gold.

HAS IT EVER OCCURRED
MONEY MAKERS
TO YOU
of five rooms and
That Rome one very dear to you Beautiful home
also
breakfast room,
bath,
or you yourself, might, some day
built-ifeaopen
fireplace,
seriously need the money you are
hot water
tures, oak
n

flooring,
now squandering
for rent. Now
heat, large basement. Choice
we have a plan whereby yon can
location, Roman brick, veranlive in and enjoy a beautiful new
da 8x32. Full cement basennd strictly modern homo of any
ment. I'liccd to sell $5,700.
sise you niny require and savo up
Easy terms.
CITY REALTY CO,
l his
rent money for o!d age and Under
its value. Very pretty bunfuture needs. Others are doing so
galow apartment of four rooms
. Gold.
207
can you? Investigate at once
Phone 067
(has a sleeping porch), also
well equipped bath. Valuable
Joseph Collier,
coiner lot, only one block to
115 S. Second
Phono 741.
car line, In the Hlghlandsi
P.
M.
C.
With
Price for quick sale $2,600.
arbor.
HELP WANTED
Terms, $500 down, balance like
Msiliv
rent. See thia today.
r-i
WANTEDWlttl DOard Four rooms and bath, also sleepExperience.! touim maker at f Of KPni-ltOOonce.
Office, lit) South MEAI.K witn
Employment
ing poroh. Valuable lot. Close)
.
pnvuio ramlty. No sick. 821
ThdPhone
In. Nice surrounding. Priced to
Nrfrth Fourtlr.
Voun
man s'.cnoniaphcr,
WANTED
Small
selli
at once $2,750.
21S
RENT
It,
board.
with
Full
who can spenk Sptnish: A. H.
gradSouth Proatlwiiy.
payment, balance $18.50 per
Call at Albuquerque
uate preferred.
month. Investigate at once.
Retainers College.
lii'OM ANO IIDAUl), all conveniences.

n.r
'

.Ml 6 njtll rtroadu-ava ouiig tnnn who c.iil spc.iK
Joseph Collier, ,.
Engllrh nnd Pptniph. with a email TA BLR BOARD, pintjla meals served;
212 North Tenth.
115 S. Kccoiul.
I'lione 74-S- .
at
to
Lose.
home conking.
Tmoofsil.le
Apply
capital.
F. C.. care Journal.
With C. M. Harbor.
HOOM AND TiOAUD with sleeping porch!
1036 Kant Central.
comttinctl
q'.lJ'i.nlnK bith.
AVAN'l'ElJ Al.o,.kk,epr
n
and stt
;:f;n'i i.uuvj.s sletping porch, with
fttt'i
roq'ti'eil. Line.
hkjHI. S10 a writ.
r"7 k.i st Central.
t
f. rniinre.
Ar.'ly L. ti. Sht;i!tllu, ilalhip,
i',un)ui!ct,catfd
fruut
i:KT
v.'.v
i:l!o.
rocm wi'h garage if deBired. 107 Kant JOHN V. VVII.ON,
Attorney,
Ontral.
Ho mi IS, 17 and lu, Cromwell Bulldlnl.
Pri- WAN'I El) Experienced coilur girl.
Phone 1153-J- .
, T..r T min'lrv.
10L'7
no
alck.
Forrester.
vpte family;
MIVSKMiS AM Sim..IMt.
flirl for general hfuse work. VOti iil'.'.NT MeHy furnished roum wi'.a
WAXTKT)
11M Wist Central.
first class table board. 110 South Arno. LIU. 6 1. UlltTON,
J!.'7-W- .
Diseases of (tie Stomach.
iVANTKD
Kx!nrl'ni eil ale3la.ie. ApBulls, t Tlirr.ctt Tluildlflg.
FOK KFsNT-in- -- FuniiHiH'd room withjsU'i'p-flrs- t
ply The F'nomiwt.
class board. 410 East 1)11. ti. C. I.AKliE,
porch;
Ptprmprrnphpr"
Apply to Or.
Kye, Kur, .Niim and Throat.
Hobprt r'rewlnpton, 50S East Central. Crntral.
Phone S3.
Barnett BulMiiiir.
FOR UKNT Huom and sleeping porch
rnnine 515-J- .
Office Hours
w it 1,
Soard.
215 Stanford, UitlvH.-mtWAN'Ui!' A woin:n fur gfnr.il bo.iKf-wnrI to U a. m.. and 2 to 5 p. m.
HrichtS.
Call after 1 p. m. at 1012
ftirnlahed room wilh
1OH ltia.NT
East Central, i'hone ("1.
tab! ft linard; rate fur two people. 217 Kcsldence 1123 Phone
Girl to
W.NTK1
S7J.
KniTf h Founh.
511
Must speak Kntflish.
Smith r:roadway.
JAMKMJ.VK HANOI ltr.A location for
W. M. SHERIDAN. M. D.
ha'thscekf rs; few reservation now
WANTKP-- F( run? woman for clc.i?i!n?
I'ractlco Llmltt'd to
Wfintl
wrk. Spa hnsekeppf r, Albu available. Phone 2238-GENITO - I'HINARY DISEASES
FOR'" RENT
Room
not
glassed-i- n
and
riuerquw PnnM;r1um.
BlwphiT porch with- good board. 210 AND DISEASE?, OF THE SKIN
tVA'VTnD
to
20S8-In Connection.
Witsserraaii
trnvi.'l; mupt be nble to writo an.l rad Knuth Walter. Phone
Ronra nnr sieepinc porch. Citizens
TTnifllsh.
lilrig. Phone HSO.
Address Magician, care of Jour- V K RF-Nv ith board for crtvalscentr ; gentlenal.
CHIROPRACTORS
A Inrty who nn Answer
a!l men only; private home. Phone 2U8-W- .
WAXTKD
and rOR PKN'T Nice rooms with sleeping
questions of business aiM dorm-atlW.
R..
trnvel with a magician. Addrefs
porches, with board, for convalescents.
Chiropractor.
rttrm Journal.
IB and ?0 Armljo Building.
M.j. Hied, 612 (South Broadway, phone
PDAltn-Rii- nri,
H.AUN
and fiu month 521.
WANTED Fosition
whllt attending achunt; ;c3f n MfTue fr
FOH RENT
Small glnssed-i- n
Bleeping
South
Butlnera College, 906
Mflckny
porch, southern exposure; tray service, WANTKU Nursing--. Phone 777-nurse's care, $50 per month. M Phone
Mrln, T.os AnRalpa.
WANTifD NurslngPlioTe501W.
WANTKD
Tidies all ov?r Now Mexico
heated WANTED By man, work of any kind".
to take orders for my mednlUima; Rood FOR II12NT Pleasant glanaed-iPhone 1617-also
Writ me for particulars.
pay.
sleeping porch, adjoining bath;
Hurry
Rea, R05 North
the day.
Second,
by
Albuquerque, hoard fur two, 118 North Maple, phone WANTED Housework
Phone 145.
C
In
I
K
Ali
room
SI
and
delightful
porch
Mill ami IViiihU
WASHING
AND
IHONINU to
furnace heated home, for lady convahome. Phone 1343-J- .
MOTION
PICTURE ACTING
&5
Phone WANTED
lescent. Price
per month.
General housework, by the
of iadirs
and 142-WANTED a number
"""
day. 718 South Fifth.
gentlemen to train for motion picMIRAMUN
tures.
Foto Play A SANATORIUM-HOTECall,
Investigate.
IlulJSE cleaning and floor Will.
L
for tubercular FOH call
Film School, 601 North Second.
Hours
J. W. Lowe. I430-H- .
Injt
convalescents; graduate nurse In atp. m.
Washln and Ironing to take
tendance: rotee by the week or month. WANTED
ATX TYPES and ages are wanted for fr,n ?:on-J- t
home. 1001West Mountain road.
our tweive-ween- s
motion pictures;
porch,
,ke
course will fit you for the screen, pro- HAVE ONE VACANT ROOM with modern
home.
105 Ent ronl. phonel 505-suitable for two convalescents;
viding you can show good expression nnd conveniences;
rate 160 per month, In- WANTED Washing, ironlnsTor cleaning!
Foto Play
Call, Investigate.
ability.
613
Mis.
West New
Film School, 501 North; Becond; classes cluding nurse service. Casa de Oro,
Garcia, 1600 block,
WestOold, phone 614W.
Tork.
start Friday evening
HEALTH
ONE
OR
seekers.
TWO
FOR
EXPERIENCED tree prunsr wants work.
room with glnssed-l- n
porch In modwill go out of city. Bikes, 1301 Marble,
ern home. Bed patient preferred. Spe- phone H!t-- J
FOH S A T.E Toungfat Pur key a, pkked cial
core
free.
service
given,
tray
WANTKU-Position
as housekeeper, by
or on foot. Phune 2416-JPostofflee box 124, City.
refined middle-age- d
16 Bouth
woman.
FOR SALE Barred
Rock cockerels, NEWLY FURNISHED ROOMS,
with Sixth, caro Homo Grocery.
;
stock-North
reasonable. (24
breeding
steam heat, hot and ,cold water, two WE AUDIT,
Fourth1.
CHECK, OPEV, CLOSK and
first-clas- s
dining rooms, with best of
WILLIAMS tc ZANO.
keep books.
FOR PALE Bargain: fifteen pigeons, home cooking. Mrs. Hlgglns, 222 Vs East room
, Mellnl
building. Phone 701-14; five Brown
Leprhorn hns with Central. Occidental Building.
LADY
with business sense and expericockerel. IS. Phone 1188, or 820 North RESERVATIONS may now be had at St.
ence would like connection with reFourth.
John's Sanatorium (Episcopal) : rates, liable local firm.
Address B. M, care
S. C. Rhode Island
17. 60 to 125 per week; Includes private
SUNSET RANCH
Reds, C. P. Hayes strain; breeding room with sleeping porch, connected to Journal.
pens and singles; also' bronie Turkey bath and toilet; medical care, medicines, WANTED Thoroughly experienced, re.
Phone241-J5fined American woman cook of good
eggs.
general nursing; excellent meals, tray
TO MAKE room for rny young chicks. service; no extras. All rooms have steam moral character, wants permanent posiheat, hot and cold running water. Rev. tion. Cooking preferred, or would take
will sell a few of my
Phone charge of small home as housekeeper.
II. Zlegler, Superintendent,
pullets; now laying. E. M. Ely, 523 W.
First-clas- s
Will leave city If suited.
401.
Pouth- Eighth, phone Hot-references. Write full pirtleulare. Post-offi"MOUNTAIN
VIEW" S. C. R. I. Red's.
Mrs.
L.
care
R.
address.
M.,
AUTOMOBILES
a superb lot of cocks and cockerels f'r
Journal.
Book orders now,
for BABY FOR SALE Ford truck, cheap. Duko Morning
snip.
t'HICK8; by so doing, you Insure delivery
FOR RENT Storeroom
city Auto Company.
exact date desired. C. P. Hay, 336 North
FOR SALE Bulck
good FOR KENT Large
store room with
High.
condition. 1290. 1022 South Walter. '
Soulti
1201
shelving and counters.
RED POULTRY YARDS Thorough brfd FOR SALE
car;
Third,
touring
Ringlet Barred Bocks, B. C. R. I. Reds;
Bond-Dillo- n
first-clas- s
Co.,
condition,
13
and
pens and cockerels for breeding;
TIME CARDS
up. Brothers of my blue ribbon win- city
ners.
Buy now. while you have the pick FOR BALE Some extra good used cars;
3
West
easy terms. Mcintosh Auto Co., (01
of the flock. TYm. Biota,
West Central.
Atlantic, phone 1483-5
SALE
Bulck. at your own
FOR
DAY OLD CHICKS From free range
price; make a reasonable offer; can
stock that are strong, vigorous and
seen
510
Eleventh.
North
be
at
fdll of pep. Years of experience have
taught us how to hstch chicks that are FOR SALE Just out of to paint shop,
In
an
Oakland six tourour
a
We
to
real
have
customers.
IS
bargain
satisfactory
confidence In our stock and know It will ing. Hoover Motor Company, 418 West
WBSTUOUN.) Dally.
want
with
Copper,
results.
If you
please you
Train.
Arrive.
Depart.
4he best ws have them; all pure-breNo. 1 Tha Scout.... 7:30 pm 1:30 pm
FOR8ALE Or will trade for well
The two most profitable varieties: fi. C.
vacant lots, C"le-8- , In excei.tnt No. t Calif. Limited. 10:30 am 11:00 am
Whits Leghorns, loo, $:o; BOO, 95: 1.000, eondltion.
cars No. T Fargo Fast. .30:5(1 am 11:!0 am
Address Box
f 190. R. I. Reds, 100, t!2i 500, 1105; via .lournnl.
No.
Ths Navajo. .12:35 an 1:00 am
parcel post prepaid. Orders booked upon FOR SALE Kurd
SOUTHBOUND.
light truck, J150; one-to- n
receipt of 26 per cent. Hatching eggs
29
10:10 pm
El Paao Fid
No.
5
30O.
worm
Ford
,
truck,
drive;
half price of chicks. We are the largest
17
11:10 am
No.
El Pato Exp
and oldest successful hatchery In the llaht Bulck. SS90: Ford touring. 1123:
EA8TBOUND.
111
250,
Studebaker,
j
southwest.
Circular sent upon request,
2
No.
Tha Navajo.. 2:10 pm 3:40 pm
Mrs. H. V. West Gold
Mesllla Valley Hatchery,
SAVE MONEY ON PARTS anj accesso- No. 4 Calif. Limited. 6.00 pm 5:40 pm
Bnndy, Las Crucrs, N. M
pm 1:10 pm
ries; slightly used batteries, tires and No. 10 8. F. Eight.. 7:25
7:20 am 7;50 am
The Scut
Chalmers, Max- No.
pans for Studebakcr,
MONEY TO LOAN
FROM SOUTH.
well and Overland-80- .
Mcintosh Auto
No, 32 From El Paao a 35 pm
Company, six West Central.
MONEY TO LOAN On watches, diaNn. 30 From El Paso 7:00 am
monds, tuns and sverythlns valuable
No. 30 connects at I'slen w'th No, 28
PERSONAL
13 Bouth First.
Mr. B. Marcus.
for Clevis, I'eooa Vane" JtansCity tad
MONEY TO LOAN on diamonds, walches WANTED Private pupils by trained and O
Coast.
and gold jewelry, liberal rel)nhle, con- experienced teacher, 60o er hour. 10 --'2
29 connect, at Tleljn with Nn. H
Nn.
fldenllal. Ciottlleh Jewelry Co.. 105 N. 1st South Walter.
rrm Clovls anrt points east and soj'h
CONFIDENTIAL loans on jewelry, dia- CHILDREN'S HAIR CUT at their homes.
35c: ladles' shampoo, mens hair cut
monds watches, Liberty bonds, plan s.
SUtomoliflea
Lowest
rates. Polhmsn'a and shaves at their home, by Perkins
117 Bouth First.
Bonded la Ut S'a'e. Brothers, phons 1067--

WANT

""profession

wrTih(""nnro

nnk

al"!)!"
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Want

We

FOR

MORE

OR

DOZEN

A

STEPS TO

rder Today

Ycyr

OF

NORTH

DANCE

L

Today at Springer Hal) In
Puranes Afternoon and Night.

Everybody Invited.

SEC

MILK!
are
We

Redlands
oranges. We have
received a large shipment from there; all one size,
medium, and placed them on sale the balance of
this week
is noted for its good

STREET

A phone order brings them to your door..
HOMER H. WARD

STORE,

Phones

315 Marble Avenue.

-

TODAY

Opposite Postoffice.
903-123 S. Fourth

Phone

Mil

J,

JOHNSON

Coal and Wood.
Gallup Lump $11.00 a Ton
!)0O NORTH FIRST STREET
Phono 388--

THE ROUGH DIAMOND"
See for Yourself
In "THE BELL-HOP- "
PRICES
ADMISSION"
'REGULAR

For Convalescent Tubcreulars
the mountains. Hates $12.50
per week. For Reservations.
In

LOCAL ITEMS

Pianos, Player Pianos,
Grafonolas and Records
Musical Instruments
Jewelry and Diamonds
Watches and Silverware
Indian Beaded Bags
Moccasins & Souvenirs
Navajo Rugs

Coal Supply Co. Phcne 4 and 5.
The Woman's Home and Foreign Missionary societies of the
First Methodist' Kpiscopal church
will meet at i o'clock this afternoon at the Methodist sanatorium.
Dr.
osteopathic physician,
Woolworth
Hldg.. phone C44-The monthly
mediae; of the
county school teachers will be held
in the Old Town school on Febru-

Phone

FREE

Roth man's

FOR SALE

Music and Jewelry Store

Ford Sedan: Good condition
five good tires. Extra largt
steering wheel, motor driver
horn. Xew battery. Ileal Bargain, $500. Cull 2183-l- t.

town university annual, called "Ye
117 S. First St.
Phone 017-- 1
Imomsday Hook." Mr. Scdillo was
formerly art editor of the A. H.car-S.
"La Rent a" and also became
V. N. M. "Mitoon editor of
rage'' while lie was a student there. HEAVY SALE OF SEATS
i'aetory wood, lull track load,
four dollars. Hahn Coal Company. FOR SHRINERS' SHOW
Phone 81.
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
The Ladies' Aid society of tho
Christian church wilj meet at 2:80
this aftenoon with .Mrs. James An enormous demand for seats
at all three performances
of
Kelly, r, 33 K.'leher avenue.
W. W. Atkinson, formerly chief "Springtime," the musical comedy
field deputy of the internal rev- to be produced on Friday and Satenue rifiice, has been ill at his urday by the Sliriners, when reserapartments for several days.
vations opened yesterday morning,
of Santa. Fe, indicates that the
Rl U Thornton
S. It. 6. sign will
was in Albuquerque yesterday on. be hung out at each show.
business.
The amateur production of this
1 nomas
favorite musical extravaganza has
jiieyo, tiio viim
of attracted unusual attention.
The
appointed a deputy collector for
internal revenue, lias left
enthusiasm of the hundred persons
Jioswcll to take up his duties in the cost and choruses for the
there.
lines and music, and dancing in
W. E. Nevis has left for
the show has spread through the
He will be city and interest In the production
on business.
is general.
away about, ten , days.
The final dress rehearsals will
J. W. Brunei-- secretary of the
who
he held this afternoon and evening
Slate
Baptist convention,
was operated on ten days ago at at the Crystal theater with the
A
Dallas,' Texas, is convalescing rap- Shrine orchestra in attendance.
idly, according to information Land concert will tie given downDallas.
town preceding each performance.
received yesterday from
The meeting of the executive The evening performances will
at 8:20 o'clock and the matinee
board of the agricultural loan
agency, which was to have been at. 2:30 o'clock. There will be no
nas
reserved seats at the matinee.
atternoon,
held
yesterday
been postponed until tomorrow.
17 TAXI Four Cars
Hot tnmnles ami enchiladas for
sale. 70 North Third.
--

Ros-we-

Royal Typewriter

carrier,

in

first-cla-

Bi;y 47. Cam

condition.

By young lady

SIfl',4 South First.

Phone

stenographer

in

FOR SALE BY
OWNER.
Several new 4 to
press
brick, terms. Would consider
lease by right parties.
821 W. Silver. Phono 1940--

IN SPAIN

Vigo, Spain, Jan. 18, (By the
Electric light and
socluted Press.)
ttreet car service here were para- lvzed today as. iesuH of riotent
last
storm which Strpck
night.
ot
wcie
motor
ooais
A number
driven against the sea walls and
tmushed to atoms, and the city's
avenues fronting the sek'wera covered with wreckage of small boats.
Several fishing smacks are reported missing.
Four persons are known to have
been drowned.
The mountainous waves lifted
one large fishing boat out of water
into a df: dock.

few bushels left at $1 per
bushel delivered. 75c if called
for. This for Friday and Saturday delivery.
Phono 2002-.A"

I.

Finest rooms In the state
steam heat,
hot and cold
water all outside rooms.
Weekly rates, with or without private bath, $4 to $10 week
Transient rate $1.50 single;
,
$2.00 double,
With bath $2.50 single anu
double $3.00.

PASO

GAME

Good, Clean Gallup Lump Coal
$11.00 1'cr Ton

John B. Rogers Producing Co.
'
Presents

Leaves Albuquerqua. . 7:45 am
Arrives in Santa Fe,.. 10:45 m
Leaves Santa Fe
4:00 pm
Arrives In Albuquerque 7:110 pm

Phone 600

SINGER
TAXI
Office Slncer
West

"SPRINGTIME 99
A Musical

The Production

Fantasy of Youth and Romance

100

lleaullful

thoat

In Bulk Best on the Market.
SUPERIOR WHITE IJME CO.
Warehouse
Coal Supply & Lumber Co.
Phonos 4 and 5.

Hear

Store,

Central

COAL

Friday and Saturday Evenings,
January 20th and 21st, 8:20 p. m.

afternoon

January

NTED

Phone

515-- J.

WOOD

FOR

SALE
with

Royal Typewriter
carrier, and
Burrough
adding machine. Both in first
class condition. Address
Box 47, Care Journal.

18

and night.

Everybody Invited.

4&w

Shelled Pinon Nuts
Fannie S. Sffltz. Tel 802, 323 N.
Tenth St. Send for mull order list

HHOF. SHOP
.
213 NimiIIi
unci Delivery.

CITr:l,KtTBTO

SlCM

Of

COOS

C011

Guaranteed

A A

11

v v

Swastika

25c
Fancy White Colorado Potatoes, 8 lbs
$1.00
Fancy White Colorado Potatoes, 34 lbs
$2.60
Fancy White Colorado Potatoes, 100 lbs
Dunbars Pure Sorgum, No. 2V-- ; can
.....23c
Soda Crackers, about
12c
caddie, per lb
5c
Crystal White Soap, per bar

I

H L

$11.00
NEW STATE COAL CO.
.

$1.00
$1.00

We Deliver Your Order for 10c
Orders Over $8.00 Delivered Free

Phone 35

Men's Fleece Lined
Shirts and Drawers
Men's heavy ribbed
Union Suits.......

South

Stop and Consider)
Wlint You PuM for

L
Cntil

Wo

Brought It Down..

Others' Follow
Your 'continued
support will
help us to licln you.

205 S. First St.

Co-Operati- ve

0

West Silver.

Store,

Phone 217.

.

Men's fleece lined
Union Suits

Phone 127.
Rightway Shoe Shop

Men's Spring Needle,
Elastic Unions

Second.

.immiiiliiM

nil-if

CONTINUOUS

iL
89c

PRICES

i

HICK'S

1

DAIRY

Mystery, Glamor, Love, Harem Intrigue. Nowhere Else
Will You Find Them But in Magic Bagdad And in the'
Realms of Oriental Romance of

QQ
OJt
$1.49
$1.49
$1.98

"ONE ARABIAN NIGHT"
The, tale of the one night in the life of the beautiful
dancer the wild desert dancer scoffer at all men's
love yet slave at last to her own With

POLA NEGRI

Supported by a Great Cast
Thousands of People
A Wonder-Cit- y
Master-Work
The
of Lubitsch
We
Buy for

Our
Unalterable
One

Price

Phone 250

m

To
All

PURE

THE

Iess

Wo
Sell for
Loss

n.t a. is
Albuquerque,

New Mexico

This

Is

FRUITS JUST? RECEIVED
BULK AND PACKAGE DATES.
IMPORTED FIGS.
NEW DRIED
PRUNES, 10c;
lb

SORGHUM,

ALL

33

"PAYING

NEW

FURNITURE

Have just been been added to our stock
And our displays now invite your inspection
Our qualities are better than ever before
And our prices are lower than ever before

PATIENTS"

A VANITY

FOUR SOLID CAR LOADS OF

1

--

SEEII2G

3c

3Ho
.

, .

Peas, lb

,

'

Comedy

NOTE: ADVANCE

IN PRICES

'Matinee; Adults....
25c; Children
Night (6 to 11); Adults. ..35c; Children
' (Tax Included)
.

10c
15c

i

.uv.,,,-awri,,.;-

$1.75:
00c
60c,

cans

1921 Holland Milk- -

IS

BELIEVING

Gallup

20c
3(le

Cider Vinegar
Royal Cocoa
Sack of Meal
,,,
Pig Bacon
Star and llorsclioe Tobacco ..'
Ebts, down
Apricots, Pouches and Peurs
JUST IN

Week

ATTRACTION

40c

..

2'-l-

Glassed Jar Aprlcota,
Bulk Peanut Butter, lb.'.
Comb Honey
Honey
Honey
Lima Beans

Thrift

National

IN AMERICA THE
REVIEW SAID
REPORT:

swift-movin- g

ADDED

WE SELL FOR CASH
"
ALL GOODS DELIVERED
FELL LINE OF FRESH DRIED

2!i-lbs-

HIGHEST AUTHORITY
NATIONAL BOARD OF
IN ITS OFFICIAL

Recreated

"This vivid,
picture is the
peer of Oriental dramas of the screen."

WHOLE
MILK
With ALL the cream delivered to
you as it comes from the cows.

TO 11 P. M.

1

LAST TIME TODAY

I

Very fine quality

ioc;

rOc
boc

35C
2,'ic:
Wic
45C

25C'

crs' Herrings.
Just" received another shipment of!
NatlonnI Biscuits, Cakes
and Crackers.
THE ONLY CASH AND DELIV- -'
ERY STORE IN THE CITY

FRANK TROTTER

We Lead

WILLY-STILL- Y

REGULAR

HCkr

Men's heavy ribbed
Shirts and Drawers.

116 West Gold Avenue.

I

EVENTS"

J

Men's Balbriggan Shirts
and Drawers

Free Call and Delivery

2',4-l-

Lump

6-l- b.

17 Crystal White Soap, 21 bars
17 VI' Pounds Granulated Sugar

"CURRENT

GOOD VALVES

SHOE REPAIRING
Ladies' Rubber

Black-Eye- d

Machine

ATTRACTIONS

Seasonable Underwear

1

,

SIZES
Glassed .Tar Pears.
Glassed .lar Peaches,

any size any

where Henry Transfer Co.,
Phone,939.
Malone Taxi & Transfer 158

ADDED

I'nilcr Auspices of Ballut Abyad Temple for the Benefit of
Band and Pntrol.
Reserved Scat Sale at Matson'g Book Store Wednesday, Jan.
18th at 8:00 o'clock a. in.
PRICES $2.00 AXD WAR TAX

For Kconomy and
Sat fsf action
Use
CERRILLOS
EOO COAL
Costs Less, Burns Longer
Makes More Heat

PURE

10,

missed 1
See this struggle between two men for a woman whose
heart was divided !

tm-- f

PHONE 624 TODAY;

Stenographer
Apply to I)r.
Robert Brcvtlngton, 509 East
Central.

PHONE 678

and

Bought like a slave for a home and a marriage bond!
And like a million million women before her, she tried
to think her life was fulfilled.
,
Until love came, unbidden, and showed her what she had

GeorKcous Costumes
. Elaborate Scenery

S X9

Fresh Lump Lime

116 West Silver
C. A. HODGES. Prop.

DANCE
At Durancs Flesto,

100

IN CAST

Matinee, Saturday, January 21, 2:30 p. m.

Albuquerque
to Santa Fe.

ALBUQUERQUE TRANSFER
Phone 542, 401 North First St.

W A

'VfMfc'S

w?.km..."v

POSSIBLE

CRYSTAL THEATER

STAGE

Coal! Coal! Coal!

Brown's Transfer
and Storage

.

r

present

Support of this game makes

EL

ELMS HOTEL

218

j

'

s--n

--

at half priC.
Watch for Bargains.
EVERITT JEWELRY CO.

Turnips for Sale

As- -

JflMeLIWte

JANUARY 20

Heels, 40c

324 S. Second

r,teSC

comes i

HOMES

GUYS TRANSFER
Phone 371

D18

--

7 p. m.

FRIDAY,

C.

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND
STREET CAR SERVICE

J.

7 p. m.

TO CLOSE OUT

PHO.N E

221-- tt

5

Bleachers from Washington Park will
provide seats for all.

HAHN COAL CO.

Let Us Send a Man

A. "SKINNER

2167-- J.

V

t

a

woman when

Gallup H. S. vs. Albuquerque H. S.
Santa Fe Indians vs. Albuquerque Seconds
ARMORY

CERRILLOS
GALLUP
ANTHRACITE

or around Albuquerque. Address
C. A.. Hox 362.

J,

'

Phone

BALL

teams for the price of one

Two out of

field grown. I have a
list of fine Standard Varieties
for March delivery.
RAYMOND F. BLOOM.

Journal.

Situation Wanted.

R. CONNER, M. P. D. O.
Specialist.
Osteopathic
2033-The new Spanish type bungalow Stern Bids. Tel. 7trl-of
one
is
of Laurence W. Gibhey
the most attractive homes on the
Heights and will soon be ready
for occupancy.
Mr. Kirk has ordered a water Trrpnlnce that broken window
tap for lot 4 in block 7 facing on
Albuquerque Lumber Co.
to glass.
Harvard avenue
preparatory
Phono 421. 423 North first.
l.H er nf n .now. linme.
i
uKa VittlL...u.we,
Several automobile parties were-- j
seen luncning wcanesuuy nuun
the hill near the new reservoir on COAL
$11.00 PER TON
Point Inspiration. Good advertisGallu p Lump
ing for our January weather.

tree (all

Roses

Which wins

with

ss

Address

ROOMS

HOUSE

BITTNER

Phone

California

ll

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
DOINGS

S;--

in-

For Sale cr Trade

j

We deliver

BASKET
town

monogram,

picture

side. Return to Miss Brown.
Journal office. Reward.

210

be-tz- in

PARALYZED

Gold Locket
K. L. B., mother's

EXTRA PAIR TROVSERS
With each Siil.oO Suit or Overcoat Sec
E. H. BOOTH
At Boalrisht Rubber Company.

.

ary 4.
Word has been received that
In
student
John A. A. Zedillo,
Washington. 1. C, has been apon
the
the
of
Georgestaff
pointed

490-- J

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

respectability?

LOST
with

SEMON

Well Country Camp

LAST TIME TODAY

DAIRY

1902 North Fourth St.

Phone 1046

Various lines All goods appearing in our west Window during
the ne::t few weeks will be sold

COAL CO.

Satisfaction guaranteed."

LOVe or

Expert Watch Making, Engraving, Jewelry Repairing

In the Picture of

LARRT

The Jeweler

FOGG,

TOM MIX APVEMTR- ETOM MIX TIIKIIXK
TOM MIX LOVE
And Get a New Kind of

1QM

visional order for the paving. Specifications will he prepared and
hids requested before a final order is made.
discussed
commissioners
The
briefly' the proposal for the purof
a
chase
city paving plant, but
a majority seemed to believe that
the cost of the initial outfit would
not be justified over a period of
years.

ATME

and Cream

BEIEM'S

CLEANERS

CLEAN EVERYTHING
Cor. Sixth and ((dd. I'linne 453

iilk

parts of the city.

To all

EMPIRE

Acting upon the request of several interested property owners,
the city commission at its session
Inst evening took the initial step
toward the paving of North Second street from the north line of
Tijcras avenue to the south line of
Mountain road.
The commission passed a pro-

AT 37C PER DOZEN'

WARD'S

MILK!

now prepared to deliver

Fresh Pure

REDLANDS CALIFORNIA ORANGES

January 19, 1922.

CWC0LATE
CREAM COFFEE
Sold At This Store.
we sen Skimmer's
the higher erade Macaroni,
Spaghetti, Egg Noodle, and
thr Mocaron i Product.

THIS WEEK'S SPECIALS

COAL SUPPLY and
4 Phones

Eed Davenport, plain oak upholstered, imitation
leather. .Regular price $55.00.
This Week Special
$42.00

Let Our

Genuine Reed Baby Carriage, in Ivory finish.
,
Regular price $35.00.
Thia Week Special
....$22.50

213-21- 5

THIS

Albuquerque, N. M.
IS NATIONAL THRIFT WEEK
.

LIBER

CO.

5

Trucks Bring Comfort to Your florae

Friday, January 20th, at 619 North
Eleventh St. Sale Starts Promptly at
2:30 p. m.

LIVINGSTON & CO.
West Gold Ave.

guaranteed.

Auction Sale

Child's Bed, full size, wood frame, ivory finish.
Regular price $16.00.
Thit Week Special.
.$9.75

JuOME FURNISHERS

Casion City

Unexcelled service and complete, satisfaction
If you desire wood or coal call

Bed Davenport, quartered oak frame, upholstered
in genuine leather. Regular price $69.00.
This Week Special...........
$54.00

If

Rawsoa

'

Five rooms of furniture to go to the hiftest bidder. Note th
following articles to be Bold: Oak dresser, chlfforobe, bed,
springs and mattresses, baby bed, coal range, safe, big base
burner, same as new; flat top office desk in good shape,
rockers, dining table and cbairs, library table, dishes, cooking
utensils and a big lot of tools of all kinds and many other
articles not mentioned. If you want house furnishings you cannot afford. to. miss this opportunity.. All goods are sanitary.
Be on hand promptly.

J. L. GOBER, Auctioneer,

y

